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' Canada Triumphs 
To Tie Up Series
I HEAR IT!
Doris Brykaliuk, 12, a grade 
seven student at Matheson 
Elementary School, raises her 
hand to signify she has heard
an electronic tone during
U.S. Would End
Its 'Golden Era'
In Game's Final Minutes
hearing and sight tests ad­
ministered at the school today
by Mrs.’Janet Hait, left, of 
the South Okanagan Health.- 
Unit. By the end-of the month,
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
United States unveiled a far- 
reaching proposal today for re­
vamping the world monetary 
system,/, including tough new 
measures to force needed cur­
rency changes and am end to 
the once-special role of the U.S. 
dollars.
Under the proposal, more 
flexibility would be built into 
the system to prevent recurring 
(monetary crises. This would be 
I done by -allowing al’ currencies 
I to; fluctuate widely from their 
fixed values. •
„ , . , , . , . The United States would in-
all elementary school students tervene in money exchange 
foe.distnctj..will havejbeen |markets,.Just-like any other 
tested.-—(Courier Photo) country does, buying and sell-
MOSCOW (CP) — Paul Hen-ierees Ule Daljberg of Sweden 
derson’s goal late in’the third and Rudolph Batja of Czech- 
period gave Team Canada a 4-3 ©Slovakia handed out 10 minors 
victory over the Soviet Union to the Canadians and six to the 
Tuesday and a tie in the eight- Soviets.
Alberta Farmers Seek Aid
As Early Snow Hits Crops
Quebec Fire 
Kills Two
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
• The federal government ’ was 
a$ked Monday to provide finan­
cial assistance to Alberta-farm­
ers whose crops have been 
snowed under by unusually 
early winter weather.
-The request was made in a 
letter from Dobson Lea, presi­
dent of unifarm, an Alb'erta 
farm organization.
Mr. Lea said in an interview 
that the early snowfall and ab- 
normally-low temperatures had 
created a "near disaster” for 
some farmers.
Southern Alberta received up 
to five inches of snow, during 
the weekend and much of it re­
mains on the ground because of 
temperatures in the 20s. South­
ern Saskatchewan's grainbelt
received up to eight inches of 
snow Sunday.
Mr. Lea said some farmers 
now are faced with loss of in­
come, mounting overdue ac­
counts and lower prices for 
grain when snow-covered crops 
are harvested. Lost crops also 
meant farmers would have to 
buy feed for livestock.
SUGGESTS ADVANCES
The federal government 
should consider advancing 25 
per cent of- what farmers ex­
pect to sell, he said.
Meanwhile, the weather fore­
casts gave little hope for a 
quick thaw.
“It' doesn’t look like there 
will be any break for at least 
three days,” reported the Ed­
monton weather office.
More snow was forecast tO'
day for southern Alberta., 
' “If it stays like, this* it would 
be a disaster,” said’ L.'A'.'Mel- 
mberg, . economic analyst. for 
the Alberta Wheat Pool in Cal-
QUEBEC (CP) r- A fire 
early today in the old section of 
the city ’< killed a -man and' a 
•woman and seriously injured 
another six, persons as it raged• - - •.
through a four-storey bpardiijg I pIIf]x 
rouse.' •>> ‘ K - f A
ing currencies to define the 
value of the dollar.
Gold .would be eliminated as 
an international reserve asset. 
All currencies in the, 124-nation 
monetary system would even­
tually be' valued in \ terms of 
Special Drawing Rights,. or pa­
per gold,’ the invisible, reserve 
asset valued by mutual agree­
ment/. An SDR now is worth 
$1.08.-
Treasury Secretary George 
Shultz gave details of the U.S. 
plan, at’ the annual meeting- of
GEORGE SHULTZ 
r .. financial epoch
1 game exhibition hockey series. ——•
I The teams now have three MOSCOW (CP) — Summary 
• victories .each and one game of the seventh game in the Can- 
was tied. The eighth game'will ada-Russia exhibition hockey
I be played here Thursday. series Tuesday:
Phil Esposito scored twice! First Period
and Rod Gilbert got one for 1. Canada, P. Esposito (Ellis, 
Canada. Alexander Yakushev park) 4:09 
fired two goals tor the Soviets 2. Russia, 
I and Vladimir Petrov one to set drin) 10:17 
I the stage for Henderson’s tie- 3. Russia, 
breaker, with less than three 116:27 
minutes remaining. s 4. Canada, r. «--
,The teams were playing five rise, Savard) 17:34
a side with Gary Bergman and Penalties—Mikhailov 2:00, P. 
Boris Mikhailov off for rough- Mahovlich and Mishakov 5:16, 
ing majors when Henderson Mishakov 11:09, P. Esposito 





The speedy left-winger from No scoring
Toronto Maple Leafs of the Na- Penalties—Gilbert 0:59, ra­
tional Hockey League fired a rise 6:04, Anisin 6:11, P. Espo- 
quick shot over goaltender Via- sito and Kuzkln 12:44, Parise 
dislav Tretiak’s shoulder. Hen- and Kuzkln 15:14, Stapleton 
derson was being pulled down 15:24. ' ■
from behind as he let the shot Third Period
go but he still found the top 5. Canada, Gilbert (Ratelle, 
corner to get the winning goal. Hull) 2:13 < ,
International ■ . Monetary
'Mechanical Failure Blamed 
For 22-Death Sabre Jet Crash
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) 
— The owners of the F-86 Sabre 
Jet which crashed into a 
crowded ice cream parlor Sun­
day, killing 22 persons, attrib­
ute the crash to “apparent me­
chanical failure.”
“The F-86 aircraft was fully 
licensed and had been restored 
and tested to rigorous FAA 
standards and its apparent me­
chanical failure is now under 
investigation," Harold' Llpska, 
president of Spectrum Air, Inc,, 
of Novato, said in a statement.
The pilot, Richard Bingham, 
36, of Novato, was in seclusion 
at Sacramento Medical Centre, 
In satisfactory condition with a 
broken arm and other injuries. 
Hospital Administrator Thomas 
P. Engel said Birigham had 
asked to have no visitors.
"He has given a police slatc- 
nt," Engel added.
■nghain was quoted by rea­
ps ns crying, "I’m sony
I’m sorry!” as he was pulled 
from the wreckage of the Ko­
rean War-vintage craft built in 
Canada.
Bingham, general manager of 
Spectrum Air, and an associate 
rebuilt the jet after it had been 
stored in crates in Canada for 
eight years, the Oakland Trib­
une reported Saturday in a fea­
ture article on Bingham and 
the craft.
Twelve of the dead were chil­
dren, some of whom had gone 
to Farrell’s Ice Cream Parlor 
for birthday parties.
’ The accident claimed more 
lives on the ground than any 
cither in U.S. aviation history.
The craft faltered on an at­
tempted takeoff at the ' con­
clusion of an nlr show. It 
plowed through an old levee, 
burst into flames, then hurtled 
Into several parked autos and 
through the big front window of 
Farrell’s.
gary. (
The weekend storm set farm; 
ers back at least one week,’ he 
said, and 'tit’s getting later all 
the time.” 
. The pool reported Monday 
that more than 143 million 
bushels of barley and 70 million 
bushels of wheat still were ly­
ing in Alberta fields. Also, 
there were two million bushels 
of rapeseed in swath.
One week of sunny, dry 
weather .was needed before the 
harvest could be resumed, said 
the pool.
Nfost of the harvest was com­
plete 4p southern Alberta, said 
Mr; Melmberg, but some farm­
ers would be forced to bring in 
wet crops. This would com­
plicate storing and shipping 
and result in loss of quality. 
There \vas no estimate of how 
much unharvested grain re­
mained in southern fields,
In Saskatchewan; the snow 
did not. cause much damage be­
cause the harvest is well along 
there, said Allan Rugg, a 
spokesman for the Saskatche­
wan Wheat Pool. However, 
some standing crops were flat­
tened.
Northern Saskatchewan es­
caped tlie snow, said Mr. Rugg,
but , the situation.., there
Quebec Civil Service Union
Decides To Split With CNTU
QUEBEC (CP) -The 28,000- 
member Quebec Provincial 
Civil Servants Union voted in a 
referendum Monday to dis­
affiliate from the Confederation 
of National Trade Unions.
In results released eally to­
day, the civil servants union 
said 10,933 votes hnd been cast 
in favor of disaffiliation and 9.- 
799 against. There were 376 
spoiled ballots.
The civil servants union con­
ducted the vote, and counting 
in 185 polls across the province 
was done in the presence of a 
clerk from the union and a 
scrutineer from the CNTU.
Jean-Paul Breulcux, presi­
dent of tho civil servants un.on, 
told reporters lie interprets the 
-csults as pi oof that the mem­
ber* have had enough of the po­
litical orientation of the CNTU
contract talks with the Quebec
government began, 
The union pulled out of a
common front of unions bar­
gaining with the province in 
August.
Mr. Breulcux pulled the union 
out of the common front on 
grounds that the union was 
being Involved In a politically- 
motivated bargaining philoso­
phy which, he said, “hinders 





of the civil servants tin- 
the latest defection the 
has experienced in the
last six months. Unions repre­
senting about 30,000 workers 
have left the federation t<x join 
the new Conseil Syndicate 
Democrat iques, formed in the
nt the last couple of jrats. evl The 
penally alnce public icmrr1 with about
spring by ThwtftsMdchVCNTU 
executives.
leaves the CNTU 
115,000 members.
The victims were not imme­
diately identified, ' >
Police said at least, four per­
sons ' jumped from fourth-storey 
.windows to escape the iblaze 
and another ’ three preparing to 
; ump were rescued by firemen 
on ladders.
Arson wa$ a, possibility, po­
lice said. A person was seen 
leaving the • house, just before 




NORTH ; VANCOUVER (CP) 
— The intended victim of a 
bomb attack last year was shot 
and \vounded here early Tues­
day. ' '•
PROPOSAL SPECIFIC
It was>the first specific mone­
tary proposal to be offered and 
it moved-the'world-debate over 
how the new monetary system 
should look off dead centre;
As envisioned -by the . United 
States, the new monetary sys­
tem would be balanced. Coun­
tries piling up balance-of-pay- 
ments surpluses would be told 
to revalue their currency up­
ward or .face International eco­
nomic sanctions.
The sanctions would include 
losing the right to convert ac­
cumulated foreign currency 
into another couritry’s reserve 
assets. - In addition, special im­
port taxes would be authorize^ 
against countries with chronic 
surpluses in their balance of 
payments.
These types of penalties could 
be Imposed by "dis-
CANADA SCORES FIRST 6. Russia, Yakushev (Mal« 
nronortionato rhanffoc in al Phil Esposito opened the tsev, Lutchenko) 5:15 
country’s ’ monetary-reserves ”| scoring early in the first periodf 7. Canada, Henderson 17:54 • StodtacESJI • ’ when he took a perfect pass-out Penalties-Bergman 3:26, Gil-’
The umS States refrained fr°m EUis ™ the corner bert 7:25, Mikhailov and Berg* 
from giving all the details on I whirled around to beat Via- man majors 16.26. 
how sanctions could be applied. I(Eslav Tretiak from dose Attendance-15,000.
Shultz implied the proposals < x.- A- «■ i,. «are'-subject td’debate and rios- Yakushev tied it for the So- 
sible compromise. V1ktS abo11**17® minutes later
EXCHANGE RATES FIXED ISd tot £
■Mdney-exehange rates would S^““ ““ let 80 
remain fixed, having a specific Petrov put Sdviets in 
value, as they now do. Shultz front 2-i another five minutes 
proposed, that the value of allhater when he broke into the 
currencies be allowed to swing Canadian 20ne and waited for 
within the .present range bf.4.5 Tony Esposito to come out of 
per cent. This Would mean that net before slipping the puck 
currencies could change in in- jn behind the Canadian goalie. 
S10?1?1 ? b^ni^ sPer Phil Esposito tied it up again 
cent against each other before when he took a pass from 
a devaluation or regulation Serge Savard and FIet g0 a 
would be required. quick shot from the slot to beat
■Under the old monetary sys- Tretiak. I
tem, the United States played a After a scoreless second pe- 
Passive role, in determining the lriod, Gilbert scored for Team 
value of the dollar,^leaving)that Canada when he took the puck 
job to other countries in foreign off the backboard and moved in 
exchange markets.-!n turn, the front to backhand it between 
U.S. pledged to convert all dol- Tretiak’s legs. Yakushev made 
lar claims into gold./ it 3-3 when he tipped in a shot] •
from the corner of the net; They wouldn't lot
. CANADA'S HIGH-LOW Besides the offsetting major m0 nlayl' • 
Toronto —77 [ penalties late In the game, ref-| .
is
serious because of rain last 
week.
In some areas of north­
western Saskatchewan, 100 per 
cent of the crop remains to be 
harvested, he said.
Dcase' Lake .14'
news in a minute Shadowy Killers Of Belfast 
turned to his North Vancouver I IWA Member At COBSt Vote Oil Contact JlflY P fOf 6Sf Ollt" A T63 Mflll
VANCOUVER (CP)—Some .500 construction workers. .
RCMP said Dallas Boyd, 41, 
was wounded in both legs by a 
single shotgun blast as he re-1
Three Charged 
In Brinks B&E
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) -A 
Kingston man and two Mon­
treal men have been charged 
with a Monday night break-ln 
nt a Brink's Canada office in 
Kingston. '
Police charged Lloyd 
McGowan Bllow. 58. of King­
ston, Edgar Sylvlo Brunear, 42, 
and Georges Henri Beaulieu. 
35, liolli of Montreal, with 
break and enter with intent.
A search is continuing for 
other persons police believe are 
involved In the attempted bur­
glary that was aborted after 
jMilice cordoned off a downtown 
area about 10 p.m.
Police have not discovered 
whether any money was taken 
or how the building was en­
tered.
Provincial police said that 
about six officers from Toronto 
had liccn in Kingston for the 
last week and suspected an at-
tempt would be made to 
the Brink's office.
After three men wore 
rested, police sealed off 
area when It was txdlcved 
wotnrn wire hiding In
apartment. , VANCOUVER (CP)-Some .500 construction workers, ,
The shooting occuucd a‘for members of the International Woodworkers of America, are BELFAST (AP) —• The foee- 
hejdrove _into tne underground] voting on a two-year contract with Forest Industrial.Bela- less killers of Belfast gunned
tion3 which Vancouver IWA president Syd Thompson says down another victim In their
fmm wil1 Klve certified millwrights 13 cents an hour more’than shadowy vendetta today as
from me snaaows, urea oncei members of the carpenters', union in the construction in- Northern Ireland s ' Protestant
politicians prepared to hammer 
.. —--- ..........--------- — - out with the British government 
satisfactory condition in hosPi-| Heath Makes Appeal To Labor Unions I have security powers in Ulster.
LONDON (AP)—Prime Minister Edward Heath called Police found ,the body of a 
today on Britain’s labor unions and industrialists to join man, shot through the head, In
a vdluntary nnti-lnflatlon drive, holding down .income and the predominantly Protestant
price increases for one year. eastern outskirts of Belfast
( ' 1 , after shooting was heard in the
Two Hacked To Death In New Zulu War lnimc.
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (Reuter) —Two mbn dlntcly Identified, but police
'were hacked to death and eight others badly injured when speculated ho wns the latest
hundreds of Zulus armed with guns and clubs fought a victim of tho rival Romari
pitched battle with each other,'Police were searching the Catholic and Protcstan assas-
alleys for more possible victims of the second violent Zulu sins terrorizing the city,
fight in tho city In 24 hours. The death brought Ulster’s
I three-year , fatality toll to 572. 
. ........"""""1"'' , ....... ■'......... ... . ...... .......,liri"rri11 ■ 111.. .....]The man wns the second to die
and fled.
Mr. Boyd was reported in
dustry.
Ills wife,- Jeanette, lost both 
legs when a dynamite bomb de-
stroyed his car as she switched 
on the ignition Feb. 11,1971.
Police, said they believed the 
,bomb was meant for Mr, Boyd, 
a convicted drug trafficker.
Ho has admitted having com 
vlctlons for drug trafficking, 
drug possession and car theft 
dating back to 1950. Mr. Boyd 
said he has not had contacts 
with the underwbrid since he 
was sentenced to 10 years for 
possession in 1958,
ASIAN EXODUS - TORONTO ARRIVALS






building. However, tbetc weir 
iio Anther arrests.
There weic no shots fired.
TORONTO (CP) -- Tom De­
Souza says that what puzzles 
him about the Asian exodus 
from Uganda Is that the bulk of 
the Aslans are the skilled work­
ers in that African country and 
the Africans do not have the 
necessary training to take over.
"Kampala has become a 
ghost town,” said Mr. DcSouza, 
who is one of 22 refugees from 
Uganda who arrived by plane 
Monday night. "There are no 
doctors left, nn more mechan­
ics or auditors—they were all 
Asians.”
His flight on a British plane 
from Ixmdon was one of many 
which will bling thousands of 
Asians to Canada as a result of 
Uganda’s new’racist policies.
The nightmare for the De­
Souza family , and 60,000 other 
Asians began Aug. 5 when 
President Idl Amin announced 
these British passport holders 
had unt|l Nov. 8 to get out and 
leave their worldly goods be­
hind.
Amin said the Asians had to 
go because they were salwtag- 
ing hnd dominating tho econ­
omy of the country.
Mr. DcSouza said he was 
lucky his wife and four children 
got away after the 50 anxious 
hours they waited in Kampala, 
the capital.
But his children: Iwona, 9; 
Deborah, 7; Annabelle 5 and 
Clement, 3, didn't realize they 
were fortunate to be playing 
with their cousins in a Toronto 
living room. The DeSouzas
were able to, pay their own 
way.
Other refugees will be flown 
to Canada in aircraft chartered 
by the Canadian government. 
The first charter flight leaves 
for Montreal Wednesday.
The DeSouzas left behind un­
der lock and key a four-room 
bungalow almost fully paid for, 
household goods and two cars.
He estimated his 




lost assets at 
In forms but 
any com-
thinks they
have a hope of getting anything 
out of there is sadly mistaken,” 
he said. He was allowed to take 
some clothing, a limited 
amount of jewelry and 1150 in 
traveller's cheques.
Ifo said ho does not sea how 
It to possible for alb Asians to 
leave before that deadline, at 
which time Amin said those re­
maining will be herded into 
military camps.
"Can you imagine what will 
happen then?”
He said that those still wait­
ing to leave and even Africans 
are afraid to walk the streets 
because of Amin’s army.
Now he wants to get a job as 
quickly as possible. Hr had vis­
ited his brother-in-law, who 
moved here 2‘,i years ago, Inst 
year for three weeks ami made 
job inquiries at that time. As 
soon as the Aslan trouble began
slnce a conference on Northern 
Ireland’s future opened Monday 
:n a heavily-guarded country 
hotel at Darlington,; northern 
England,
A British soldier shot in the 
lead by a guerrilla sniper Sat­
urday died Monday night. He 
was the 150th soldier, Including 
Ulster militia troops, to die in 
Ulster since August, 1969.
Only hours before, guerrillas 
of the Irish Republican Army 
had badly damaged the 11- 
storey Russel Court Hotel with 
a 500-pound bomb In a raid that 
was clearly designed to remind 
the politician!! at Darlington tho 
IRA’s bloody campaign will 
continue.
Another IRA strike, In Bel­
fast’s city centre fell apart 
when a 14-yoar-old girl smuggl­
ing clgaretto pack-sized fire­
bombs past troops panicked. 
One of the doVlces activated in 
her pocket and set her coat af­
lame as sho fled.
Another girl was trapped In a 
shop by soldiers who found an 
Incendiary device in her hand­
bag. Six other firebombs were 
found In nearby stores.
Troops exchanged shots with 
tour armed men who set a 
sports club ablaze In Porta- 
down, 30 mlbs south of Belfast.
Other explosions during tho 
day damaged n church hall In 
Ijondonderry and a labor ex­
change in Sfrabane,
An attempt to blow up a new 
Catholic chapel in east Belfast 
with a lingo car bomb failed 
when only five pounds of tho 






NEW YORK (AP) — Stork 
prices rallied today on hints of 
possible peace and plans tor In­
ternational monetary reform.
The noon Dow Jones average 
of 30 Industrial Mocks was up 
0.98 to 930.71, and advances had 
a 584-|o-527 lead over dcclinei 
on the big board.
f
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NAMES IN THE NEWS Norway Rebuffs Prime Minister KELOWNA CUBS AND SCOUTS
Clearwater Citizens Win Hospital
«■..■/ 1 >. .■ . . ■ fTianc tn/lnv 4Viavr ife cfiecinn ■■ fW .■ O ■ •
3 A new 13-bed. hospital has 
been opened - in Clearwater, 
Shree years after residents of 
Ufis Nor‘h -Thompson Valley; 
community began battling Bri- 
Jish Columbia’s provincial gov­
ernment for improved health 
services. The battle went right 
Xo the legislature where opposi­
tion, members . demanded the 
resignation of Ralph Loffmark,
former health minister, over 
'allegations Mr. Loffmark had 
TKreatened one of the doctors 
4vf>o was pressing for the hos­
pital. The hospital, opened Sat­
urday, is one of the smallest in 
®.C., but has an emergency 
lection, lab and X-ray facilities. 
3t will be staffed by two doc­
tors. One of the doctors is 
Budy Regehr, who left the com- 
wnunity after Mr. Loffmark re­
fused to approve earlier plans 
(for a hospital.
Nelson RCMP are investigat­
ing a fire, the second in two 
Snonths, at Krestova, about 12 
miiles west of Nelson. The fire 
Sunday night destroyed a large 
Jarm building containing chick­
ens, geese and rabbits on the 
■ property of Joseph Lorincz. On 
'Aug. 12 a fire believed to have 
Peen set destroyed the home of 
'fred Maloff. John Maloff, 49, 
who -also lived in the house, 
died at the scene of the fire, 
apparently of a heart attack.
. President Nixon created a 
cabinet committee Monday in 
Washington to combat and res­
pond quickly with measures to 
defeat terrorism. The new com­
mittee, composed- of cabinet of- 
^icers and other senior admin-
RALPH LOFFMARK 
. . .- opposed plan




authorities .of giving the . baby ’ 
away in exchange for the auto- ! 
mobile.
Prime Minister Edward Heath , 
advised the world’s airline 
chiefs Monday in London to re­
duce fares or lose their custom­
ers to the charter companies. 
In a speech to a, meeting of 
300 executives from: 108 world 
airlines, Heath said he is op­
posed to shackling the charter 
companies which are capturing 
a growing share of air travel 
with lower prices.
In Assiniboia, 'Sask., Social 
Credit * Leader Real Caouette 
called Monday .for a free vote 
on capital punishment when the 
issue is raised in Parliament 
after the . Oct. 30 election. Mr. 
Caouette, speaking to a crowd 
of 250, reaffirmed his opposition 
to abolition of capital punish­
ment. i The government «has to 
decide whether it is. going to 
^’protect the society against the 
criminal or the criminal against 
; society,” he said.
were found by a jogger early 
Saturday. The killings were the 
seventh and eighth of young wo­
men in the Chicago area since 
June. An infant girl was killed 
with one of the victims. All the 
crimes remain unsolved.
The New Democratic: Party’s 
"corporate welfare bums’’ cam­
paign is “a lot of - nonsense,” 
Alastair Gillespie, minister of 
science and technology, said 
Monday in Toronto. "It has a 
lot of jpolitical appeal,” the 
minister said at a meeting. "It 
is conjured up and the people 
aren’t being dealt with fairly. 
We have the fairest tax system 
in the world."
gians decided today that they
did not want their country to 
join the European Common 
Market and in a national refer­
endum gave a stinging rebuff 
to pro-Market Prime Minister 
Trygve Bratelli.
, Bratteli conceded defeat to 
the anti-marketeers when al­
most complete returns; showed 
that 53.4 per cent had voted 
against membership in the Eu­
ropean Economic Community 
to 46.6 per cent in favor.
: The two-day referendum fol­
lowed a bitter campaign during 
which pro-and anti-marketeers 
accused; each other of lying and 
trying to deceive the voters.
its session Oct. 2.
resumes
TRASHATHON
liam Rogers; Nixon ordered the 
committee to draw up measures 
to react quickly and effectively 
if acts of terrorism should 
break out in the United States.
A young California-born moth­
er charged with trading her 
three-month-old baby for a used 
car says, "I don’t want to run 
any more; I just want to get it 
all straightened out.” Jennifer 
Fire, about 23, remained in an 
Ashford, Ala., jail while police 
searched for her - husband, Eu­
gene, also accused by ^Florida
Two girls whose bodies were 
found in a Chicago South Side 
park were -identified Monday as 
teen-aged friends, police said. 
•Police said Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur 
Van Dermolen of Chicago iden­
tified one of the girls as their 
daughter, Carolyn, 13. A spokes­
man at the Cook County morgue 
said the other girl was Debbie 
Kozlarek, 17, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Edward Kozlarek, also 
of Chicago; The two girls were 
found shot in the back of the 
head with a .32-calibre pistol in 
Washington Park, where they
Marc Lalonde, former execu­
tive secretary to Prime Minis­
ter. Trudeau, Monday night in 
Montreal called the“anti-cam- 
paign” being waged by the 
Parti Quebecois “a corruption 
of the democratic, process.” On 
an open-ljne pregram on radio 
station CJMS, Mr. Lalonde said 
the PQ may lose support by the 
tactic. Rene Levesque, Parti 
Quebecois leader, said earlier 
this year the PQ would form 
"truth squads” to hound federal 
candidates and put federalism 
on trial whenever possible in the 
campaign for the Oct. 30 fed-
The threat of a government 
crisis also hung over the refer­
endum as the labor prime min­
ister announced, he would re­
sign if the voters rejected the 
government’s proposal that 
Norway .join the Common Mar­
ket.
Asked after he conceded de­
feat whether this meant tha; 
his government would resign; 
Bratteli replied: "It means that 
the bratteli government resigns 
should the outcome .warrant
ISN'T BINDING
The Norwegian referendum is 
an advisory one only and is not 
binding on the. government. 
However, a government spokes­
man said last week that it 
would consider the result of the 
referendum decisive. .
The referendum showed a 
great. polarization of political 
opinion among the Norwegians; 
even more so than the experts 
had expected, with up to 70 per 
cent against membership in the 
north and 67 per cent in favor 
in the Oslo area.
Fishermen and farmers voted 
solidly against, and the pro- 
marketeers also had setbacks 
in some* industrial areas.
that we should not become a 
member of the EEC.” ;
Bratteli said he would not «ct
Industrialists who had 
strongly supported membershin 
said the result would mean dif­
ficulties for Norwegian shipping 
and industry.
MAY AFFECT DANES
The negative Norwegian vote 
is expected to have a strong in­
fluence on Denmark’s bid to 
join the Common Market. The 
Danish referendum is sched­
uled Oct. 2, and the govern­
ment faces an uphill battle to 
approval for joining the 
EEC.
eral election. The PQ is 
fielding any candidates in 
election.





Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd.
nounced Monday night in Cop­
enhagen that all foreign ex­
change ■ dealings will be sus­
pended until after the Danish 
referendum on European Com­
mon Market membership Oct. 
2. The statement followed.the 
provisional result of the Norwe­
gian referendum on member­
ship of the ECM.
More Asians Fly Info Britain 
As Operation Exodus Speeds Up
LONDON (AP) — Two more 
planeloads of Ugandan Asians, 
shivering in the autumn chill,- 
flew to London Monday night 
as Britain geared up its "Oper­
ation Exodus’* airlift and
by next Monday—3,000 more 
than planned.
Pledges Being Taken
TUES., SEPT. 26 THROUGH FRL, SEPT. 29
Trash to Be Picked Up Sat.r Sept. 30
Proceeds to go towards improvements at the Cub and 
Scout Family Camp at Cedar Creek.
General
SHOCKED
Starring Charlton Heston and Yvette Mimicux
COIOR®^
__________IN CONCERT AT HIS EXCLUSIVE PERSONAL 
APPEARANCE AT THE INTERNATIONAL HOTEL LAS VEGAS
his
» TORONTO (CP) Prices on ' 
cthe Toronto stock _ market ' 
■drifted lower in light mid-morn- 
ing trading today.
9< The industrial index, consid­
ered a major indicator ot mar­
ket trend, fell .70 to 207.82 and 
^xolds 1JL0 to 191.16. Base met- 
Yais, however, climbed .09 to 
sjl.35 and western oils .60 to
" ’ 25133
tel Volume by U a.m. was 444,- 
000 shares compared with 45b,-
%Q00'shares traded by the same
• Aime Monday. .
5; Bank, communication, gen­
eral manufacturing and indus­
trial mine stocks all contrib­
uted to the decline while bever- 
• age, real estate, food process* 
ing and utility issues posted 
fractional gains.'
j Declines outnumbered ad­
vances 125 to 9 while 215 is­
sues remained unchanged.
. ! VANCOUVER (CP) - Prices 
avere generally down with light 
grading on the Vancouver Stock 
jpvchange today. Opening vol­
ume was 239,420 shares.
i»: In the industrials Canterra 
wps unchanged at .91 on 2,400 
shares. : ■
“ In the oils Monterey A was 
unchanged at .87 on 26,000 
B sires.
In the mines Northair was 




■ Tsp. : 
Thomson Nes. 
Tor. Dom. Bank 
Trans. Can. Pipe 














V.'totcoast Trans. 27% 
Western Broado’g. 15 ■ 





























Alta. Gas Trunk 61
Alcan ' 22%
Bank of Montreal 19%
-------  36% 37Bank of N.S.
BeU Canada 42’% . 42%e -- 39 T"1'Bow Valley
B.C. Sugar 22
B.C, Telephone 56%
Cdn. Imp. Bank 27%




































































































Harding Carpets A 23
\ Home Oil "A” 35%


























Nor. Cll. Gas 
Oshawa Wholesale 
Pactfie Pete.











Alwin .42 ‘ .44
Bathurst Norse. .68 .70
Brameda Res. 1.07 1.10
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The Ugandan government has 
expelled George Hawkins, the 
British consul in Kampala; the 
foreign office announced" Morn 
day in London. The move is 
certain to strain further British- 
Ugandan relations, which al-
.33 ready were tense after last 
.65 week’s jailing of a group of 
.60 Britons and the earlier order 
.35 expelling 50,000 Asians with 
.74 British passports from Uganda. 
.47 
.63 Manpower Minister Bryce 
.21 Mackasey defended the govern- 
10% ment’s unemployment scheme 
- .32 Monday as the “finest in the 
.38 world,” and charged Opposition 
.61 Leader Robert Stanfield with 
1,25 trying to destroy it. “I’ll be 
.18 damned if I’m going to let him 
.19 do it,” he told a nominating 
1,64 convention in Campbellton, N.E7, 
.11 which selected Jean^Eudes Dube 
.75 to again contest Restigouche 
.72 riding. < :
.15 
.26 A 27-year-old Vancouver man
opened more camps to house 
the refugees.
The government hastily, be­
gan. preparing more abandoned 
military bases to house the 
Asian families who are ex­
pected to flood into Britain at a 
rate of 1,200 a day for the next 
week.- . -
. Officials reported entry per­
mits were being issued at a 
rapid clip by the British high 
commission in Kampala to 
Asians holding British pass­
ports who have been ; ordered 
out of the country by President 
Idi Amin. They must be out by 
Nov. 7.
So far, 12,000 permits have 
been issued and Britain hopes 
to step un the airlift, swollen by 
an abortive start last week, by 
flying at least 8,000 Asians out
The 16 flights originally 
scheduled for the next week 
have been increased to 22 to 
clear the backlog of homeless 
and penniless Asians processed 
before Amin’s - sudden' 48-hour
DR,VE‘IN < Of t THEATRE
.17 who told Prime Minister Tru- 
.44 deau Saturday that he was liv- 
8.90 ing very well off unemployment 
.73 insurance benefits and his 
.53 wife’s $500-a-month income ap- 
.42 peared for counselling Monday 
.58 at Canada Manpower. Aman- 
.20 power spokesman said the man, 
.15 who was not, identified, was 
.43 given a job referral to the fed- 
1.05 eral public service, and that an 
.42 appointment was made for him 
.28 Monday afternoon. The outcome 
.24 of the referral will not be known 
8.90 "for a day or two.”
DEATHS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Edinburgh — John Kingston 
Herbert, 69, vice-president of 
Hearst Magazines Inc. and a 
former top executive of the Na­
tional Broadcasting Co., of a 
heart attack Sunday. ■■
deadline Friday and prevented 
from leaving by a crackdown 
by the Ugandan ruler.
SECURITY EASED
Officials said they wanted to 
get the Asians moving while 
Amin has relaxed security be­
tween Kampala and Entebbe 
Airport.
There were reports there 
were as many as 20 roadblocks 
on the 22-mile route where sol­
diers were robbing the fleeing 
Asians of jewels and valuables 
they had hoped to use to bank­
roll their new life.
Reports from Kampala said 
restrictions on the road had 
been relaxed; But officials here 
were apprehensive Amin may 
be about to trigger a new crisis 
after it was announced he had 
expelled the British 'consul in 
Kampala; George Hawkins.
Hawkins, 51, led a 'mall 
group of officials from the Brit­
ish high commission in Kam­
pala last week to press author­
ities to release Britons jailed 
by Ugandan troops.
London is expected to appoint 
a replacement, for Hawkins.















;35 Not enough grain is





..Handlers’ Union spokesman 
•®® Henry Kanes said Monday. • 
• (I
1.28 Dr. Leon Koerner, ,a Czech re- 
.50 fugee who made a fortune with
2.85 a new timber process and be- 
,19 came one of Vancouver^ best- 
,90 known philanthropists, died 
.18 Monday In Vancouver at the
1.30 age of 80.
.79 '
,781 The Court will hear argu- 
*90 ments Oct. 3 in Montreal from 
.23 Jean-Jacques Saulnier, who 
'43 contends the Quebec Polico 
Commission overstepped its 
jurisdiction In ruling, him in- 
competent as Montreal police 
chief. Mr. Saulnier’s lawyer 
asked In court Monday for a 
writ to prove the claim against 
the commission.
■40 ....... ....... -........ ,   ——r-.''
Hayward, Calif .—Nicholas
Christofilos, 56, one of the fore-, 
most nuclear scientists in the 
United States, of a heart attack 
Monday.
Vancouver — Dr. Leon Koer­
ner, 80, a Czech refugee who 
made a fortune with a new tim­




Glueck, 74, partner with her 
husband in pioneering Harvard 
Law School studies of crime 
and delinauencies, Monday.
Britain's senior diplomat in 
Kampala is High Commissioner 
Richard Slater. ' .
FALSE ALARM
DERBYSHIRE, E n g 1 and 
(CP) — Derbyshire police 
rushed to Len Marsh’s home 
early one morning after a pas­
ser-by reported seeing flashing 
lights and hearing a loud buzz­
ing noise in Marsh's bedroom. 
When the police arrived, Len 
was happily enjoying breakfast. 
"The commotion must have 
been caused by my new alarm 
clock," he said. As most alarm 
systems didn’t wake him, he 
bought one which activated the 
lights and the buzzer. "It really 
















































OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Legion Hall 
EVERY WEDNESDAY
NIGHT - 8 P.M.













you to keep more 
of your income 
tax dollars^ 
So why don’t you? 













Through the years, tho funoral director 
has boon passed off as somoopo different, 
Ho nover smiles or has any fun. Ho always 





The truth, of course, Is that wo'ro people, just 
like you. We have the same human Interests 
and habits and faults as other people. And 
maybe that's what makes us good funeral 
directors: we understand your feelings 
In time of loss because we feel the 
same way in our own time of loss,
Pemberton Securities 
appointmentflMM RMKKi
• Servlet bom $90
1131 Bernard Ave. 762 3010
1654 Ellis Strcot, Kelowna 
Telephone: 763-3000
• Local Cremation 
FadtWes
Wo are pleased to announco 
tho appointment of 
MR. GERALD LAKES 
as a Registered Representative
39%
"AU passej and Golden Age suspended"-All seals $2,25.
PARAMOUNT Serving Kelowna — Eir.-y Day at














EARNING — Exit nine brutality and 
apo, dome nudity mid rcx.
R. McDonald, B.C. Director,





plenty of use of the college’s
Bennett Cutting Ties
Picks Peterson To Run
Patient
Conservative Leader Derril
say whether he would run.
CROP INSURANCE
111111®
while using the-quiet of the 
library.—(Courier Photo)
Warren, who wasn't ' elected 
Aug. 30, said it was too soon to
WANTSWORD
Premier Barrett told a news
"■niffiwwra
Ingredients making up any 
successful college student’s 
academic career always in- 
eludes a great deal of library 
time. Used for studying, re­
search or just plain rest, the
library has- more than once 
saved a grade for college stu­
dents. The students at Okana­
gan College are no different 
from their counterparts across 
the country as they make
IN COURT
Janice Florence Taylor was 
given a suspended sentence and 
a probationary -term of two 
years after pleading guilty to 
two charges of possessing stolen 
property-
Patrick Clifford Taylor charg­
ed with theft under $200, posses­
sion of stolen property and fail­
ing to appear in court entered 
guilty pleas on the charges and 
will be sentenced Oct. 6.
.Angelo Antonelli of Kelowna 
was fined $50 after he pleaded 
guilty to a charge of theft un­
der $200.
Rita Holland of Smithers was 
charged in provincial court with 
causing a disturbance in a pub­
lic place.' The case was remand­
ed without plea to Sept. 29.
Wennetka Jimmye Mondat 
and Evelin Emma Farris both 
of no fixed address entered 
pleas of not guilty to charges of 
fraud under $200 involving auto 
parts from a local service sta­
tion. The cases were remanded 




Can Vote By Proxy This Time
________________________________________________________ For the first time, UI or in- The appointment form will ba 
__  ___ _ __ __ capacitated voters and full exchanged for an official prWKZ 
jfiR W"*- : time students' unable to vote certificate, whichistobepie*
® | | HJI ® _ Bwm at advance polls or at regular sented by the proxy when ho
W fl H ■ iUL W RM lr~ noils during toe Oct: 30 federal applies tor ins ballot on voting
B B ffl B JyiA Ura election, vote by proxy in their day. ....
_ _ . . ~ • home riding, provided they are Arrangements for obtetaiMvt
Tuesday, September 26,1972 Page 3 On the voters'list. proxy certificate can be mada
Advance polls < will be held thioughthe campaign commit* 
Oct. 21 and 23. The returning officer for
POLICE AGREE Anyone wishing another pen- tee rooms of all political paxtifts, son to vote for him must sign agan-Boundary, Mrs. Arthui?
. ^4 as ; a form authorizing the specific Frazer of Penticton, will be in
I aikra&Maala* OS Vaima VaIIimm proxy voter, who must be a Kelowna before Oct. 27Jp/to*
IlOIIIiOIS UI ̂ OlUC JCIBIbrO qualified voter in his own rid- sue proxy certificates to thosp
WRIHI Vlw VI Wlliv Those who cannot, attend who have made arrangements
j, bh^AI A A I B Ba P°u due fe illness or physi- through party campaign headf
Suggested Bv Alex Macdonald have •Vg M1VA I 111WVIIvlW jiqj. gtudenfg registered at a right of fulltime students ,to ^9
protection against the practice, ^cognized educational institu- enumerated either in the riding 
Staff Sergeant Attree said tlon . in Canada, a statement they called home or the ©M 
that most people were warned rar*. . . . .of the possibility of losing confirming this, tact must be They will.now be listed whey# 
money on such schemes but he completed by the school regls- they ordinarily hve. Wherever 
said“they went, ahpad with it trar. . a married student lives with,iot
anyway.” Each person wishing to vote wife is considered their placed
“These people will suffer for by proxy must obtain a proxy residence. '• '
years to come because of invest- appointment form, available at Students entitled to/ypte,>Dy 
ments in such schemes," he all .political campaign rooms, proxy^are ^required to be sin# 
said.
Suggested legislation by the 
provincial. government; placing 
some pyramid selling schemes 
under the jurisdiction ■ of the 
ROMP has brought favorable 
comment from Staff Sergeant 
K. A. Attree of Kelowna.
Staff Sergeant Attree said to­
day he was “most definitely”,in 
favor of legislation which would
give the RCMP jurisdictional 
power to deal directly with 
firms selling pyramid type .
plane - schemes which “are nothing
“It is unfortunate most people
who have lost money thus far ^ters we all played
through pyramid plans are the I as'“;S- —
ones who can least afford to do ?°Ace in Kelowna have re- 
” „ ceived several complaints from
5 ’ ’ii residents who were victims of
ESSlfca. Ab°-Ut- SSieayffe’’te gnSc ?118
The dub hSes to put electrto t TAFftirtA CorvtrAC
power in. Mr. Macdonald said recent | OFOHlO berVICCS;
Pledges will be obtained for court rulings which put pyramid ■■ r
each garbage bag filled with selling outside the Securities foi* fVll*S« rFSSCF 
paper, bottles and cans collect- Act has left the public with, no .
i ed off the streets by those par- | Funeral service was held
For Saturday
A' trash-a-thon will be held 
Saturday by Pack Scouters’
ticipating. The - pledger has the 
option of placing limit on tha<r 
pledge.
The blitz for obtaining pled­
ges is being; held this week. A 
city garbage truck will be locat­
ed .behind city hall to take the 
garbage collected. Each group’s
driver. may, however, take 
trash collected directly to 
dump.





said there ■ were pyramid
The completed form, together that if their names' have beta 
with the medical or registrar’s placed on /the voters’ list fer 
certificate, must be presented the riding in which they attend 
in person to the returning offi- school they arrange to havh 
cer of the home riding by either them removed. Theyareeu* 
the voter or the person appoint- titled to be listed only in th<u|f 




Toronto today for Mrs. Mary 
Agnes Fraser; of RR 2, McKen­
zie Road, Kelowna, who died 
Friday. She was 67.
Mrs. Fraser is survived by 
one son, Donald Cozins, of Car­
mel, Indiana; two daughters, 
Mrs. James (Elizabeth) Coop-
“Springtime in the Okana- er, of Kelowna, and Mrs. Neil 
gan” will be one of the featur- (Jocelyn) McLean, of Toronto; 
ed films presented by C. P. 12 grandchildren and one great­
(Ches) Lyons of ' CBC-TV’s grandchild. She was predeceas-. ««* *,' .1 • ••• • • •11 . ■ • ■ ° ° W11CO/ AJjf VA*O W wAUw** vol ianuvuxxut Miic YVdo vuvvvuo
twolibrary facilities. The girl I tallied by their driver, who will “Klahanie” program today ini ed by her husband several years
in the picture shows the con- I record the number collects 1and 
centration students utilize then turn the number into a
Kelowna Secondary School aud- ago in Toronto.
'collection leader.” All the bags
itorium at 8 p.m. Services were held at - theudnlleClS)n Sled ’ with S . SPringti.me features the Vai- Funeral Home Toronto, 
will be totaled with each [ey m May, with Setve; Can- w;th burial following at Toron- rtU'SteSne’dtotE S”®’ 01,P“ticton W? Westminster^ Cemta^.
ed. iney will oe reiurnea to tne flaVor of the season. Dav's Funeral Home wa<? inboys for collection c. pledges. other fiims are “High in of arrangeSnts
The money collected, togeth- Monashees,” about a iO- cnarg? 01 arrangements, 
er with'the pledge cards, will day hike and climb in the moun- 
be sent to either the Pack range east Of the Valley;
Scouters’ meeting Oct, 4 or to “Canoeing the Bowron Lakes 
Len Pettman and Charlie Colk. wilderness” and finally “West
Tory Hopeful In Sympathy ; 
With BCFGA Surtax Request
George Whittaker, Conserva- we want fair trade.” 
tive candidate for Okanagan “What is needed badly, is fan 
Boundary in the Oct 30 federal action against dumping • and 
election, said today he is “in practices that resemble - dump* 
full sympathy” with efforts of ing and upset the grower .price 
the B.C. Fruit Growers’ Assoc- structure. Rarely does the -.con* 
iation to have an automatic sumer benefit price-wise when 
surtax placed on foreign pro- these practices occur, >bqty$K 
ducts. ways the grower suffers."
The surtax would mean no The concept of the autamiraa 
products would be allowed to surtax is not new, as growers • 
enter the country below the have pressured the federal gbv* 
Canadian cost of production at eminent for some time for 
a time when there is a free tariff protection. ', $ ’
supply situation here. Mr. Claridge said, “We,/of
BCFGA president, Allan Olar- course, must be responsible -to 
idge, had earlier called for can- produce figures indicatingour 
didates in the election to ex- costs. I think we can shows' our 
press their views on' the matter, total costs and would be xpfe» 
Mr. Claridge, a sharp critic of pared to have them carefully 
federal government agricultural scrutinized.” '.x
policy, emphasized; that his or- The BCFGA intent, he sald,.t$ 
ganization was not directly in- “clear cut." !
volved with any political party. “We believe the automatio
Mr. Whittaker, himself an surtax as applied when we -are
1 orchardist, said, “I know and in free supply is the only method 
understand these problems well open to us in order to compete 
. . . and as well as free trade, successfully.” <■
VANCOUVER (CP) — For­
mer, Premier W. A. C. Bennett 
cut most of the remaining ties 
. with politics in British Colum­
bia Monday with a statement 
that'he intends to resign his 
seat in the legislature and will 
not attend a special session in 
October.
His statement, delivered to 
The Canadian Press by Dan 
Ekman, Mr. Bennett’s former
special assistant and a Van- Barrett said he must have Mr. 
couver public relations man, Bennett’s plans in writing as 
also said he wanted former at- well as the name of the new 
tomey-general Leslie Peterson opposition leader so the new 
to succeed him as leader of the leader can ask for the staff he
Upswing
Kelowna General Hospital 
statistics/ for August of this 
year show a continued upswing 
in the number of people using 
hospital facilities,. but a slight 
decline in the number of days 
patients are staying.
Of 619 patients; admitted to 
, the hospital during tho month 
they spent a total of 5,238 pa 
tient days in care, compared to 
5,325 patient days for 601 pa­
tients in the same period last 
year..
The average stay for patients 
is down to 8.2. days from 8.6 in 
1071.
A true testing point of the 
Okanagan’s growth is the hos­
pital’s maternity ward which 
showed an amazihg 20 per cent 
increase in births in August over 
last year’s total. ,
Out patients handled by hos­
pital staff were also increaser 
during the August period. Fig­
ures showed 3,771 people went 




Coast Hike,” a five-day hike 
through the primeval forest of 
the remote west Vancouver Is­
land coastline.. I
Mr. Lyons is called an author­
ity on outdoor B.C. arfrom 
his flora and travel books on the
SEEN and
HEARD
province. His four adventure
_ . . _ , , —— — — -----------—1 trips will be shown in 80 min- Rutland’s Chamber of Com-
Social Credit party. wants. A 36 per cent increase in utes of original color films. merce celebrates.its 25th anni-
It said, that he hoped “at an Mr. Anderson said he wasn’t voter registration for the Okana- The show is sponsored by the yersary of operation in Novem- 
appropriate time Mr. Peterson surprised at Mr. Bennett’s deci- gan Boundary federal riding has Adult Education Department. |ber, but chamber president 
wiU seek nomination and elec- sion to retire. brought the total number of ---- -- ------ ■■■ .
tion to the legislature when a «<it would too much of a eligible voters to 64,174. There p I B 
byelection is-held in_my own comedown for a jnan who spent were slightly more than 47,- |■|lFA|n1Anl, 
constituency of Okanagan last 20 years as premi(£ to OOD voters eligible in the 1968 £111 Vllllvlll 
South, but.it didnt say when g0 into opposition at age 72,” eleri'lon-
Mr. Bennett would resign his he said. “Mr. Bennett is not de- Mrs. Arthur Frazer, returning 
scat. voted to the legislature. It is officer, said Monday the enum-
Mr. Peterson was defeated by executive power that he likes oration was complete^ on sched- 
a New Democratic Party candi- and there is none df that in op-|ufe aa^ the lists haveMtow been 
date in the two-seat riding of position." sent into the printer. The list yan term registration at Lions Senior Citizens’ Club seek-
Vancouver-Little Mountain in Herb Capozzi, defeated Aug. tfnS ^eturned by the pnnter Okanagan College has been com- }ng information on the var- 
the Aug, 30 provincial election. ,« {n n wif, fn- ftn Ji» °” plfeted and the total enrolment ious programs available to He has asked for . a recount, Lcial credit candidate in Van Jn a>du to c°toPlete this year is 1,008 students. This club members. The information 
which is expected to be com- '“a±da^e’n v?ters th® printer wiU sup- £lsdy*“uulast 'year’s’ S^ obtained will be. presented to
plete later this week. The NDP tioried as a’ nossible Social ?ly CO?ICS,®.f those registered teniber total 1>225> Kelowna’s Senior Citizen Advi-
held a lead of several hundred credit cnndidateHn anv Okana ?ach # H'e »p?Hingi^ita«1°au While enrolment in vocational sory Committee, to help with 
v«le« after the electton-alBW KvI'“l.‘man “XX ~ “srnllal. Meaa lor Kdowa's own aorta
tally was complete. oj b|g famdy yes jn Kelowna. after Oct 3 a list of those reais- .unchanged at 375 and has in-1 citizens complex n°w_ under
The new NDP premier, Dave m,. Benn;tt and Mr p±_J creased in technical and career construction. The Edmonton
Barrett and Liberal Leader ' ‘ ■pcnneir ana mr. reier- terea iof uie poium, siaupn Dj.QEramB fo 1st there has club is apparently a successfulBdrii.il, ana uuirui uaaer son could not be reached for Where he Will cast his ballot. £ „ u/ |\ nnpratton'financpd hv toa rifv Dav d Anderson both said their comment Monday. This serves as an item of in- beenra sharpideclipe ini aca- operation financed by the city,
parties would’ run candidates in  --------------------- -—-----------;— formation as well as a check A dein’c course registrations ,-------  .
any Okanagan South.byelection _ resident who receives a polling wh|ch are at449. ' , Frank Learning, of Kelowna’s
station list and does not find his Dr. Rowland $rato» prlncl- pauj ponich Studios, is attend- 
I name on it, should contact the pal of Okanagan College, point-hng ^e third annual conven- 
returning officer about it. . c£ out that over the last two or yon of pie professional Photo- 
— —— — r three years when university en- graphers Association of Canada,
_ " ' ’Af if I rolment was dropping the col-1-. ShAlrnFn Plane lege numbers were increasing.William Hunter, director of tJllwllUIU 1 IQIId «The downward trend in aca-
cdnference he hadn’t heard the Okanagan Mainline Real Es- _ _ e
from Mr. Bennett about his res- tate Board, will head the local Ta T|«y . Aff Ain 
ignation plans, but he hoped the group of realtors attending the ■ V 11 y rll|ClllI 
former premier would let him 29th annual Real Estate Confer- ABBOTSFORD, B.C (CP) — 
know soon so as to "get on with ence In Vancouver Oct. 2 to 5. Cyril Shelford, former agrlcul- 
the people’s business." ' Local members going will be ture minister’ in the Social
He said Mr. Bennett’s deci- secretary-manager C. H. WU- Credit party, will contest the 
slon created an administrative Hams, Rex Lupton, Al Salloum, Fraser Valley East riding in the 
problem in view of the special Erik Lund and Don McConachie. Oct. 30 federal election, 
legislative session, scheduled to Among the conference speak- He won the Social Credit
Thanks, If Is Working 
For Young Of The Area
— Fred Stevens informed mem­
bers Monday the anniversary 
will be celebrated at the organ­
ization’s annual bash in Jan- 
• uary.
A group of senior citizens re­
turned from a tour of Edmon­
ton where they visited the
The logo for this year’s 1972 
Community Chest and United 
Way campaign is “thanks to 
you, it’s working.” A total of 16 
member agencies in the Central 
Okanagan depend on support 
from the campaign. The follow­
ing is one in a scries of sketch­
es the Courier is presenting on 
those organizations. With the 
1972 campaign goal' set for 
$77,000, the commercial-indus­
trial portion of the fund drive is 
under way and the residential 




demlc course enrolment seems NEW YORK (CP) - Cana- 
to have caught up with us now," dlan dollar down 1-16 at $1.01 
said Dr. Grant, "and the situa- 25-32 In terms of U.S. funds, 
tlon is much the same for all Pound sterling down 25-64 at 
the colleges In B.C." $2,43 3-32.
open Oct. 17. It will go ahead ers will be Urban Affairs Minis- nomination here Monday night 
as planned, he said, but Mr. ter Ron Basford. 'by acclamation. '
DEADLINE SEPT. 30
It's Worth The Extra Concern
harvest time Is always a government pays the balance of surnnce coverage begins at tlie this added protection. This ben-
’Rlme of anxiety and , pressure the administration costs and ad- start of tho crop year. efit has now been included In
for all farmers and it may be a ministers the plan. The dollar amount of Insur- tho program so that all insureds
little premature to bring Up the Tho plan Is designed to pro- anco and tho value of any claim will now have a hail guarantee
problems of next year’s crop, vlde the insured grower over is calculated by using an elect- that will be 80 per cent of tho
' But for their own piece of ^og term witn $4 for every ed price which is based on the crop produced. This added bene- 
mlnd, according to district hor- W invested in premiums, but average of the prices received fit will allow you to protect 
ticulturlst P. R. Humphrey- thu3 fnr» according to Mr. by you in the past five years, that expected large crop against 
Baker, of Vernon, growers Humphrey-Baker, Insured grow- This system rewards good hall damage regardless of your 
should be concerning themselves era, have received about $4 for management ns efficient grow- five year average yield.
with the many risks that face every $2 invested. ers’generally have been able to Many growers have stated
them in the course of their There are two programs av..il produce large yields of higher thgt they have hesitated to take 
cropping cycle. a'5'0 to frwlt growers: crop grade fruit and are thus able crop Insurance because of the
\ "Crop insurance Is one wav ^osa tnsi,ranco and tree loss in- to purchase the highest lever of previous hail coverage policy, 
a grower can hedge his bets A ,can “PPV tosurance. ' These objections have now been
when it comes to .fruit arowinu tof cither or both and partlcipa- , The hazards or perils instired overcome and an increase in 
and while it does not offer the Uo" ’? voluntary. against are, generally speaking, participation Is expected
satisfaction of n cnod cron it To be eligible a grower must those factors over which you Premium rates arc set for 
does provide assistance to cn- P^ucc at least $2,000 worth of have no control. The list of each kind of fruit and are based
able the erower to meet hi« *rco feu'* croi> eac*> year; In- perils Covered has been Increas- upon the degree of risk and
costs for another year” suro 0 combination of fruit ed, starting with the 1973 crop, losses to that crop in the past
iiv mZ ttomnhrA crops expected to return al In addition to winter Injury, years. The premium rates have
n,.C. -ii » < tr I, 1 ,ii I*51* cen^ total re- spring frosts, fruit set failure, only been increased by 10 per
mKci jMtmis mu, 11 ne nns naa turns from fruit crops annually windstorm loss, hnll, rain split- cent to provide for the Additiov 
t. e miMotiune to Jose some or Brui jnsure the total acreage of ting to cherries and.drought, we al Bail Benefit. The cherry rate 
0 । 1 * ,u 111 ,uw many |jie insured crop, whether have now added landslide nnd has only been increased by five 
nazanis caop insutance is des- owned, rented or leased. uncontrollable flooding.. Pests per cent because of the reduced 
igneu to gunret against. Kach Insured grower receives nnd diseases that nro control- risk of hall damage to this crop,
ine crop Insuiance plan is a legal contract shortly after his lablc are not Insurable. Prcmiun) rates nre reduced
sponsored Jointly by the federal application has been received The insurance coverage for five per cent for each confin- 
nmi provincial governments, nnd that contract outlines condl- losses caused by hall was uous "no-claim” year until a 
Deadline for appltc.itioiis |S|tions under which insurance is greatly improved during the maximum of 25 jier cent re- 
3a-' , ' isntert. i last contract period; Growers duetton ts rcaehedi The grow-
the federal govcinmcr.t pajs Production guai.inters and! were given the opixirtunity to ers in "risky” locations will 
25 prr cent of the premium and elected puces an- , stablishrd i piirchn-c the additional hail likely pay more for their in- 
5u per cent of the adiundstia- when the total yield of a mosti protection and an overwhelm-! surancc than growers in the 
t:on costs, while the prounciallieccnt crop can be verified. In-|ing number took advantage ofimore suitable locations.
r
The Kelowna Boys’ Club tries 
to co-operate with, all agencies 
connected with youth. This year , 
the Kelowna chapter will re­
ceive $6,600 from the United 
Appeal campaign, while the 
Westbank Boys’ Club will re­
ceive $900. ,
The Kelowna chapter has been 
in operation since 1959 and the 
Westbank Boys’ Club opened In 
1969. Both clubs are presently 
using church halls, schools and 
other facilities to carry out theie 
work. More volunteers are al­
ways needed to help out with 
the many varied programs un­
dertaken.
The Kelowna Boys' Club had 
20 teen-age and 24 adult volun-
take boys and girls from ab^ut 
7 to 17 years of age. There; ar® 
about 500 boys and girls partlcU 
pating in the club this year/ !
Club members are involved 
in car washes, bottle drives, 
walk-a-thons, sport shows and ' 
inter-club activities.
The' Keystone symbol identi­
fies the Boys’ Clubs throughout 
the world and was adopted from 
the quotation, .“the boy is the 
keystone in the arch of a.na­
tion’s destiny."
The membership fee is pur­
posely kept low to enable boys 
and girls from every walk1 of 
life to belong to the dub on an 
equal basis. The door is openvto 
youth . regardless of creed* 
color or condition. v r
. ..Sunny •;
Residents should take heartl 
Although the weatherman con­
tinues to predict cold weather, 
he will allow the sun to re-atH 
pear Wednesday. Highs will ba 
near 50 degrees. High and Ibtv, 
In the city Monday was 54 anti 
41 degrees with .10 inches of
precipitation, compared to M 
and 37 degrees with no Pteclpl- 
tatiori for the same day at t|i® 
airport. Overnight lows today 
teers during 1972. The clubs will be 24 to 30 degrees.
♦ * ' f ® 1S x * ,< /
........... , . ’ .......... ,f,........  L.........................................V J I'. .... ' 1. /
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NEW FACILITY MOVED IN
Onesection of-«six..-•jjart-.'—'niO’-.-portablcdyixi-.'.-. sectiona
modular facility for Okana­
gan College was being pre- 
pared for installation today at 
the college site off KLO Road.
will be used to house the geo­
graphy school ns well as for 
miscellaneous group use. The 
classrooms are part of a con-
flitli
Unulng building program at btion of the community 
the college where enrolment oriented college even though 
projections show tremendous enrolment this year decreased. 
Increases in the student popu- (Courier Photo) '
r




out workers to the supermarkets
i
Ono southern Ontario Conserv­
ative MP was advised to send
IE REGIMENT DE5 
ZOUAVES CANADIENS
inclined to blame the other fellow. In 
other word?, it’s a mess.
$N 1066 THESE FRENCH- 
CANADIAN VOLUNTEERS WENT 
OVERSEAS 1b FlGMT ALONG- 
SIDE PAPAL ZOUAVES, A 
CHURCH ARMV ORGANIZED UNDER 
POPEPIUSK, 
Ytt RESIST fUESElZURE oF POME 
0V1ROOPG UNDER 
, ITALYS KING 
VICTOR EMMANUELS
....... %..................... ...............................................■ ............................. •....■<................ ■........ .............. ,..........
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Senior Citizens Organize 
To Fight For Better Deal
Canada’s senior citizens, that for­
gotten minority many of us have treat­
ed so abominably all these years, are 
organizing to fight back for a better 
deal.
The recently formed Pensioners for 
Action Now association has some 
16,000 members across. Canada pres­
suring the government for fair treat­
ment and a basic pension of $150 . a 
month.
PFAN chairman .Tom Alsbury, in 
Vernon recently-to address about 125 
senior citizens, left no doubt his or­
ganization is out to win a commitment 
from every federal political party lead­
er and the candidates before the Oct. 
30 general election.
In these days of relative affluence . 
which Finance Minister John Turner 
boasts about, it seems incredible pen­
sioners should be crucified by infla­
tion and an unfeeling government 
which says it has not enough funds 
at its disposal to help perhaps our 
greatest citizens, notes the Vernon • 
News.
Their contribution to Canadian life 
and freedom can never be truly re­
paid. And yet many are left to strug-
gle merely for survival while big busi­
ness and youth grants are handed out 
with almost reckless abandon.
If we are to trust Prime Minister 
Pierre Trudeau’s concepts of the just 
society, is it not time for the federal, 
government to demonstrate its con­
cern about senior citizens, who make 
up approximately one fifth of the na­
tion’s population? .
■ A basic pension of $82.88 a month 
•is frankly a disgrace.
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any federal government balanced its. >■ A nii- a i z-n* a *«rn-r 
budget, As a result, inflation has be- CAr 11 AL CUMMcNT
come a way of life for Canadians and -————i—————————
those on fixed incomes have been '
forced to survive any way they can. , MaioritU Plllp ’ The question of Canadian national-'-^|^’ ” / •'Ulv
ism, ; the French problem. and the k I ■ ‘ |„ „ x
necessity for youth opportunity grants : INO4.1 IIIDl OVuiTienT 
seems minuscule when stacked up •
against the desperate situation facing 
senior citizens. - ■
The degradation descent of Can­
ada’s forgotten generation is a re­
sponsibility all of us must share. Any 
government unwilling to . recognize 
this basic injustice does not deserve 
to be re-elected.
Where Does It End?
* (Peterborough Examiner)
According to the latest reports, food 
prices have risen about three per cent 
since the middle of June and another 
increase of up to 10 per cent is likely 
by the end of the year.
The fact that food prices at the mo­
ment are lower than they were two 
years ago, when the price war among 
the big chains broke out, is not much 
Df a consolation.
The consumer, needs fast relief, but 
it isn’t even on the horizon; Most 
supermarket executives, in fact, pre­
dict further increases.
One executive says the price in­
creases come “by the hundreds,” 
while another predicts that large in­
creases in the price of coffee, cereals 
and tomato products will bring in­
creases in the price of other products. 
; Still another supermarket executive 
blames the high prices on the manu­
facturers and says that the supermar­
kets can no longer absorb the in­
creases. ’
Some say wage and price controls 
are inevitable, for nothing else could 
stop the inflationary effect of those 
two.
The government has been looking 
on without doing much about the 
worsening inflation which it has pledg­
ed to stop some four years ago.
The consumer is getting more be-
wildcred every time he or she enters 
a supermarket. On the one hand, one 
reads about the incredible wage set­
tlements that arc reached in some
Farmer Is The Eternal China
In 2,000-Year-Old
trades. On the other hand, one notices 
the sharp price increases.
Who is to blame?
High wages bring higher prices and ■ 
higher prices lead to higher wage de­
mands—and where it will end nobody 
knows. It’s doubtful that anyone can 
come up with a good suggestion or 
that anyone can pinpoint the cause of 
the food price increases.
Can anyone stop it?
That’s also doubtful. It would take 
discipline and some self-sacrifice on 
the part of many people, perhaps 
hundreds of thousands, and, knowing 
human nature, that is impossible.
In-theoryy wage and price increases 
can be. stopped by/government con­
trols. But in practice this has never 
worked, not even under wartime con­
ditions when the government had spe­
cial powers.
The moment wage and price con­
trols are mentioned the unions and 
the managements start blaming each 
other and demanding rcstraint-r-from 
everybody else.
Perhaps some government in the 
future will, try to enforce some form’ 
of wage and price control, but it isn’t 
very likely. Whose wages and what
By FARMER TISSINGTON 
Ottawa Bureau*
of the Kelowna Courier
OTTAWA—One of the inter­
esting shifts of opinion in Ot­
tawa is that there is nothing- 
basically wrong with a minority ; 
government. When Canada went 
through a succession of minor­
ity governments in the late 
1950s and 1960s, leading to a 
■spate of six elections between 
1957 and 1968, there was a belief 
the country would be better - 
served with a more stable, ma­
jority government. But the past 
four years of majority rule have 
not produced a noticeably im­
proved House of Corrimons nor 
any greater efficiency, in the 
passage of legislation.
New Democrat and Social 
Credit leaders David Lewis and • 
Real Caouette both went on 
record recently that they would 
have no objection to the return 
of a minority government. Mr. 
Lewis stated ■ flatly that “the 
fears of minority government
If you want to be elected as a 
Member of Parliament in Prince 
Edward Island it seems to be 
an advantage to have a last 
name starting with “Me” or 
“Mac.” The island province 
sends four MP’s to Ottawa and 
in 1968 the winners, all Conser­
vatives,' were Angus MacLean, 
Heath Macquarrie, David Mac- 
Donald and Melvin McQuaid. 
Three of the four, are running in 
this election with Mr.' McQuaid 
' deciding to retire.
This opens the possibility of 
the Liberals winning his Cardi­
gan seat on October 30 as they 
have nominated a .strong candi­
date in the present provincial 
agriculture minister. His name 
—and you guessed it—is Daniel 
J. MacDonald.
Pulitzer prize-winning 
historian Barbara Tuch- 
man, who recently returned 
from China, describes how 
the old and the new co- 
exist in the rural areas of • 
the Peoples* Republic.
Written for The AP 
By BARBARA TUCHMAN
The farmer Is the eternal 
China. ■
In the Sian Provincial Mu­
seum a tomb carving shows a 
Han dynasty man driving a 
single-furrow iron blow pulled 
by a team of bullocks—and 
just outside town the same 
arrangement functions, un­
changed after 2,009 years.
In the fields grouos of fig­
ures . working ; together bend 
over the never-endins, back­
breaking task of cultivation: 
transolanting rice. seedlings, 
weeding the young corn, 
hoeing the vegetables, scyth­
ing the ripe wheat or rice and 
plowing and harrowing the 
field for a second crop. -
In the north, plowing is by 
mule or bullock and occasion-, 
div, on the lands of a fortu­
nate commune, by tractor. In 
. south and the Yanrtf’e 
’Valiev the grey water buffalo 
' provides, the power. ;
Here, too, occasionally, a 
motored plow with a man 
Walking between the handles 
can be seen lurching arie- 
deen through the mud of a 
paddy feld.
To the eye. rural China is 
beautiful. Terraced s’ones 
braced by strips of stone 
.walls rise like earth ripples 
on the hills. The valleys be­
low hold orchards and tile- 
roofed farmhouses and fields 
of wheat or corn. Tn the wide 
bed of.a: shallow river women- 
and children scrub clothes ; 
against the rocks. • .
sharp outlines of factories 
suddenly appear here and 
there.
Old- and new exist together. 
High on a hill in Shensi the 
fans of a radar station are 
visible; On the roadside below 
a large grass-covered mound, 
with a smoking chimney on. 
top signifies a village brick* 
making kiln.
. Boys and women with buck­
ets dangling from shoulder 
poles carry night soil from a 
pit to spill on the fields, and 
elsewhere a group moves 
among the corn in a cloud of 
chemical spray.
Except for locusts, insects 
s<>“m extraordinarily absent, 
and birds, too, in con- 
. sequence. For the sake of ag­
ricultural yield, China has 
taken a long step toward si­
lent spring. Chemical fertili­
zer; is spread by hand from 
baskets.
Communes are slowly Im­
proving rural housing, but the 
backlog • is vast: the rural 
population living in commu­
nities under 2,000 is estimated 
; at 500.000 or approximately ;
100 million- households; Not 
all have been communalized.
FACILITIES CRUDE
Some still cultivate tiny 
front yard plots of corn or 
vegetables no more than 10 
or 12 feet square, although; 
their land, we were told, is 
state-owned. A. privy here 
was simply a hole in the
ground with, two flat stones 
placed on top in the form of a
Though painful in the mak­
ing, communalized; farming is 
by now the rule and the law. 
At a meeting in Shensi of a 
production; brigade, one unit 
of a commune, the team lead­
ers, each representing 20-25 
households, were brown and 
wrinkled traditional peasants 
in work-soiled clothes, many 
of them older men. Three of 
the team leaders were 
women.
Each member in turn re­
ported his team’s progress in 
the second round of weeding, 
the second application of fer­
tilizer, and the threshing of 
already harvested wheat.
Following the team leaders, 
an "educated youth” of abort 
16 or 17, sent to the brigade i ' 
after graduation from middle 
school for his three-year term 
of< manual labor, urged 
greater use of the “scien- 
‘tific” knowledge of the 
young.
Except for a glancing i efer- 
ence by the schoolteacher, 
not a single Maoist slogan or 
e x h o r t a t i o n about the 
“struggle for production” or 
“in agriculture learn from 
Tachai,” . or “repudiate the 
revisionists and capitalist- 
roaders,” was mentioned, al-
though doubtless this 






are not justified/’ As neither of 
those parties is likely to win on 
October 30, it is natural they 
would express such a sentiment, 
particularly as a reasonably 
strong showing would give them 
considerable leverage in a mi- 
nority situation. It is probably., 
safe to predict that Mr. Stan­
field also would not be averse to 
>a minority government, whether 
it was his own or Mr. . Tru­
deau’s.
' The news media, and particu-
larly the Ottawa press corps,, 
spent months predicting when 
the election would be called and 
urging the PM to go to the coun­
try. Now that he has complied, 
the newest game is to forecast 
the outcome. The consensus is ■ 
the Liberals will be returned in 
a minority position. It makes 
you wonder if the expense and 
time of the campaign could not 
be Sayed by allowing the Press
prices should be controlled? Gallery to hand-pick the MP’s
The problem is that wage and price 29t11 pariia'
controls would apply t9 the, same peo- Jus, ,Yv signitant 1., tl.o 
pie who reject any form of voluntary English-speaking back-lash m
restriction; the same people who, to a Canada against the govern- America,
greater or lesser extent, cause the in- mentis bilingual policies? There r
- ST. ANDREWS, N.B. (CP) —; 
A. Canada-United States co-op­
erative effort aimed at increas­
ing Atlantic salmon populations 
and reducing the pressure of 
commercial fishing on the spe- 
,’cies has been announced here.
Under , the plan, announced at 
an Atlantic salmon symposium 
today scientists hope to apply 
principles of genetics to dis­
courage Atlantic salmon from 
migrating to waters off Green­
land where the commercial 
fishery takes a heavy toll, ,
Participating agencies from 
both countries hope to produce 
a high-quality, hybrid Atlantic 
salmon that wilt stay in waters 
off the East Coast of North
. Further south ~ 1hat',h“d 
roofs appear and yellow-flow- 
ered squash vines climb ever 
them and over everything 
■else. '
In a lake cf broadleafed, 
pink-flowering lotus, black- 
dad women wade waist deep 
to nick the edible roots.
On a village threshing floor 
chaff is shaken fr,om the 
grain in shallow baskets; 
nearby a mule attached to a 
pole turns the millstone on 
his ceaseless round.
The policy of dispersing in­
dustry to the countryside al-
ready has invaded the .
beauty. From the train win­
dow crossing the area be­
tween the Yellow River and 
the Yangtze; power line grids 
and the. tall smokestacks and
Canadian Forces 
Ready For Trip 
To Aussie Jungle
. CANBERRA (Reuter) ; — Ca­
nadian forces will train next 
month at the jungle training 
centre at Canungra, 48 miles 
south of' the Queensland state 
capital of Brisbane, Australian 
Defence Minister-. David Fair-
By BOB BOWMAN
‘ Keeping an eagle eye on a sit­
uation paid off for pioneer Wal­
ter Moberly and the Canadian 
Pacific Railway.
It was on September 26, 1885, 
that the last rail was fixed in 
place in. Eagle Pass as the CPR 
transcontinental completed its 
route through the Rocky Moun­
tains. The track-laying contin­
ued until Nov. 7 when workers 
met those from the Pacific 
coast at Craigellechie and Can­
ada’s first transcontinental rail- 
. way was completed. .
. Moberly was one' of the sur- - 
veyors who found the route 
through the Rockies and located 
his section by studying the 
flight of eagles. He decided that 
they must know' where they 
were going and followed them. 
So h’s discovery became known 
as Eagle Pass.
Walter Moberly was one of 
the great Canadian pioneers 
whose story is little known. His 
parents came from England and 
settled in Barrie, Ont., in 1834 
when he was only two years old. 
He studied engineering in To­
ronto and surveyed the area be­
tween Lake Ontario and Lake 
Huron for the Ontario and Slm- 
■ coe Railway Company.
In 1858 he went to British Col­
umbia to look for gold along the 
Fraser River and also did some
and built part of the ’ Caribdc
Road.'.; • ' ■’:< ,
In 1864 he represented Cari­
boo in the legislative council’ of 
British Columbia j but' resigned 
in 1865 to become assistant sur- 
veyor-general. It wa§' during 
this period that he did the 
mountain surveys for the CPR.
Later Moberly went to Winni­
peg where he continued work as 
a railway builder in Manitoba 
and he also built the Winnipeg 
sewer system.
He was certainly a man Who 
left many lasting monuments to 
his ability.
OTHER SEPT. 26 EVENTS:
1659—B i s h o p” Laval callee 
meeting to discuss liquor situa 
tion.
16G7—Marie Bouchard, 12 
years old, married Rene Gaul? 
tier of Trois Rivieres. Their-son 
was famous explorer Pierre de 
la Verendrye.
1857—British surveyor .John 
Pallisersaw a grizzly bear neaf-Yr 
present-day Saskatoon,
1875—-Ottawa- Normal School 
was opened.
bairn announced today. _____
In a statement, the minister prospecting in the Rockies but 
said a group of 40 officers and was not successful.
non-commissioned officers will 
be given a three-week course in 
tropical warfare.
• The statement said the Cana­
dians, comprising 12 officers 
and 28 non-commissioned offi­
cers, will be instructed in Aus-
Then he heloed to lay out the 
townsite of New Westminster
1917—Compulsory military ;
service came into effect. ....
1958—John Diefenbaker be- . 
came first Canadian Prime Min 
ister to visit the Yukon during 
his term of office.
I960—Prime Minister Diefen-. 
baker spoke to United Nations 
Assembly and urged Russia to 
resume disarmament, negotia 
tions.
1963—Conservative govern 
ment was returned in Manitoba
ivuivi ui uoBwi uAivm vu ob uiv ii ------ The plan calls for consti’uc-
flation And oconle are all human and ?re numbc,r )vl'° lt. tion and-operation of a $2.4-mil-
nauon. ana people are an numan anu be Ule mogt important single lion hatchery on the Chamcook
„ ~ ...... . issue of the election campaign River, near St. Andrews, to . ,
but that it will be an “under the produce 300,000 one-year-old ,tralian methods of jungle fight-
— -—i.—-r——i .. . .. ing, including patrolling am­
bushing, village searching, and
Organized Crime Spreads
(Victoria Times)
In a conference with reporters in 
Quebec City recently Mr. Maurice 
Saint-Pierre, director of the Quebec 
provincial police, disclosed the extent 
of the attempted spread of organized 
crime. “We have found,” he said, 
that organized crime has tried to in­
filtrate at the level of administration, 
be it business, be it newspapers, be it 
police, be it governments, be it muni­
cipal or civic authorities. They have 
tried and they will try, not always with 
success, but sometimes with success.”
The director of the QPP would not 
say where crime had successfully brok­
en in. He concluded his remarks by 
praising the formation of a public in-
10 YEARS AGO 
Sept. 1962
A branch of the “Tops’* club has been 
formed In Rutland under the, guidance 
of Mrs. J. Blair of Kelowna, who Is 
supervisor for the province of B.C., and 
leader of the Kelowna Chapter. The Rut­
land club, starling with 11 charier mem­
ber* Is the second In B.C. Mrs. George 
Mugford Is leading the Rutland club. 
Mrs. J. A. Johnson is secretary-treasur­
er.
26 YEARS AGO 
Sept. 1952
Dr. Mel Buller, active and genial Mr, 
Hockey of Kelowna was elected vice- 
president of the BCAHA, succeeding Pat 
Aitken of Kamloops. Dr. Giovamlo, the 
president, is due to retire next year and 
will bo succeeded by Dr. Butler. Kelowna 
will then lx- the scat of the IICA1IA ad­
ministration.
30 YEARS AGO 
, SepL 1912
Major-General R. F. L. Keller of Kcl- 
.hum, vho succeeded Mti|or-Gcneini C, 
»■ I'me Geocinl Offurr lominnnd- 
itig a Canadian meiseii*.
cotnri the youngert Major-Genci al in the 
Canadian Army.
TODAY in HISTORY
table” issue, rarely referred to 
’ openly by candidates of any 
pairty. It manifests itself in 
some odd ways such as English- 
speaking resentment against 
regulations requiring manufac­
turers to put bilingual labels oh 
tljeir packages.
smolt salmon annually.
About half the young salmon 
will then be released in three
<]uiry commission into organized crime 
in Quebec, to begin hearings shortly.
The causes of organized crime some- __ _______ _______ a
times lie in the exploitation of age- in hi’^ riding to turn a^ 
old human inclinations—gambling, for and bottles so only the French 
- - • ■ • ° wording could be seen on the
shelves. This would so irritateexample. Sometimes crime is a matter 
of fraud; sometimes it operates be­
hind respectable “fronts”. There is no 
simple answer to organized crime. 
Crime as pervasive as Mr, Saint-Pierre 
portrays may simply be an inevitable 
result of civilization—like rats or (in 
some theories) cancer. >
Coming to grips with crime may, 
in short, require a knowledge of social 
development and psychology which is 
at present beyond our means. Public 
inquiries could, though, be a valuable 
weapon. .
40 YEARS AGO 
Sept. 1932
Delegates to the convention of B.C. 
School Trustees visited the winery of 
the Domestic Wines and By-prodiicts 
Company, when the party was conducted 
through the premises by Mr. W. A. C. 
Bennett, the president, who explained 
the Monti process from the reception of 




A team of Indies nnd men from Sum­
merland visited the Kelowna Lawn Ten­
nis Club. A close match ended In a 
draw of four wins each. The home team 
consisted of Mrs. C, Taylor, Mrs. Lyall 




The success of the Pollard. Juvenile 
Oyxrn Company continues to tw ns j>ro- 
nouin-cd ns when theso clevrr young 
Aiudtnlians lutl vuitcxl America. 'Hie 
loiuprtny will piny the musical comedy 
“Scigennt Bpie” on Thursday and the 
ever popular “Mikado” on Friday night.
the Anglophones, .it was 
claimed, that they would react 
by voting against the govern­
ment candidate. To his credit, 
the MP declined to act bn the 
advice.
While on the subject of bilin­
gualism, a tip of the hat is duo 
Mr. Stanfield for his surprisingly 
successful effort to master the 
other official language. The least 
fluent of the four par(y leaders 
in their second language, never­
theless he can receive and reply 
to questions in French with a 
reasonable degree of skill. Ills 
effort over the past few years 
tends to destroy the oft-repeated 
theory that in order to learn 
French an English-speaking 
person must start at a young 
age.
rivers, the northwest Mlramichi 
and Chamcook rivers of New 
Brunswick and a river In 
Maine.
The remaining salmon will be 
retained in the hatchery for a 
selective breeding program.
The co-operative effort was 
announced jointly by W. M. 
Carter, executive director of 
the International Atlantic 
Salmon Foundation of St, An­
drews; Dr. A. W. II. Needier, 
executive director of the Hunt­
sman Marine Laboratory of St. 
Andrews, and Dr. J. M. Ander­
son, director general of re­
search and development, Cana-
health and hygiene in the trop­
ics.
Fairbairn said the course will 
run from Oct. 4-25 and followed 
request made by Canada last 
year.
The minister said the Cana­
dians arc expected to return 
home about Oct. 29.
LAST KNOCKINGS 
BOLTON, England (CP) • 
Joseph Taylor, 87. has retired
from the rare profession of
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 1954-A Japanese ferry .
Sept. 26, 1972 ... sank in Tsugaru Strait
New Zealand attained Do- n r
minion status 65 years ago .1945—Composer Bda Bar
today—in 1907—although it tok died 
country sought powers to 
amend , its own constitution. 
At the turn of the century, 
under the Liberal-Labor Unncn
government, New Zealand nance.
1018—The st c a m s h 1 p
England, killing 118.
1815—Austria, Prussia and 
Russia formed the Holy Al
was a pioneer in political 
reform. Between 1889 and
1808 It introduced universal 
— suf fr a gc .for men and 
1 women, labor arbitration
courts, graduated income
“knocking-up.” Since 1914, he tax, old-age pensions and 
has been out and about at 3 the clght-hoUr, work day.
a.m. to make sure that mill and 
factory workers in this Lunen-
shire area have woken up In 
dlan department ol the environ- time for work by' hmmcrlng on 
ment, their doors every morning,
; 1058—Prime M i n i s t e r 
Dlofonbakcr b c came the 
first Canadian prime minis­
ter to visit the Yukon while 
in office. , ;
LETTERS
It has been the policy of the 
Dally Courier for many years' 
that when a public election
has been announced letters 
to the editor concerning the 
election or candidates for. pub 
lie office will not bo publish­
ed. A federal election has 
been called for Oct. 30.
THE DAILY COURIER
R, P. MacLcan, Publisher 
and Editor » 
Donald K. $mlth, 
General Manager
John Koblynlk, Advertising 
Manager
11. L. Trcmblcy, Managing 
Editor
Dentils Gaudrcau, Circulation 
Manager
Published every afternoon ex­
cept Sundays and holidays at 
492 Doyle Ave., Kelowna, B.C. 
by Thomson B.C. Newspapers 
Limited.
Second class mall registration 
number -0822.
Member Audit Bureau of Cir­
culation.
Member of The Canadian 
Press.
Iho Canadian Press Is ex­
clusively entitled to the use fur 
lepublication of all news dis- 
patches credited to It or the 
Associated Press or Reuters in 
tins paper nnd al o the Inrsl 
news published therein. All 
rights of republication of ape­
rial dispatches herein are also 
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Pre-Pac saves you money 
while it cures your small parcel problems.
On slngle-pleco, pro-paid shipments weighing 
50 lbs, or loss, Pre-Pao will save you money.
600 on one shipment per pick-up.
Up to 60% on ton, or more, shipments per plok-up.
Because It eliminates the need for waybills and 
simplifies procedures, Pre-Pac costs us less to operate 
and costs you less to use.
It gives you free pick-up and delivery between 
business establishments.
Free Insurance up to $50 per parcel.
The convenience of a credit account.
And records for follow-up purposes.
Naturally, there are some limitations. Call 
your CN Express Sales Representative. He 
has full details on rates, commodities 
and whom Pre-Pac applies.
Soo how you can euro your , 
small pared problems while , 
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See Our Selection of Snow Boots Arriving Daily
S Gallenkamp
THE FAMILY SHOE STORES |
Open 9:30 a.m. - 6 p.m., Mon., Tom., Wed. and $at.r 9:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. Thun, and Fri.
a. \ ; , -r. ' -
cyfyleet me under 
tip O&lpirfTfee




• FREE BALLOONS 
for the. Kiddies.
• BRIAN PELECHATY 
at the 
HAMMOND ORGAN 




Shop Daily 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Thur. & Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
ALWAYS LOTS OF 
FREE PARKING























* Hansel and Gretel * Three little Pigs .
* Wizard of Oz
SHOWTIMES:
Thur. & Fri. 11 a.m.r 2 p.m., 4 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m., 1 p.m., 3 p.m., 5 p.m.
Gallenkamp
THE FAMILY SHOE STORES ( 
Celebrates the 1st Anniversary 













Installation for Kinsmen- 
Kinette officers took place 
at a gala dinner-dance at the 
Kelowna Golf and Country 
Club. Guests in attendance in­
cluded several district offic­
ers, K-40 members and wives 
' and prospective Kin couples, ceived the Ursula
The incoming Kinettes execu- . trophy awarded- annually to 
tive installed'by Deputy Dist- the outstanding Kinette of the 
rict Governor, Fred 'Jost of. Year, for participation, fellow- 
Summerland were: president, ship, cooperation, attendance 
(seen here holding gavel): and general interest in Kin- 
Mrs Peter Bulatovich; vice- nettes. In 1960 Ursula Kolbe, 
president, Mrs. Alan Stone- , whom the club had sponsored 









Denney; treasurerj Mrs. Plan, sent the club an urn in 
Larry Doerksen; registrar, appreciation for its support. 
Mrs. Dennis Keller and direc- A trophy was made from this 
tors, Mrs. Duff Shelley, Mrs. and was thereafter presented 
Garth Burnell and bulletin .. . _
editor, Mrs. Roy Phillips. Mrs. the Year. Mrs. Denney not 
Denney on the left, also re- only participated actively at 
ceived the Ursula Kolbe meetings, but was active in 
, committee work, such as work 
parties for the Unitarian Ser­
vices Committee. She also at-
to the outstanding Kinette of
tended inter-club visitations 




Mrs. George Strohm, presi­
dent of the Kelowna Toastmis­
tress Club extended a warm 
welcome to members and guests 
at the first fall meeting of the 
club held at the Capri.
Th® meeting opened with an
appropriate prayer given by 
Mrs. Gary Geddes..
Mrs. Odin Botiolfs was award­
ed the speakers award for her 
speech entitled ‘‘In Dignity.'* 
Emphasis was placed on the un­
employed youth and solutions
to solve the problems 
. June Carter received
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
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ANN LANDERS
Hationality And Color 
No Longer Important
Dear Ann Landers: You 
reply to the dark woman whon 
people frequently mistook for : 
foreigner was beautiful, and 1 
intend to use it the next time 
am asked why I have only one 
child, or a similar “nunuvyer- 
bizznizz” type question. But 1 
don’t think 1 will use it when 1 
am asked. “What Js your na­
tionality?”
.: I live in a university commun­
ity where , some of the most 
beautiful and intelligent women 
are neither American nor 'white.
I am frequently asked if I am 
French, Italian, Spanish and so 
on. I really don't mind. In fact I 
am1 slightly embarrassed to 
admit that I am plain old 
White-Anglo-Saxon-Protestant. 
' Recently someone asked, 
“When did your family come 
here from Greece?” I zapped 
her by replying, “About 300 
years ago, but’ it wasn’t Greece. 
It was England.”
Since you once lived in New 
Orleans you undoubtedly know 
that many people who are clas­
sified Negro have lighter skins 
• than some people who are clas­
sified white. Labels don’t mean 
much anymore, and it’s about 
time. I'd like to see this in print
the
mt I doubt that your Southern
editors would allow it.—World 
Citizen-
Dear Citizens Many of'my 
Southern editors are more apt 
to print this than some of my 
Northern editors. You’ll look a 
long time before you find news­
papers that are more progres­
sive and courageous than the St. 
Louis Post-Dispatch, The Louis­
ville-Times, Atlanta Journal, St. 






merit award for her contribu­
tion to the council training pro­
gram in the spring.
Mrs. Annie Alston, extension 
assistant, Council 9, presented a 
very informative? educational on 
‘‘Evaluation.” Mrs. Alston had 
attended seminars on Evalua­
tion in July at the International 
Toastmistress Convention held 
in MiamiBeach. Fla.
Mrs. T. S. Piitendrigh, in pre­
senting table topics, inyolved 
several meml^rs. in wild tales 
of summer vacation.
Guests for the evening were 
Beth Allen, Mrs. Arlene Camp­
bell, Mrs. David Neilly, Rose­
mary Rising, Mrs. Deanne 
Schmidt, Mrs. G. V. Staley all 
of Kelowna, Mis. Wilfred Ram­
say, Okanagan* Mission, Mrs. 
James Crossland of Rutland; 
Mrs. Perry Flett of Westbank, 
and Mrs. Edna Rodin, Mrs. Ed­
ward Leyden; Salmon Arm.
The next meeting of the Kel­
owna Toastmistress Club on 




SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — 
For 23 years, an ever-changing 
group of swinging' bachelors 
called the Tuesday Downtown 
Operators and Observers have 
been inviting the city’s mos ; 
beautiful girls to wine and can­
dlelight lunch under terms no 
girl could refuse.
Greenville, Mississippi, Delta- 
Democrat—to name just a few.
Dear. Ann Landers: As a fash­
ion editor whose family contrib­
utes ’ to Ivy League Alumnae 
funds, I was ticked off by the 
ettgr.from an -Ivy League cou­
ple who returned to their alma 
mater and decided to withhold 
their financial support of the 
university because the kids on 
campus wore “such grubby- 
looking clothes.”
I think it’s great that a few 
pairs of jeans can see a student 
through college and the impor­
tant money goes instead to ap­
propriate places, such as books 
and living. This,.is a far cry 
from the way it was in my day 
when a girl’s wardrobe cost al­





The caption(under the wedding 
picture of Linda Lorraine Mor­
gan who became the bride of 
Frank William Johnson, was in­
correctly written as Mr. and 
Mrs. Arthur Johnson, parents of 
the groom.
Even in these days of 
women’s liberation, it’s, tough 
to turn down a chance to be 
one of three" or four girls at 
lunch with 16 of the city’s most 
eligible men.
The TDOs, as they are com­
monly known, are a strictly so­
cial group of successful .profes­
sional men between the ages of 
24 and 38 headed by a “Dean of 
Women” and a “Vice-Dean,” 
who is the chief girl scouter. 
They pride themselves on cam­
araderie, good times and creat­
ive parties*
Since March 29, 1949, when 
the ’ first TDO luncheon was 
held in ? the now demolished St- 
Julien’s Restaurant, “Dean of 
Women” Ed Madigan esti­
mated that about 3,000 women 
have been invited to dine.
“We’ve been going now since 
1949,” Madigan said. “The par­
ties we have are super. I think 
we get the cream of the crop of 
San Francisco bachelors.
7S




R6v. P. B. Black officiated 
for the double-ring ceremony in 
Immaculate Conception Roman 
Catholic Church which united in- 
marriage, Jean Elizabeth Mar­
shall, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Kenneth Marshall of Kelowna 
and Gerald Ronald Charest, son 
of Mrs. Camille Charest of Kel­
owna.
Given in marriage by her fa­
ttier the bride chose a full- 
length white gown of Ince over 
taffeta, with lilypoint sleeves, a 
scoop neckline and a lace train 
which tell from her shoulders. 
The traditional orange blossoms 
held her shoulder-length three: 
tlftrcd veil, trimmed with match­
ing lace, She carried a bouquet 
of tangerine roses and white 
daisies.
Completing the ‘something 
old' rhyme she wore an old ring, 
a borrowed ring and n blue 
garter.
Maid of honor was the bride's 
zlstcr, Heather Marshall of Kel­
owna and bridesmaids were an­
other sister Mrs. Gordon Kitt- 
Utz of Kelowna and the groom's 
sister. Joanne Charest, also oil 
Kclowpa.
They weir chid in gowns of
orange, yellow and green floral 
chiffon trimmed with dark greed 
ribbons, and carried baskets of 
orange and yellow marigolds 
with white daisy ’mums.
The flower girl, Stacie Dean, 
the bride's cousin, of Kelowna, 
wore chiffon with dark green 
velvet ribbon and carried a bas­
ket of similar flowers. Small 
rosettes . of matching fabrics 
were entwined in the coiffures 
of the bridal attendants.
Best man was Paul Charest 
and ushers were Ken Marshall 
and Gordon Kittlitz, all of Kel­
owna.
During the reception at the 
Okanagan Mission, hall Sam 
Close proposed the toasts. A 
white crocheted tablecloth, 
made by the groom's grand­
mother, covered the bride's 
table, which was also graced 
with orange candles in silver 
candlestick. Orange and white 
roses adorned the three-tiered 
wedding cake.
For a honeymoon trip to Cali­
fornia the bride donned a yel­
low and white hot pahts outfit. 





RegUtration for Kuliks ns well 
as brownies in the Ok.iung.m
Minion area will lake phre at
LEARN CRAFTS
THUNDER BAY, Ont. <CP) 
— Bendwork and leathercrafl 
skills of years past took on a 
new meaning ns children from 
the nearby Fort William Indian 
reserve gave up part of their 
summer to participate in a 
handicraft course sponsored by 
the department of Indian Af­
fairs. Teacher Virginia Me- 
I aicn rod the children, ranging
the Dorothea Walker Sih<x>l I*n fmin five t«i rail? teens
gymnasium on Thursday al 8 u,,n hi I, mmiil atu) third 
I pii/r's for muklnks and thirdp.m.
Since registrations will not be I l3i 1 ’c /‘n ’"'H-im-miis at a Icafh 
.ken at any other tun», alt I exhibition in Sault Ste 




1-cadets are nerd for n brow­ TO! ICE WOMEN
nie pack and the ret',ring Brown, ... PRETORIA, Suuth Africa
Owl hM generously ciHwd ac- (AP» -- Ninety-fix xomen have 
tive guidance to whoever volun- completed training and been as- 
leer,* tor this inspiring involve- “gned m the fu -t fcnmle mem- 






OTTAWA (CP) — Manufac­
turers should be required to es­
tablish standard temperature 
settings for irons, the Consum­
ers* Association of Canada says. 
Their studies show that identi­
cal settings will produce differ­
ent temperatures .in different 
brands and even with different 
models in the same brand.
. NUNS FORM CLUB
CHARLOTTETOWN (CP) -Z 
Forty-five Roman Catholic nuns 
have formed a senior citizen’s 
dub here, believed to be the 
first of its type in Canada. The 
inaugural meeting selected five 
of the sisters as executives of 
the new club, which includes 
nuns from the Orders of st. 
Martha’ and Notre Dame?.
A house guest this week with 
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. MacKenzie 
of Pandosy Street is ’ their 
daughter, Ruth MacKenzie, as­
sistant supervisor of the Van­
couver General Hospital, who is 
enjoying a holiday-, with her 
parents. Joining the family for 
a -week is another daughter, 
Mrs. G.' G. Graves and Mr. 
Graves of Yorkton, Sask.
Another Saskatchewan visitor 
in Kelowna this past week has 
been Patti Lundy, of Saskatoon, 
who is viisting her aunt and 
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph 
Lundy of Mountain Avenue.
A surprise double shower was 
held, recently at the home of 
Mrs. Shirley Saucier, Rutland. 
Carol Barnes, whose marriage 
to Eric Williams takes place 
■ Oct. • 7, was presented with a
jasketful of beautiful gifts. The 
iiostess, Mrs. Saucier, was com­
pletely surprised when she re­
ceived a basketful of baby gifts. 
A lovely luncheon was served to 
the 15 guests.
Mrs. Cecil Smith and Mrs. 
Fred Morton entertained recent­
ly at a miscellaneous shower for 
Carol Barnes whose marriage to 
Eric Williams takes place Oct. 
7. There were 24 guests pres­
ent and the bride-to-be received 
numerous beautiful gifts. A cor­
sage was presented: to the guest 
of honor and balloons filled with 
confetti were, burst as the gifts 
were opened. A lovely luncheon 
was served.
It’s a thrill to see the students 
at McGill University. They 
come from Southeast Asia, the 
African states, the U.S. . and 
Canada—secure in their jeans, 
dismissing clothes as “unimpor­
tant’’, and getting down instead 
to the real values of learning 
and exchanging ideas.
Those appliques of mush­
rooms; sunflowers and hip slo­
gans that the North American 
kids have devised to patch the 
holes, in their jeans have as 
much, originality a« the styles 
seen on the streets of Paris and 
London. And they are fashioned 
out of leftovers from, maw’s 
scrap bag. Give them credit, 
Ann. They’re g r e a t!—W i n i 
Reader, Montreal Gazette
-Dear Wini: Right on, doll. 
When I went to college a cash- 
mere sweater was a status sym­
bol and a run in a girl’s stock­
ing was a catastrophe. I see 
now how shallow those values 
were.
I applaud the de-emphasis of 
clothes, but there’s an impor­
tant distinction between being 
casual and being sloppy—and 
here’s where I have trouble 
with ‘the youth of today. Too 
many students, both in high 
school and college, need a 
closer relationship with sham­




The variety of selections pre­
sented by the-Golden Triangle 
Band in the Kelowna Commun­
ity Theatre proved popular with 
those attending. Although the 
concert especially for all sen­
iors in the area, was not well 
attended, those who did also en­
joyed Mother Machree and I 
Believe by well known Kelowna 
soloist, Ernest Burnett.
Among the selections present­
ed by the band, directed hv 
Harry Kirke, were Gold and Sil­
ver Waltz, Kumbaya, German 
Polka; Blow the Man Down, My 
Wild Irish Rose, Voice of Guns 
from Lawrence of Arabia, and 
an Indian dance, Elcodorpasa.
Mr. Kirke hoped the next con­
cert for seniors would see an 
increase in attendance.
TEXTILES START
COWANSVILLE, Que. (CP) - 
The first foot of natural silk 
woven in Canada was made in 
what is now part of the finishing 
section of Bruck Mills in this 
community:: south of Montreal. 
From this modest beginning, 
Bruck Mills has grown to be­
come the third largest textile 
manufacturer in the area and 
Canada’s largest manufacturer 
| of synthetic textiles.
MANY FARMS
There are close to 55,000 












Tour child's portrait mado with 
' Eastman “PROFESSIONAL” 
' Ektacolour Film and materials 
and our all new DYNAMIC 
COLOUR background assures 
you full colour fidelity and 
breathtaking realism never 
before possible. You must see 








The two words that tell it all!









Jusf Say "CHARGE IT"


















»«, A .^1 * ,> J.. I,.
the entire portrait photograph in completed in gorgeous colour 1t 
• CHOOSE FROM FINISHED PORTRAITS - NOT PROOFSI W 
• LIMIT: ONE SPECIAL OFFER PER CHILD-TWO PER FAMILY 
• NO OBLIGATION TO BUY ADDITIONAL PORTRAITS f 
• EXTRA PRINTS AVAILABLE AT REASONABLE PRICES
• CHOICE OF POSES
® GROUPS TAKEN AT .99 EACH ADDITIONAL CHILD
•AGE LIMIT: 5 WEEKS TO 12 YEARS
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 thru SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30

















H78/15TO NAME A FEW.
LIGHT TRUCK TIRES
700/14 670/15
Bay Day Price, each
700/15 600/16
Bay Day Price, each
650/16
Enjoy Those New Things Now!Use Your Bay Account




mixture into the pear core 
and x top with cinnamon stick.
*39-88
Bay Day Price, each
Wash and slice 1 pint of fresh I 
strawberries; wash 1 pint blue* I A 7D/1C 
berries; peel and thinly slice 3 I “* U/
New Bay Orchard Park Store Hours 
Open Dally 9:30 to 0.
Thun>. anti Fri. 9,30 to 9.
No Extra Charge for Installation.
$31-18 G78/14/15
Bay Day Price, each
’46.88 178/15
Bay Day Price, each
*84-88
Bay Day Price, pair
*94-88
Bay Day Price, pair
*119-88
Bay Day Price, pair
*138-88
Bay Day Price, pair
*40-68
. Bay Day Price, each
*52-18
Bay Day Price, each
*39-98
Bay Day Price, each
*34-98
Bay Day Price, each
*29-88 G78/14
Bay Day Price, each
*33-88 G78/15
Bay Day Price, each
*159-88
Bay Day Price, 4 tires
*178-881
Bay Day Price, 4 tires’:
*227-88
Bay Day Price, 4 tires .
*259-88
Bay Day Price, 4 tires
one-quart baking dish, sprink- | E7fi /14 /I C 
ling each layer with a little raw I ■ » "/ •”/ • »r 
sugar (total % cup). Sprinkle I
cup toasted slivered almonds I '
*30-98 
Bay Day Price, each 
*39-98 
Bay Day Price, each
BELTS
A PEAR QUICKIE
Fresh pear melba is just one Okanagan-grown B.C. pears, mixture and partially cook to
way to eat these delectable Glaze or roll pears in sugar carmelize the fruit. Then pour
A NEW YOU
Fresh Fruit-A Beauty Treat 
Quick And Easy To Prepare
By EMILY WILKENS
If you ask a smart beauty 
what her favorite dessert is, 
the odds are she’ll say fresh 
fruit! Served raw, steamed, or 
baked, solo or in combination 
with cheese, seasonal fruit 
treats are a feast for head-to-toe 
beauty, as well as the palate, 
(hie can almost Visualize why 
Eve * was tempted by that fa­
mous apple.
Tempt your family, too, with 
, some of these unusual, gourmet 
' ways to make fresh fruit a regu­
lar on your menu:
SPICY STORY
' Carefully wash and quarter 
fresh peaches, plums and apri­
cots. Make a poaching liquid of 
aby.it 4 tablespoons honey, 1 
pint of water, plus a few slivers
of lemon peel and a cinnamon 
stick or a sprinkle of cinnamon. 
For extra spice, add nutmeg, 
ground cloves or pumpkin pie 
spice. Simmer, covered, in a 
small saucepan for 10 to 15 min­
utes. Serve warm or chilled in 
parfait glasses topped with a 
spoonful of yogurt or sour 
cream. ,
WINE AND DINE
Wine has always been elegant 
with fresh fruit. Aside from the 
proverbial (and delicious) peach 
half in champagne, try cubes of 
melon, peeled plums, fresh figs 
or quartered ripe pears sprink­
led with your choice of white, 
fruity red or a light rose wine.
PARTY PEACHES







wi Complete Book of Meat Cookery only 2.99
wi Far Eastern Cooking only 3»99
wi Hamlyn All Colour Cookbook only 4.99
w< North American Indian Mythology only 2,99
ws Oceanic Mythology only 2.99
w6 Japanese Mythology only 2.99
wi Near Eastern Mythology only 2.99
w8 Indian Mythology only 2.99
Scandinavian Mythology only 2.99
wio Voyages of Columbus only 3.99
wii Great Sea Battles only 8.99
wt2 Great Military Battles only 8.99
wi) Picture Book of Britain in Colour only 5.99
wi* Indoor Plants only 2.99 
i«u!)
watering dessert, try delicious 
baked peaches. Carefully .wash 
and halvefour peaches. Remove 
pits. Place peaches in a lightly 
buttered baking dish. .
Soak four tablespoons of rais­
ins in the juice of 2 oranges for 
% hour; add 1 or 2 tablespoons 
of tupelo honey to juice and fill 
pear cavities with raisins. Pour 
remaining juice over fruit and 
dot each half with a speck of 
butter. (Crack peach pits and 
extract centre; add to baking 
dish.)
Bake in a moderate oven (350 
degrees F.) for 10 minutes until 
peaches are tender.
The same recipe works well 
with pears and apples.' Simply 
core whole apples or pears; fill 
cavities with raisin mixture. 
Serve plain or with fruit-favor­
ed'yogurt for variation. .
MULLED MELANGE
Peel and section 1 grapefruit 
and 1 orange. Core and cut into 
quarters 1 pear or a sliced ripe 
peach. Slice 1 banana.'
Arrange fruit in layers in a
over top, dot with a bit of sweet 
butter and pour % cup of orange 
juice or sherry over fruit.
Bake 15 to 20 minutes in a 




Combine one third cup light 
honey and the juice of 2 or­
anges. Pour a third of the 
sweetened juice over the straw­
berries; refrigerate.
In another bowl, pour a third 
of, the juice over berries, re-1 
frigerate. ' I
Cover peaches with remaining 
juice and a bit of grated pre­
served ginger; Chill well.
To serve, mound blueberries 
in centre of a large plate, and 
surround with spoonfuls of 
peaches and strawberries. Gar­
nish with mint leaves.
tyisMotor Cycle Racing only 2.99
wi6 Railways only 2.99
wi 7 Orchids only 2.99
wiaCars, only 2.99
, Cots only 2.99
W2o Book of the Dog only 2.99
wai Flower Arranging only 2.99
W2 Book of the Horse only 2.99
North American Indian Art only 5.99
Italian Cooking for Pleasure only 3.99
, vm French Cooking for Pleasure only 3.99 
And many, many more titles.
Books, Downtown, (Fifth floor) 
Richmond, Lougheed, Surrey, Victoria





Bay Day Price, each 
’48-88 
Bay Day Price, each 
*60-88
Bay Day Price, each
*69-88
Bay Day Price, each
Above are just a few of the many Special Savings 
Available Now on Goodyear Tires.
(Ebmpang
The New Bay Orchard Park Store Hours— 







By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Nolan Ryan of California An­
gels has joined an' exclusive 
s.rikeout club of American 
League pitchers that includes 
tne legendary Walter Johnson.
Johnson’s whistling fastball 
helped him record more than 
300 strikeouts in a season way 
back in 1910, Others who have 
reached that plateau are Rube 
Waddell, Bob Feller, Vida Blue, 
Mickey Lolich, Sam McDowell-
Dodgers 5-3 In « National 
League contest.
A schedule d American 
League game between the Oak­
land Athletics and Minnesota 
Twins was posted by rain.
Ryan’s successes no doubt 
gives New York Mets some sec­
ond thoughts about his trade 
this past winter. He was one of 
four players pried loose from 
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and now, Ryan.
The Angels’ hard-throwing 
righthander tanned 12 Texas 
batters to bring his season’s to­
tal to 302 ■ as he beat the 
Rangers 2-1 on a three-hitter 
Monday night.
"Sure, I’ve given the 300- 
mark some thought,” said 
Ryan, "but not a lot of thought 
until my last star when I got 
only four strikeouts in nine in­
nings against Kansas City.. . .
"I got a little worried about 
it again tonight when my fast­
ball was very ordinary for the 
first six innings.” 
FAVORS PITCH
His "very ordinary” fastball 
got eight Rangers on strikeouts 
in the first six innings. Ryan 
then used his strikeout pitch to 
get out of tight situations in the 
eighth and ninth.
. Only one other game was 
played, in the major leagues 
Monday night as San Diego 
Padres defeated Los Angeles
Jim Fregosi.
"I felt all along that I could 
be a winning pitcher , in the ma­
jors if someone let me pitch ev­
ery fourth day.” said Ryan. 
“Pitching every iuih or 12th 
day just isn’t often enough to 
keep your rhythm and build 
your confidence.”
.With one out in the California 
eighth, Ryan doubled, took 
third bn Sandy Alomar’s boun­
cer and scored - when Mickey 
R i v e.r s ’ bouncer skipped 
through first baseman Larry 
Bittner’s legs.
Pinch-hitter Randy Elliott 
came through with a run-scor­
ing triple in the eighth inning to 
help San Diego beat Los Ange­
les. The game, was tied 3-3 
when Elliott tripled, home' the 
tie-breaking run and .then 
scored himself on a wild throw.
Los Angeles pitcher Claude 
Osteen had singled across the 
tying run in the. bottom of the 






























San Diego 5 Los Angeles 3 
Only game scheduled 
x-Clinchcd division.
Games Today 
Chicago at Montreal N 
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia N 
New York at St. Louis N 
Atlanta at Cincinnati N • 
San Francisco at Houston N 
San Diego at Los Angeles N
Games Wednesday 
Chicago at Montreal N . 
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia N 
New York at St. Louis 
Atlanta at Cincinnati N 
San Francisco at Houston N 
San Diego at Los Angeles N
Fergie Jenkins Says Strike
Could Cripple Pro Baseball
VANCOUVER (CP) — British 
Columbia Hons have two rea­
sons to be optimistic heading 
■ into their Canadian FootbaU
Canadians Miss Final Cut 
At World Chess Olympics
5 SKOPJE, Yugoslavia (CP-AP) 
£ —The six-man Canadian team 
failed to quaUfy for the finals 
? at the end of seven preliminary 
* rounds of play in the 20th Men’s 
* Chess Olympics here Monday.
Peru, Switzerland, Iceland
The Canadians amassed a to­
tal of 18 points during the pre­
liminaries, leaving them in 
third place behind East Ger­
many with 21.5 points and Swe­
den with 20 points. Two games 
between East Germany and 
Wales in the seventh and final 
round were adjourned Monday.
Only the top two teams in 
• each of eight groups will play 
! in the finals, scheduled to start 
Wednesday. Fourteen of the 16 
teams were known Monday. 
They are the Soviet Union, Den­
mark, Yugoslavia, Hungary, 
i Poland, West Germany, Czecho- 
; Slovakia, Spain, East Germany, 
Sweden, Bulgaria; the Nether­
lands, the United States and 
Romania.
and Argentina were in conten­
tion for the other two vacancies, 
with adjourned games to be 
played in the seventh preUmin- 
ary round.
In Canadian play Monday, Dr. 
Svonko Vranesic and Bruce 
Amos, both of Toronto, each 
won a game in Round 7 and 
Duncan Suttles of Vancouver 
drew one in competition against 
Singapore, which won the other 
game. This gave Canada 2.5 
points for the round.
American League
East
W L Pct. GBL
Boston 80 66 .548
Detroit 80 68 .541 1
Baltimore 78 69 .531 2%
New York 78 70 .527 3
Cleveland 67 83 .447 15
Milwaukee 61 87 .412 20
West
Oakland 87 60 .592
Chicago 83 63 .568 3%
Minnesota 75 70 .517 11
Kansas City 72 74 .493 14%
California 70 78 .473 17%
Texas 52 95 .354 35
Results Monday, *
LONDON, Ont. (CP) — Fer- < 
guson Jenkins, 20-game - winner : 
with the National League Chi- 1 
cago Cubs, said Monday a sec- i 
ond strike in as many seasons 
by the Major League Baseball 
Players’ Association “could 
easily happen” if the owners 
reject any of the current “crit­
ical” issues before them.
The ' 28-year-old Chatham; 
Ont.,' native, here to open the 
United' Appeal campaign, said 
the transfer of equity from the 
players’ medical plan buflt up 
through several seasons to the 
players’ pension and retirement 
fund and an increase in the 
minimum wage to $15,000 a 
season from $13,060, were the 
critical issues facing the own­
ers.
“These are the two key is­
sues I feel the plavers’ assoc­
iation wiU insist oe changed,’’ 
Jenkins said. “If the owners 
don’t come up with something 
of an improvement in those 
areas, we could easily have an­
other .strike.”
He said the association also 
is demanding a shorter sche­
dule, shorter training camp per­
iod and a sUght increase in meal 
money.
INTEREST IS THERE
Jenkins said the players have 
accumulated more than $800,000 
in interest through their medi-
cal plan and have / sought un­
successfully up to now to have 
the monies transferred to the 
pension plan.
"Up to now the owners nave 
refused to let us touch it. None 
of us, including the . owners, 
really knew that much money 
had accumulated from'the ned- 
ical plan until Marvin Miller 
association executive - director 
did some investigating on his 
own last year and found the 
money was there.
"Up to now we've been like 
mad dogs standing in front of 
the doorway with the owners re­
fusing to let us by."
league interlocking game to­
night against Ottawa Rough- 
riders. ■'
The Lions are on a winning 
streak and they have enjoyed 
success against teams from the 
East so far this season.
Unfortunately, the Lions'win­
ning streak is only one game 
long, but they have won two Tit 
of three games ugainst Eastern 
clubs.
Unhappily ,for the Lions, 
those two wins are their only 
victories of .the season, leaving 
them soUdly mired in last place 
in the Western FootbaU Confer-
ond game of the schedule and 
whipped Toronto Argonauts 23-9 
in their last outing Sept 20 in a 
battle of the have-nots.
The Rough Riders, however, 
may be more than the Lions 
can digest.
ONLY TWO LOSSES
Ottawa has lost only two 
games this season and are in 
first place in the East. Besides, 
the Rough Riders are coming 
off a win' of their own, a 10-9 
victory over Edmonton Eskimos 
Saturday night.
For B.C. quarterback Don 
Moorhead, the win over the Ar­
gonauts has meant , he will get 
another chance to start Moor-
head did not start in Toronto, 
but came on in relief to throw 
ence. .• two touchdown strikes to tight
; B.C. won over Hamilton Ti- end Jim Young for the win. 




Tuesday League, Sept. 19— 
High single, women, Eileen Boy­
er 242, men, Dan Scherer 378; 
High triple, women, Eileen 
Boyer 614, men, Dan Scherer 
741; Team high single, Nitelit­
es 1188; Team high.triple, Niter 
Utes 3452; High average; wo­
men, Jen Bachmann 205; men, 
Dan Scherer; ’300” club, Dan 
Scherer 378; Team standings, 1.




TNT 124, 3. Snip
Men’s, Sept. 20— 
Joe Tatyran 324;
"Man. i» thia ghy tough! Ha 
•hould'a buatad hit hand on 
my jaw long ago 1”
Sunday Results 
Of Trapshooters
Cold weather hampered trap­
shooting at Sportsmen’s Field 
Sunday as only a dozen shoot­
ers turned up for practice. Don 
Ellis was the only shooter to 
get a perfect 25 score. Next 
Sunday is probably the last 
practice for the fall except for 
the odd turkey shoot which will 
be announced when the dates
California 2 Texas 1 
Minnesota at, Oakland ppd
Games Today 
Minnesota at Oakland 2 TN 
California at Texas N 
Kansas City at Chicago N 
Cleveland at Baltimore N 
Milwaukee at Boston N
Games Wednesday 
Minnesota at Oakland N 
- CaUfomia at Texas N 
Kansas City at Chicago 
New York at Detroit N 




MONTREAL (CP) — Roger 
Rousseau, commissioner-gen­
eral for the 1976 Olympics in 
Montreal, said Monday efforts 
would be made to bring the 
Games down to a “more mod­
est scale, a more human di-
mension”. than 
achieved in recent
The proposal is 
make it possible 
countries to stage
Bert Griffin 871High triple, ; 










numbers in1 the 
. the shooters’
'Don Ellis 24, 25 (22); G. Furi 
17; Lloyd Sjodin 17, 18 (17); 
Rob Sjodin 18; 20; I. Gorby 10, 
14; R. Schuiltz 16, 16 (13) ; Vic 
Welder 22 (20); H. Lamoreaux 
21 (21) ; Ray Farri 18 (15) ; P. 
Farri 15; Gena Sjodin 12, 22.
USE ALCOHOL
Keep windows free from ice 
in the winter by rubbing the 




NEW YORK (AP) — Boston 
Bruins scored three third pe­
riod goals, two of them by Mike 
Walton, to. defeat New York 
Rangers 4-2 Monday night in a 
National Hockey League exhibi­
tion game, before 15,888 fans at 
Madison Square Garden.
Bill Fairbairn put New York 
on top at 6:40 of the second pe­
riod but rookie Murray Wing 
tied it for Boston at 12:14 on a 
power-play.
Walton’s first goal at 4:15 of 
the third • period and Fred 
Stanfield’s short-handed tally at 
7:50 gave the Bruins a 3-1 lead.
Walt Tkaczuk scored for the 
Rangers at 18:12; then Walton 
wrapped it up at 19:20, scoring 
into an empty net.
LAUREL, Md. (AP) — 
Trainer Lucien Laurin said 
Monday that Meadow Stable’s 
Riva Ridge, heading for United 
States horse of the year and top 
three-year-old honors, will run 
in the Washington, D.C., Inter­
national at Laurel race track 
on Nov. 11. '■
Laurin said in a telephone in­
terview from New’ York that 
Riva Ridge has been working 
out on the grass for the 1%- 
mile . turf event and predicted 
“he will do very well in the In­
ternational.”
Building Products 1324; Team 
high triple, Kelowna Builders 
3728; High average, Bert Grif­
fin 290; “300” club, Joe Tataryn 
324, Jim McCuUey 310, Mits 
Koga 318, Bert Griffin 300; Norm 
Morrison 310, Toosh Ikari 304;- 
Team standings, Kelowna Build­
ers 54, Broder’s Masonry 51, 
Rutland Welding 48, Okanagan 
Building Products 44, Murphy 
43, Toosh 42.
returning to the true Olympic 
spirit, he said in an address to 
the Canadian Club.
Existing facilities will have to 
be used to reduce the Games to 
a more manageable scale, he 
said.
“We wiU use everything Mont­
real has to cut down ex­
penses.” <
The new approach did not im­
ply criticism of countries which 
have previously ■' staged the 
Olympics, he said.
“It merely states' an old 
dream and a very old struggle 
to make the Olympic Games 
accessible to' any country of the 
world.”
Mr. Rousseau said of the ter­
rorist attack on Israeli athletes 
at Munich:
“We must face the fact tha 
organized violence and terror­
ism have now, unfortunately, 
become a certain way of life in 
some parts of the world.”
SIMPSONS-SEARS
Riva Ridge, who has never
because of an injury to regular 
Dave Denny, but will be back 
out :At his regular split end spot 
with Denny healthy for to­
night’s game.
The . Rough Riders, did not 
have any injuries after their 
narrow win over the Eskimos, 
which means they will be field­
ing the dub that has allowed 
opponents less than 16 points a 
game, lowest mark in the East­
ern Conference.
This does not bode well for 
the Lions; who have scored 
only 129 points in nine games.
The Rough Riders also are 
not a high-scoring dub,, but 
they have a crunching running 
attack behind running backs 
Art Caritrelle and Hugh McKin- 
nis.
FAVORS FLANKER NIXON
Through the air, scrambling 
quarterback Rick Cassata g
vors flanker Rhome Nixon!
two U.S. horses selected to 
compete against a field of for­
eign entries including Heald, 
the Russian Derby champion, 
and Steel Pulse, who won this 
year’s Irish Derby.
The other is Rokeby Stable's 
Key to the Mint, Riva Ridge's 
main rival for the three-year- 
old title. There has been no 
word on whether Key to the 
Mint will run at Laurel.
CORKSCREW HELPS
To remove a piece of frozen 
meat from the freezer, twist in
run in a turf stakes, is one of | a corkscrew and pull.
ex-Lion, split end Hugh Oldil i j 
and Can trelle swinging off 
backfield.
The tough :■ Ottawa defence 
was a big factor in the win 
over the Eskimos, dumping Ed­
monton quarterback Tom Wil- . 
kinson for 49 yards in losses 
and smothering the Edmonton 
ground game.
"Ottawa has some big, strong, 
fast defensive linemen," said 
Edmonton coach Ray Jauch 
after Saturday’s loss.
"They are a very physical 
group;”
The front four may > need all 
the help they can get in hand­
ling the Lions. ground game, 
which jias shown signs of com- 
’ ing alive.
Power runner Jim Evenson is 
flanked by Johnny Musso and 
Munro Eley and all three have 
1 moved the ball well on the 
groupd in the last three ga .nes.
BIRKS
88
Independent Order of Forest­
ers, Sept. 21—High single, wo­
men, Beth Sorensen 260, men, 
Bob Guidi 269; High triple, wo­
men, Beth Sorensen 636; men, 
Bob Guidi 801; Team high sin-> 
gle, Alley Cats 1115; Team high 
triple, Ding Bats 3208; High 
average, women, Beth Soren- 
sen, Ann Rueb 190, men, Bob 
Guidi 246; Team standings, Ding 
Bats 89, AUey Cats 84, King 
Pins 78%.-
Friday; Mixed, Sept. 22—High 
single, women, Carol Koga 265, 
men, Bert Griffin 386; High 
triple, women; Ann McBain 677, 
men, Bert Griffin 839; Team 
high single, Roth Dairy Pro­
ducts 1339; Team high triple; 
Roth Dairy. Products 3640; High 
average, women, Carol • Koga 
242, men, Bert Griffin 273; 
“300” club, Bert Griffin 386, 
Don Favell 315, George Myhill 
312; Team standings, Bert Grif­
fin 97, Roth Dairy Products 92%, 
Cooper’s' Shop Easy 84%, Wil­












Sal* Price, ca. 15997
After ski relaxation . . . sifting In front of a fire­
place. This conical-shaped fireplace features the 
wide oval design for longer logs. Grate, firescreen 
and 8" smokepipe (for 8'ceillngs) included. Black. 
(42078).
Burnt Orange, Red or Avocado (42079). ea. 189.97




Now is the time to start enjoying the cozy, romantic 
beauty of a fireplace. Tinis floor to ceiling classic 
hooded fireplace is constructed of rugged heavy 
gduge steel. Curtain type firescreen and heavy duty 
grate included. Back radiation shield for closer wall 
installation. (42049).
OH Space Heater — 46.000 BTU output. Sturdy 
cabinet, Sandrtone cnnmcl, (400121 Ea, ■ I
Aho available \vith blower and thermostat. lift 
(not ahown). (40043)..................... . IIViVI
High Output Oil Space Heater — Up to 75,000 BTU output. 
Quiet hlower, WoodRiain finish. Black front. A0A ftf 
6” flue top outlet. (40046).......... Ea. fcaFtaWl
Also available In 5H.000 BTU iiuhIc) with ft' 
bl.uk flue outlet, (4uolii). i:. 234.97
Advcrtitcd price* in effect 'til 5:30 p.m.
Soturdoy, September 30.
Simp5on. Se.ru: Plumbing »n<l Heating (42). 
Phone Enoulrk.t Kelowna 7634811.
Sale $67*10
RIDEAU 17-JEWELED INCABLOC. Yellow. As-











RIDEAU. Yellow, with fashion OR
bracelet. Reg. $55.00.>...........  Sale
MEN'S RIDEAU. Yellow or white. Strap.
$26.25




Uganda, Tanzania Agree North Irish Politicians Meet 
1 To Tackle Stormy Police IssueOn Plan For Cease Fire
DARLINGTON, England
VIEWING VIGIL,
LONDON (CP) — The BBC’s 
26-part television serial, The 
Forsyte Saga, is to bp screened 
as a 24-hour movie at the Na­
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. TUES.. SEPT. 26, 1972 PAGE 9
NAIROBL Kenya (API- 
Foreign Minister Omar Arteh 
cf Somalia said today that Tan­
zania and " Uganda have ac­
cepted a five-point peace plan.,
Arteh told reporters he ex? 
pects the details of the- plan to 
be announced ■ in > a few days 
and that it would be in effect 
by the end of the week.
He said a cease fire already
Milton Obote were still in 
Uganda.'
Arteh said he understood that 
no fighting was going on at 
present hut that the guerrillas 
would be well advised “to re? 
and Ugandan capitals. treat immediately in their own
The foreign minister said interests.” 
remnants of Tanzania-based Arteh , sqid "one or two 
guerrillas who invaded Uganda points” in the peace plan re- 
«n behalf of former president mained to be discussed with
was in effect. ■
"I have accomplished ■■ my
mission,” said Arteh, who 
stopped ‘ briefly m Nairobi. cn 
route back to Mogadishu after 
visits to both the Tanzanian
PEPIN'S VIEW
Trudeau Would Do Much Better 
If He Kept Swearing To French
both sides.
Diplomatic - sources have 
speculated that the plan pro­
vides for a military pullback on 
both sides of the- border, a 
promise by Tanzania not to 
harbor Ugandan guerrillas and 
the return to Libya of the 400 
troops whd .flew in to help 
Uganda.
, Arteh said he - was confident 
of “ultimately arriving at an
VANCOUVER (CP> — 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
should swear in French if he 
doesn’t want to shock the 
E n g 1 i s h-speaking public, 
Trade Minister Jean-Luc Pe­
pin-said in an interview Mon­
day.
- Commenting on the use of a 
well-known four-letter word 
by Mr. Trudeau on Saturday, 
Mr. Pepin said using French- 
Canadian expletives "might 
be the answer for the prime 
minister.”
He said if people are upset 
about Mr. Trudeau’s swear­
ing “it might have something 
to do with cultural differ­
ences.”
“French-Canadians are eas­
ier on swearing than English- 
Canadians appear to be,” he 
said.
ODDITIES
. . . . i amicable settlement between
“Personally I swear only in Tanzania and Uganda.’’
French,” ’r-. Pepin added Asked what would happen to 
with a chuckle. the guerrillas after returning to
“Puritanism is not foreign Tanzania, Arteh suggested that 
to Canada. People make a |the 41-member Organization of 
difference between what you African Unity could step in un­
do in private or in sm^’l der provisions of its charter 
groups and what you do in that provide for the care of ref- 
public. ugees.
“This seems to be an im- CLAIMS SUCCESS
portant difference. The impli- He said Somali President Mo- 
cation is that if you swear, hamed Siad Barre would in­
make sure no one hears you, form qau Chairman King Has- 
or only a few people hear lsan.II of Morocco of the suc-
(Reuter) — Northern Ireland । 
politicians, meeting to discuss 
the future of Ulster, were ex­
pected today to tackle a noten- 
tially stormy point of dis­
agreement—who should control 
the* police force.
After reaching a large meas­
ure of agreement Monday on 
the first day of talks, the dele­
gates from three of Northern 
Ireland’s seven political partes 
face a split over the important 
police issue. ...
“The gloves will come off 
now, said one source close to 
the British government, which 
organized the gathering.
The parties attending the 
three-day , conference near ’his 
northeast England industrial 
town are the Protestant-domi­
nated Unionist party—whi ch 
ruled Northern Ireland until the
or Catholic—will have no ■
chance of sabotaging the con- ! 
ference, being held in a local 
hotel, and security is the stric­
test the town has ever seen.
On the Northern Ireland po­
lice issue, the Unionist party is 
adamant that power should lie 
in the hands of a strong Ulster 
Parliament. This was the case 
before the British \ government 
took over control in March.
But both the Alliance and La­
bor parties say that the British 
government should retain con­
trol, and observers feel that 
Northern Ireland’s Catholic mi­
nority would never accept a po­
lice force run by a Protestant^ 
dominated Parliament. '
tional Film Theatre this winter. 
Already the non-stop marathon 
looks like attracting a full house 
despite predictions that only a 
handful of die-hard Forsyte fans 
would turn up. With seats for 
the show at £1.20 (S3.00), there 
will be several breaks, including 
a 50-minute respite for 
breakfast.
• MARITAL PROBLEMS
KUALA LUMPUR (AP) — 
Malaysian policemen have been 
warned that they can be fired 
for having too many wives. The 
inspector-general's office said 
some men with three or four 
wives had become inefficient 
because of family squabbles. 
Eighty per cent of Malaysian 
policemen are Moslems,' al­
lowed up to four wives at a time 
under Islamic law.
DIDN’T LIKE NAME
MELON, France (AP) ■— A 
judge who efused to saddle a 
three-year-old boy with what he 
considered a ridiculous surname 
earned the indignation of the 
child’s adopted parents plus an 
appeal to a higher court. Their 
name is Trognon, a word mean­
ing stump, rag-end, core, or the 
little, piece left over that you 
throw away.
you.” cess of the mission. Arteh sa
In Quebec,' swearing is he would be. in touch with OAU 
more of a habit, Mr; Pepin Secretary-General Nzo Eka- 
said, so that Quebecers will ngaki. .
even swear coming out of Arteh praised Ugandan Presi- 
church. dent Idi Amin and Tanzanian
Mr. Pepin was in Van- President Julius Nyerere for 
couver to address the annual showing restraint in the conflict
meeting of the Canadian that broke out Sept. 17, 
Graphic Arts Association.' ■ said fears of an escalating
'Happy Deer' Under Probe
-* had been dissipated.
Arteh said this was “a 
tory for all Africa over 
■ -1 meats that hoped for a 
.’ fledged war.”
MISSOULA, Mont. (AP) —, 
Sheriff’s officers in Missoula 
were investigating the case of 
the ‘.‘happy deer” Wednes­
day.
George Drinville told au­
thorities that burglars broke 
into his cabin near Clinton 
and made off with a mounted 
deer head.
Asked for a description of 
the missing trophy, Drinville 





suspension of the Ulster Parlia­
ment last March—and the Al­
liance party and Northern Ire­
land Labor party, smaller 
groups having mixed Roman 
Catholic-Protestant support.
However, the discussions 
have something of a hollow 
.ring as the four other parties 
are boycotting them.
MAIN GROUPS ABSENT
Notable among the absentees 
is the Social Democratic and 
Labor party, the main Catholic 
political group which has said 
some 240 extremist suspects in­
terned without trial must be re­
leased before it will talk.
Police are determined that 
extremists—either Protestant
The delegates agreed Monday 
that Northern Irdand should 
not become part of the Irish re­
public without the consent of 
the majority in the north, and 
tha some form of regional as­
sembly is needed. V
William Whitdaw, the' British 
minister in charge of Northern 
Irdand . and chairman of the 
conference, said' that the talks 
had been constructive and 
straightforward.
QUESTION OF ECONOMICS 
, LONDON (CP) — Despite a 
warning in its latest quarterly 
review that inflation would get 
worse unless there was a per­
manent freeze on prices, the 
National Institute of Economic 
and Social Research seems to
be doing little in the fight II j. 
against this problem. It recently 1 ? 
upped subscriptions for its re­









JAMESTOWN, N.Y. (AP) 
— A Dunkirk city court 
judge, seeking election to a 
higher court, says his blind­
ness has “absolutely no ef­
fect” on his judgment.
“It has, at least in my 
case, made me all the more 
objective in the courtroom,” 
said Judge August R. Han- 
kowskL “My blindness has' 
allowed me to compensate by 
more use of my other senses, 
hearing, primarily, so that I 
may judge a case on its mer­
its.' . ' : '
“Judges are human ... 
ind quite unconsciously, ap­
pearances, no matter how de­
ceiving, can in isolated cases 
become part of the case,” he 
said. Jankowski lost his sight 
in a hunting accident, at the 
age of 17.
The jurist is the candidate 
for election as a judge of the 
Chautauqua County court.
GRIMSBY, England (AP) 
— Duane Roach, a schoolboy 
who stowed away aboard his 
father’s trawler to see the 
cod war off Iceland, sailed i . 
home Wednesday and told his 
mum? he’s changed his mind 
about being a fisherman. wfling \ leagH? W111. b® £.eld 
t,. Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the Kel- 
pwna Curling Club. The mixed 
tSwiir?" to°T^hhrifrrnSinin curling league will play on Sun- 
whnn° I days this year with the league 
fiavp S » y to kick-off on Oct. 15. If weather
‘ . . . permits the curling'club hopes
_Pu^ne» who reached to have the ice in the curling 
Gnmsby aboard a returning rink ready by Oct> u to 
|able curlers to practice before 
seF exneriencSl force nine Ieague schedule beSins- A mixed 
eale duringth? trio curling mmi-bonspiel is also
8 He »™ Vund Xe weeks «•
ago hiding under his father’s AH curlers, experienced or be- 
bunk during the trawler’s but- ginners, are urged to attend 
ward voyage to fishing Wednesday’s meeting to discuss 






Reg. 5.98. Now Only 
(While they last) ..........
*1.98
45 R.P.M.'s lA, QO-
Thousands to Choose H Bw TPF t 
from Now Only............ ■ "" w
Britain is disputing a new 50- son; If any interested couple is 
mile. fishing limit imposed by unable to find another couple
We specialize in quadrophonic tapes, records, tapes and 
cassettes. Widest selection ever!'
Come in and see us at
"THE" HOUSE OF RECORDS
the Icelanders. to make a foursome the curling
“I was determined to see club will assist them.' Entry 
^or myself what it’s like to be forms may be obtained from 
a fisherman,” he told his I Fred Harris, secretary of the 
mother, Josephine Roach, curling club. Mr. Harris may 
when he got home. Ibe contacted at 2-3112 or 2-4160.
Phone: 763-6254
"THE"
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —, 
A sex and marriage expert I 
says the average American I 
male is a lousy lover.
“He eats too much; He sits 
in front of the tube with a 
glass of beer. He goes to 
Seep on the davenport. Fi­
nally he wakes up enough to 
go to bed—and to sleep.”
Dr. Joseph B, Trainer, as­
sociate professor of physi­
ology at the University of 
Oregon Medical School, made . 
the assessment in a Rotary 
Club talk Tuesday.
The American male is 
“overweight, pvertobaccoed, 
overalcoholed and under- 
sexed,” said Trainer, adding 
that he’s found a positive link 
between bad habits and bad 
health and poor sexual per- 
fdrmance and' unsuccessful 
marriages.
Most people enter marriage 
sexually ignorant, said 
Trainer, “and they don’t 
learp fast;”
Compounding the problem, 
he said, is the fact that the 
male reaches his sexual peak 
at age 35 and then begins go-, 
ipg downhill. The female, he 
said, “is still going strong at 
35 and,peaks at 45.”
JACKSON. Miss. (AP) - 
Wally Wallaroo, a bewildered 
17-ounce kangaroo, is making 
the best of it in an old golf 
bag after falling miserably in 
Mk attempts to set up house in 
M his mother's pounch. He was 
™ kicked out—15 times.
Zoo officials hope to raise 
him with the aid of a hot wa­
ter bottle, .heating pad and 
the golf bag, alhough Jack- 
son zoologist Lane Foil said It 
has never been successful be­
fore.
Foil, who has the kangaroo 
at his home, says Wally's 
chances appear to be good. 
The zoologist said the kang­
aroo has gained two ounces 
since being moved Into the 
simulated pouch and this 
week made his first attempt 
at Jumping.
Kangaroos, Foil said, nor­




For the ultimate in V
sound entertainment come in and hear 
Quadrasonic at its best by
PANASONIC




























ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS GIVE 
THE CORRECT ANSWERS QUICKLY 
THE FIRST TIME!
Add, subtract, multiply, divide with com­
plete accuracy. All have floating decimal. 
Now at prices every office can afford.
W35
MUDA DESK MODEL operates on regu­
lar household current. Has constant 
key for repetitive calculating/ 
. 6’/8"x9’/4"x2%". Weighs only 3.3 lbs.
Plus value at
11988
" ' W37 " ;
OMRON DESK MODEL operates on 






Jse your Bay account. 
EnjAy those new things now!
Any Time is the Right Time for a
BARON OF BEEF SANDWICH
in our Copperhood Restaurant
Bay Day Sept 28 - 29 - 30
Watch for your flyer in the mail.
I lie \ch Bin Oicjiiinl I’utk Store Houin — 






' -’-C i>-’ •:
200
makes for yet more stability. 12 widths, 12 delicious 
decorator colours.
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We will give 
you $12.00 dollars
off the price of a new
wig when you bring 
your old one in.
2rfL00K. E













»e58 IMPORT SPECIALTY STORES
(«c\t to SimpMinv.Scurs) I
Step into the deep luxury of
Rugged, resilient Kodel Broadloom
YOUR CHOICE
SALE PR KE
a. 'Consulate', In rich, beautiful loop and sculptured
texture. Gives you the elegance of ordinary plush without
the 'shading'. 100% Kodel polyester,pile bounces back 
every time. Vacuum cleaner, carpet rake do it. Easy
b. 'Citation', new improved polyester carpet for the look 
and feel of luxury. Dense, medium height pile. Double 
jute back for stability, tuft bind. 12' widths, 10 vibrant 
colours.
< care too. Most spots wipe up. Rugged double jute back 1 ‘ c. 'Kingsport, tip-sheared loop and pile. Hard-wearing, 
beautiful spun yarn is resilient. Spots, spills wipe up. 
Double jute back. 12' widths, 9 colours.
Simpsons-S^ars: Floorcoverings (37). Phone Enquiries: Kelowna 763-5811.
Superb power canister
With cord reel and tools
8997
A canister so powerful It removes even deep-down 
embedded dirt. Includes full set of tools with rug
nozzle. Exclusive attachment caddy, big twin-fan 
motor with 38 cu. ft.-a-minute suction power and
cycolac hood
You can add our famous
Powermale aflachmenl
The canister unit Is specially
wired to take our motorized
Powermate carpet attachment
Simpsons-Scars: Vacuums (20).
Phono Enquiries: Kelowna 763-581i
SHOP AT HOME
A fully qualified Kenmore vacuum cleaner salcs-
man will be pleased to call at your home and give
you a free demonstration, at no obligation. Just
"all for on appointment.






























rgest and most modern 
mall in B.C. outside
Vancouver c.' -b; si’s
year of operation this
of Marathon's five ma-
s in the province, open-
shopping from 0:30 a.m. to fl 
p.m. and on Thursday and-Fri­
day until 9 p.m.
For the whole family, enter­
tainment will be provided by 
the famous Heiken Giant Pup­
pet Show, which will present 
Hansel and Gretel, Three Utile
Pigs and The Wizard of Oz four 
times daily. Also on hand will be
TADCASTER. England (CP)
— Brewery workers at a York-
when they asked one of their
colleagues. Max Faircliffe, What
he wanted as a retirement gift
after 36 years work. Max, 61,
ROEGS JUSTICE
GLOSSOP, England (CP) - LONDON (CP? — Two pen
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUES., SEPT. M, 1971 PAGE
Meter maid Sheila Ryan was
given a taste other own medi­
cine when she parked her car in
a restricted zone and over­
pals met here for the first time
since they first started corre­
sponding more than’ 60 years
ago. The correspondents. Lottie
That impressive square-footage, 
combined with parking space 
for 2,000 cars, makes Orchard 
Park the largest of the five
had no: doubts—he wanted a
stayed her permitted time by 20 
minutes. A watchful member of
Etchers, a Briton, and Canadian
Lillian Garland of Ottawa, first
A FREE 40" x 40" SCREEN
Marathon developments.
The others include Thompson
donkey. I keep pigeons, tropi-
the public reported Sheila to the
wrote to each other during their
cal fish and bees at home,” he
And if that’s not enough, a said, “but I’ve always wanted a 
huge’ birthday cake will be on donkey.” His mates clubbed to-
police and she was fined £3
cshooldays. We ve been going
strong ever since,” 73-year-old
Lottie said.
with the purchase of any
Projector of Over $50
toors officially Sept. 28 
year and to mark the 
, the centre has planned 
sale and other anniver-
ippenings to take place 
ednesday through Satur-
the re rent addition of
y, the fully-enc’osed and 
controlled complex now
s what Orchard; Park
r Joe liobinson describes
comp>t* shopping mall 
l” envisaged by its de-
ored by two major de­
nt stores, the other being
Park in Kamloops, Harbor Park 
in Nanaimo, Shuswap Park in 
Salmon Arm and Boundary Park
The choice to. make Kelowna 
the site for a major develop­
ment like Orchard Park was
display, and free balloons given gether and presented him with 




n4 fms-Sears, the centre now 
s 39'shops and services,
ering 350,000, square . feet.
based on many factors,’ accord­
ing to company officials. Not 
only does -it have a booming in­
dustrial economy i (the Okanagan
boasts the largest concentration 
of secondary industry outside
metropolitan Vancouver) and
remain, popular . as. a. tourist
mecca, Kelowna is also the edu­
cational and financial centre of
the Valley.
- Biggest efforts in this week’s 
celebrations will go towards an
anniversary sale, which will see 
all stores participating and daily
ROYAL BANK
, the helpful bank
Phone 763-6220
See us for your automobile
■ and home financing




Reg. 6.49 ..... now 4.99
* Advertised prices in effect 'ti! 5:30 p.m. Saturday, September 30.
SIMPSONS-SEARS
, J % i 1 "• » / 3*s
15% OFF
See Our Display of Old Cameras
During Old Fashioned Days
KITS■ l < & TRAVEL JMTK
Phone 763-S604
Revival of Elegance Dining Room Suites
French Provincial Group 1 Mediterranean
Accent of Graceful Living Rominiiccnt of Old Spain. Group 1
6-pcc. suite. Elegant in engraved cherry fruitwood
6-pco, suite. Beautifully engraved pecan finish.
finish. Simulated carving appliques. Buffet server 
abgut 50x16x29" high. Two doors, framed. Three 
side chairs and one arm chair, all with splat back­
rest, foam padded seats covered In Olive-Gold bro­
cade. Oval table about 40x62x72" with’ 4MQA 
10" bay leaf. (23820/2/3/4). . Ste. vHOS
Group 2. With china cabinet about 50x16x76
high. Three drawers, top cutlery drawer.
(23822/3/4/7). 6-pco. >to. WOT6-pco. uto.
Group 3. Oval table about 40x62x72" with one 10
bay leaf. 3 side choirs, CO'Qfll
1 arm chair. (23822/3/4).......5-pce. »te. du&v
Simulated carving on cabinets. Antiqued brass 
plated hardware. Buffet server, about 50x16x29"
high. Three side chairs and one arm chair, all with
simulated cane backs, foam padded seats covered
in Olive-Gold brocade. All chairs have splat back.
Oval table about 40x62x72" with one
10" bay leaf. (23850/2/3/4). 6-pcc. sto. $489
Group 2. With china cabindt, about 50x16x76 
high. Three drawers, top for CCAQ
silver. (23852/3/4/7). 6-pco. »tc. WW. >to
Group 3. Oval table about 40x62x72" with one 10 
boy leaf. 3 side chairs, 1 armchair. COOQ
S-pco. «te. uiVaiV(23852 3/4/ ).
HimpM>nsSe*r»: Furniture (I). Fhnnr
6-Pce. Suite
With buffet server. Salo Price ...
Group 2
6-Pce. Suite
With china cabinet; Solo Price ’569
Group 3
5-Pce. Suite
With table, 3 side chairs, 1 armchair. Solo Price ’3»
Enquiries: Kelnvrna 7KMML









t Reg. $1.25 lb.
NOW
• Tabu latoi
FISH LANDINGS kJ Jr
ACTIVE LIFE




Products Ltd. remained off the
t ">
kA’.
20% OFF PANTY HOSE
They're Ballet’ *'guar?nteed| never to nm 
panty hose, available in all-sheer, opaque 
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AROUND B.C
VANCOUVER (CP) — The
sawmill workers employed here
British. Columbia Forest
Sale Of Fish Costs W
fisheries department Monday re­
ported that the value of fish 
landed in. British Columbia dur­
job. Monday in a dispute .over
ing August was $19.6; million, 
compared with $17.7 million in
August last year.. An increase
. FORT FRASER (CP)—Four* Norma Ketlo was fined.$100tor 
rtdlans were finS a total of $700 offering s^e, Wn 
for violations of the Fisheries sld was ,fio«j$JJO 
Act John Ketlo was fined $300 salmon and,Don^1tP®t^. 
• for attempting to sell 50 sock- fined $100 for offering fish to 
,cye salmon .he had caught, sale. - ,. - .
jthe lack of progress in contract 
(negotiations. They refused tolin tuna catches and a rise in
YOGA .WINS
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
school board Monday defeated 
a motion that would have banned 
the teaching of yoga from city 
schools. Board chairman Tan 
Kelsey, who opposed the motion, 
said those who didn’t want yoga
ASK FOR GO-AHEAD
VANCOUVER (CP) — The
Vancouver h o s p i t a I advisory 
committee said Monday it will
Vincent’s hospital be given $31 
950 for new equipment.
cussed terms of reference for '
work Friday. Mackenzie si 1501 halibut prices accounted for
miles north of Prince George.
taught were opposed to its re­
ligious aspects, these could be 
separated from its physical; fit­
ness aspects.
ask the regional hospital district 
for. approval ,bf a new $154,000 
1 laterally ward, and recommend 
a budget of £3.4 million for ad­
ditions at Holy Family Hospital 
which were? approved a year 
ago. It will also ask that St.
FREE OF INDUSTRY
spe c 1 al harbor developing 
steering committee. -
ANNIVERSARY
Art in Flowers SPECIALS
by CHIC
ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS




Milk and Dark or All Dark
5" Potted Pepper Plants CHOCOLATES
$1.75 each
Floral Arrangements
$4.00 Value - Now $1.95
Phone 763-7738
1-lb. Reg. M ftft 1 Vz lbs. Reg. M A A 




VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
city waterfront west of Mai n 
Street will be free of heavy in­
dustrial development, urban af­
fairs minister Ron Basford said 
Monday, after a meeting with 
mayor Tom Campbell and senior 
city officials. The meeting dis-
Sponges are among the mos
active of all animals, working
night and day to reate the'curi
rents of water that bring foot1 
and oxygen Into the body am
carry away waste matter;
is celebrating theORCH ARD PARK first Anniversary with these SUPER SPECIALS!!
' Fashions — available only at ORCHARD PARK SHOPPING CENTRE.
Brand newtall
September 27 to 30, Only
JUST FOR YOU WHO WEAR SIZES 36 TO 46,1614 TO Jl’/i
PANT Your favorite pull-on style. 'Poly­
ester* double-knit in dll the new Foil colours.




PANT TOP Beautiful Fall prints In 
washqble Arnel (R) jersey. Zip front, long 




A fabulous group of brand new Fall dresses in soft all-wool double knit, 
polyester double knit and printed Amel (R) jersey. 1ft ftft 
Sizes 1to 3236. Reg- $26 to 39.98. Anniversary Special I vivU
Where fashion has NO size limit




Yon can buy a Brother Charger 22 typewriter 






Half-space ratchet lor formulas 
(H;O. tempetalures (212 )
Snap-on lid lor storage, carrying
• 5-year warranty on parts
• BONUSLIFETIMERIBBONOFFER.
For as long as you have your new Btother
, ■ typewriter. Brother will supply new
« 4 ’ >
W’rWj. 6 . (
This deluxe new Brother portable typewriter Is an 
ideal aid for students going after higher marks. Perfect 
for the businessman or the housewife for those many occasions when 
the typewritten word Is necessary. It has famous Brother 
quality, outstanding features and Peoples terrific low price, only $64.88. 




... and it means you should visit a Peoples location today 
for more 53rd Anniversary values
eOPL.es jeweiLQRS
I T* 1 ' U ’’ ’ V " * * ' " ‘ ‘ 1 I ' '1> < ' I t t J j J ' I < ' r , V
PH.763-7042ORCHARD PARK SHOPPING CENTRE, KELOWNA





(AND AT 20% OFF!)
SWEATERS
Beautiful looks for fall - sweaters in all
autumns warm hues. Acrylics, wools, 
blends in a variety of sizes and styles,
REG. 3.99 TO 12.99
3.17 to 10.37
SLACKS AND JEANS
Fin your fall wardrobe, with an endtest w-.
riety of pant-wear. Sizes 6 to 20 in assorted 
colours, fabrics and styles.




Phone 763-6751 »*>«« »«** *M ,w*,g co**’T0 10 M*v‘ •rm"
*
U.S. Plan Hits UN Trouble
UNITED NATIONS (C?) - 
£hc'United'States submitted a 
new. anti-terrorism resolution to 
tne United, Nations Monday but 
IC immediately ran into trouble 
in tito General Assembly’s legal 
committee.
State Secretary William Rd- 
fins of the U.S. appeared be­
fore the assembly Monday to 
Age a special international 
Conference early next year to 
draw up new legal machinery 
■to deal with terrorists. As part 
of its general program, the U.S. 
circulated a nine-point resolu­
tion to the legal committee and 
asked it be given priority over
Gromyko had Rogers to din­
ner at the Soviet UN mission 
Monday night. Rogers told re­
porters they discussed his re­
marks on terrorism and, when 
it came to Gromyko’s reaction, 
“it wasn’t an unfriendly com­
ment,”
The terrorism qt estion was 
first proposed for this year’s 
assembly by Secretary-General 
Karl Waldheim, whc asked that
it be debated in the full assent-
bly. In the face of objections 
from Asian, African and Arab 
countries, Waldheim agreed it 
could go to the assembly’s legal 
committee which could attempt 
to define what terrorism is..
The United States enlarged 
on Waldheim’s original in­
itiative as Rogers called'for the 
new treaty conference early 
next year and for. international
cooperation to crack down on 
terrorism.
, -When, the U.S. resolution 
emerged In the legal committee 
Monday afternoon, a group of 
African. Arab, Communist and 
non-aligned countries joined in 
blocking the American, request 
for priority.
Although Uruguay and Co­
lombia agreed that terrorism 
should be considered ahead of 
less. important items, Algeria, 
China, Mauritania, Libya, Yugo­
slavia, Syria, Iraq, Guinea and 
Morocco all argued the matter 
was too difficult for immediate 
action.
Britain attempted e com­
promise by suggesting the leg 
committee appoint a workii 
group to consider what me:z 
ures could he taken against'te 
rorism before the full con 
mittee took it up. But the cor 
promise was not immediate 
accepted and the commitee at 
journed its session for informa, 
consultations.
In his speech, Rogers sai< 





the UN to adopt “decisive ac­
tion to suppress these demented 
acts of terrorism.”
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djher matters.
Bu nine' countries argued 
against priority tor the resolu- 
. tfon and its fate remained un­
certain., 
/Rogers appeared before the 
assembly as it began its gen­
eral debate, during which 
, scores of foreign ministers will 
speak to give their appraisal of 
world problems.
; The main speaker today will 
^■ito Soviet' Foreign Minister - An- 
flHmni Gromyko, who is expected 
MH deal- with a new Russian 
WMKvb calling tor all countries 
; iTTp-. renounce the use of force/
•'Security ..measures, which 
have been strict since the 27th 
: assembly session opened last
week, will remain prominent 
today because of a promised 
demonstration at the UN. The 
i rally, colnc iding with.
I Gromyko’s appearance, was
i called to protest: emigration
taxes on Soviet Jews.
। Unlike Rogers, who made the 
| - question of terrorism the major 
1 thrust of his speech, Gromyko 
is expected to place most im­
portance on the Soviet proposal 
' tor the assembly to discuss the 
“non-use of force in inter­
national relations and per­
manent prohibition of the use of 
nuclear weapons.” This item 
... was proposed and accepted last 





Sausage Mart and 
The Cheese Shop
While in the mall visit
OUR MINI-BAR
and enjoy, coffee and cake or your favorite 



























DONUT HOLES............................................ dox. 25c









v* j . .. ’•tfn
«S>
4 DAYS ONLY
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27TH TO
S X SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH
mney shoes
Bto. ' Thsro*8 more to go to Kinney for.
NOW ONLY
15K
English Handcrafted Men’s 
Shoes featuring supple 
leather uppers In black 
or brown. Kip leatherilned 
quarters add that special 
touch of comfort.
Some of the styles are 
available in sizes up to 13 
and widths to EEE.












Utility Grade, Whole........................  * lb.
Cauliflower
Local. No. 1 Grade ... 33c
Margarine 7J1e
Super-Valu ...... 1 lb. pkg. A R jJaJl
Strawberry Jam $« «q
Nabob Pure - - -................48 oz. tin | @ 1 B
■MlM
Family Bread
From our Oven . 24 oz. loaves
■
Peanut Butter




Regular or Fine. 1-lb. pkg. 89c
INSTANT COFFEE
Supar-Volu. .... 12-ox, jar 1.29
SOAP POWDER
Encore. 5-lb. pkg. 99C
CANNED STEWS
PuHfOtla 15*OXu till far 1.00
Birthday Presents to the First 100 Shoppers
Plus All Through The Day Wednesday/ Sept. 27
SUPER-VALU
Orchard Park—1 Year! Downtown 51 Years!
Prices Effective Wednesday, Sept. 27
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JACK FRASER
Celebrates Orchard Park's 1st Anniversary 
andWith Fantastic Savings
For The Men: 
GRAB OUR FAMOUS SUIT
For Men Boys
A great buy at its regular price of $ 105, a super buy at our IEk jK *00 2 SUITS 
new low sale price. Choose from all new patterns and ■■ 10000
colours. - -- -- -- -- -- -- -JUSJ mmbp* iUViUU
OR HOW ABOUT OUR .
TWO PANT WORSTED SUIT QQ.99
Regular 120.00 ........ . Anniversary Special V B
LIMITED SUPPLY ON BOTH SUITS
HOW ABOUT
A Quality Sport Coat or Blazer?
All wool sport coats in glen plaids, checks, stripes, 
tweeds, etc. Also some terrific knit blazers. Regularly A A
$69.95, so you can fatten, your, wardrobe at a fat UB BOP 2k 2k 
saving. Sizes 36 to 46, including some tails and 
shorts.....................„.........GRAB ONE FOR A MERE
AND OUR
Phenomenal Double Knit Dress Pants
Throw ’em in the washing machine! Super comfortable 
and super good looking in the subtly flared Executive 
Style with belt loops and scoop front pockets. Choose 
navy, brown, beige', silver, burgundy, in sizes 30-44. 
We’ve sold a flock of ’em at $19.95 and more..... JUST
Stretch Nylon
MEN'S HOSE
By Cromwell of England.
Reg. $1.50 pair.................
Dress Shirts
By Arrow, Manhattan and Sut- 
ton. These shirts comes in the 
latest colors. ‘ AKt B\ B
Reg. to $11.50............... ONLY
Suede and Leather
JACKETS
Various styles and col- tf^A
ors. Sizes 36 - 44. J 7«OO and g ^FeOO 
Reg. to $125.00........ . ® B S
Famous Maker Permanent Press Cotton
USUAL SLACKS
| E MM Sizes ;27 - 36.
I W Reg. to 12.95
4-99 or 2 for $9.00
pair ■
Boys' Cartoon Panel Pants
In bright eye-catching shades, tough wearing sanded sateen, 
machine washable. 100% cotton.
Reg. $6.95. Only
4-99
Arrow Tericota Perma Press
Dress Shirts






Choose from our wide selection.
Reg. to 6.50. Only
1-99
Boys' .
Denim and Corduroy Pants
With stoyepipe .and flared legs, 2 for $9.00
I Reg. to $7.95 ................  pair
For Boys
Boys'Sport Shirts
All the popular wild styles. Choose two piece stand up collar with perma 
stays or long point collar. Polyester and cotton for permanent press. Geo­
metries, flowers of Greece, 
stripes, rich plain shades, includ- O Lm CA
ing mauve, coral, London tan or g . Jl.W Tul 
blue. Sizes 8 to 18. Reg. to • Bf B ■ 




Reg. to $3.98. .
1.67 2 for $10°
Only .■





Boys' Skinny Rib Sweaters
—the one they all love. The popular clinging look in 100% J9 |jgj| 
acrylic. In both laced and 4 button front. In chocolate, bone, mj|Lq B B 
red and navy. Reg. $7.95. ......................................... ............. .
Men's Knit Shirts
By Famous Maker. "7*87®^ ^^.OO






Charges To Be Investigated
WALLACEBURG. Ont. (CP) crimination “whether it
— Charges of discrimination 
against Indians, which have in­
volved allegations of school 
truants under the age of 14 
being locked in police cells, will 
be investigated within the next 
two to three weeks, It was de­
cided at a meeting Monday
 he In­
dians or anyone else.” She said
night
The charges have been de­
nied, with statements that chil­
dren six to 14 have merely been 
detained at the station until 
someone from the Walpole 
Island reserve, four miles . west 
of here, could be summoned to 
take charge of them.
Merchants and citizens hac 
complained of -being bothered 
by the truants roaming the 
afreets of the town.
The Human Rights Cbmnus- 
akm of Ontario,' along with the 
Union of Ontario Indians, will 
look into the matter, the Wat­
tle Island band council agreed 
the Monday night meeting, 
which both organizations 
ere represented.
Walpole Island, with a popu­
lation of about 2,000, is in Lake 
St. Clair. Wallaceburg has
about 11,000 people.
CHARGES DENIED
The Wallaceburg Police Com- 
mission has denied - dis­
crimination, despite.. a: charge 
by the Police Association of On­
tario that Indian youths were 
attacked by whites in police 
cells while a town policeman 
watched. ■ „
Wallaceburg Mayor Cecile 
Bechard is scheduled to make -a 
fpll report to her, council in 
regular session > .tonight. She 
also is chairman of the town’s 
police commission.
The Human -Rights Commis­
sion suggested formation of a 
committee with representation 
from Wallaceburg and Walpole 
Island to improve. liaison be­
tween the two communities.
police often picked up Indian 
children -at the request of re­
serve officials.
Mr. Latten has indicated he 
intends to take up the matter 
with the federal solicitor-gen­
eral and the department of In­
dian affairs. He said he visited 
the town to investigate com­
plaints by some constables 
against the administration of 
the force by Police Chief C. L. 
Bowyer. '•
She said the charge of the 
two Indians being beaten while 
officers looked on bad been in­
vestigated. a ’ corporal was 
charged, found guilty and de­
prived of seven days of his an­
nual leave.
A spokesman for the Union of 
Ontario - Indians., admitted' to 
band council Monday night it 
did not know much about the 
cases but said an investigation 
was needed.
Chief Donald Issac said he 
knew truants had been detained 
at the police station though he 
1 did hot .know if they had been 















PEACHLAND — Fall visita­
tion and general business were 
matters dealt with at this 
month’s board meeting of St
;5>Kelowna Bowling and Billiards
Your Brunswick Sole* And Service Dealer
Tune-Ups, etc.









Custom tube bending, shocks, 









Westside Industrial Park 
Kelowna .




All mechanical repairs, 
automatic transmissions, 




Hwy. 97 N. 762-5203 £
Fireproof Homes India's Aim
BOMBAY (CP) — A Mg pro- these fires. In Adhra Pradesh a
the two prime ministers appar­
ently . agreed to agree, a sub­
stantial ’step forward in any 
summit encounter.
DISTRICT PAGE
Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank 
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340 Hwy. 33 765-5153
1272 Ellis
Visitation Policy Switch 
Planned By St. Margaret's
He said he was aware of the 
beating incident and also was 
aware that charges had re­
sulted from" the incident. One 
council- -member .said the 
truancy was a real problem 
and not'.fair, to'Wallaceburg 
merchants. •
Another -Indian‘ councillor 
said he understood the investi­
gation of the police association 
was aimed at "getting the 
(Wallaceburg) police chief and 
maybe we are being dragged 
into this.”
On Thursday another of the 
three-member commission, Dr. 
William Wilford, said charges 
of discrimination against In­
dians were “the biggest pile -of 
nonsense I’ve- ever heard.”
“Our kids all go to, school to­
gether here and. there are no 
problems,” he said, adding that 
he spqke to members of the re­
serve and they, also denied exis­
tence of discrimination. - -
However,’, Dennis - Latten, ■ad­
ministrator of the -Police' Asso­
ciation of-Ontario, said Wednes­
day he had uncovered instances 
where Indian juveniles wer.e 
locked up in Wallaceburg jai 
“when Caucasians would 'not 
have been detained."
in one case, he said, two 
young Indian adults from the 
island had been.arrested on as­
sault charges and Wallaceburg 
police allowed the white ^assault 
victims “to beat each Indian 
charged while they were being 
held at the police station.”
Mayor Bechard said Thurs­
day , there was" ho. dis-
Sino-Japanese 
Talks Progress
Jargaret’s Anglican Church 
lere.
It was decided to try and 
have the visitation of all Angli­
can families on one day, Oct' 
15, instead of over a‘ week’s 
period as first planned. Famil­
ies not home will be visited in 
the next few days after this 
date.
gram to build fireproof houses 
has been launched in Indian vil­
lages. t
Peasants are also to be taught 
modern methods < of fighting 
fires.
The program has been talked 
about for many years but little 
was done. Recent disastrous 
tires in many .villages have 
olted the administrative ma­
chinery into .action.
Newspaper reporte say more 
than 20.000 village homes were 
burned in the southern state of 
Andhra Pradesh alone. The 
states: of Orissa. Bihar and Ra- 
iasthan: also' have reported a 
large number of village fires.
Nearly 100 peasants died in
family of seven perished.
Since most of the rural houses 
are built with wood and dried 
coconut fronds, they catch fire 
easily. Often, they burst into 
flames during a heat wave as 
occurred last June in several 
hamlets when the temperature 
shot up to 118 degrees.
MANY HOMELESS
The peasants are too, poor to 
pay for-stone houses. So the 
government has moved in to fi­
nance the construction of nearly 
500,000 fireproof houses. A third 
of these wUl'be in Andhra Pra­
desh, a region prone to heat 
waves.
: .The government funds will be 
channelled through panchayats 
or village councils. A panchayat
is something like a small legis­
lature elected directly by the 
peasants.
Those who lost their homes 
during the recent fires will be 
given priority under the pro­
gram. Nearly 30,000 peasants 
have been living in the open in 
Andhra Pradesh. Many lost all 
their possessions.
.The state governments are 
also taking steps to ensure that 
there are fire engines and other 
fire-fighting equipment for each 
group of 12 villages.
At present, not even a tenth of 
India’s 560,000 hamlets have any 
fire-fighting equipment. -
PRAISE WOMEN
Village councils In Andhra 
Pradesh, Bihar and Rajasthan 
have started classes in fire­
fighting for peasants.
Many women have joined 
. these classes.
Village officials in Andhra 
Pradesh say that during the ris 
cent summer fires women took 
a leading part in fire-fighting. 
At least half a < dozen hamlets 
were saved ecause of what ones 




O 49 varieties of donuts.
• Wholesale or retail.
• Free delivery in. city.
PEKING (AP) - With basic 
agreement 'already apparently 
reached on the major issues, 
the Chinese-Japanese summit 
got down today to the business 
of fleshing out the bare tones of 
a new relationship between Pe­
king and Tokyo.
Japanese Foreign Minister 
dasayoshi Ohira began talks 
with his opposite number, 
China’s Chi Peng-fei, centering 
around the nuts and bolts prob­
lems involved in . the estab­
lishment of diplomatic relations 
with the Chinese mainland 
after a lapse of more than 30 
years.
In the afternoon, Prime Min­
ister Kakuei Tanaka picks up 
the thread of the conversations 
he began with Premier Chou 
En-Iai soon after his arrival 
here Monday on a six-day state 
visit.
In their first two hour talks,
Five teams of two persons 
each will undergo a training 
session to prepare for this new 
policy. These teams will be 
gathering information on a 
special card, asking questions 
as to the needs in this commun­
ity and for help in planning pro­
grams for the future.
The visitations will close wita 
a pot luck supper in the Centen­
nial Hall Oct. 19.
Plans for the brochure .to be 
compiled were outlined. It will 
feature a sketch of the church, 
a financial report, a run down 
of organizations within the 
church and a brief history of 
St. Margaret’s.
Rev. Ray Bray reported that 
the memorial cards are now 
available and these can be sent 
out as acknowledgement for 
memorial donations.
Repairs to the church will be 
taken care of by the building 
commissioners. A future pro­
ject for the purchase of a new 
furnace will be studied.
DIAL-FOR-DOLLARS CONTEST §
WIN CASH PRIZES EACH WEEK — GRAND PRIZE CLOCK RADIOS
Each week you are invited to match the scrambled telephone numbers to the telephone number 
one of the advertisers on this feature. This week’s numbers are 763-7150 and 762-2448^
To be eligible to win simply read through all the ads on this feature and dip the correct ad out^ 
, Mail i it along with your name, address and phone number to DIAL EDITOR, c/o The Kelown® 
- Courier. . &
. The first two correct answers, drawn each week- will win as follows: 1st prize $4; 2nd prize



























Auto Sales & Service
3100 Lakeshore 763-2015;
CHRISTENING
PEACHLAND — Rev. Ray 
Bray officiated Sunday at the 
christening of Steven John Enns, 
infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Nor­
man Enns, of Peachland.’-'Ser­
vice ' was held at St. Margaret’s 
Anglican Church, Brandon 
Street, Peachland. -Acting’ as 
godparents to the child was the 
child’s uncle and aunt, Mr." and 
Mrs. Lyle Enns of Vancouver. 
Attending from out of town were 
the child’s maternal grandpar­
ents, Mr, and Mrs. H. M. Oben 
from Vancouver.
- OYAMA- SOCIALS -
Doug' Elliot - has returned 
home’ after- a short trip to -Ed­
monton.- . ., -
Weekend visitors at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs; Paul Pipke 
were Mrs. Pipke’s parents,’ Mr. 
and Mrs. .W. Huchzermyer, of 
Golden.
. Chou ; and Tanaka gave the 
measure of their early success 
in toasts Monday night at a 
banquet in the Great Hall of 
the -People.
"We expect our talks will 
achieve complete success,” 
said Chou. He recalled 2,000 
years of cultural contacts and 
50 years -of "tremendous dis­
asters’’ visited on China by 
Japanese militarists since 1894.
But in the new mood of Chi­
nese-Japanese -euphoria, Chou, 
74, who was educated in Japan, 
was. ina< forgivingmood.
EX-ENVOY DIES
LONDON (Reuter) — Dr. 
Viorel Virgil Tilea, the last dip­
lomatic ! representative in Lon» 
don of the Romanian -royalist 
government, has died in Lon­
don at the age of 76.
........... -IFS-NEW!
. THE ORGANIC 
PERMANENT WAVE 
f No Chemicals Used 
Ideal for bleached or tinted 
hair. A superb body wave 
and; style-support wave. Shag 
cutting- or :■ blow waving for 
both men and women.
1 STROHM’S । 
BARBER & BEAUTY SHOP 
29?4Pandosy St. Ph. 762-2999 






hemorrhoid, and repair dunged ttana.
A renowned research institute has 
found a unique healing substance 
with the abilita to shrink hemor­
rhoids painlessly. Itrelievea itchinn 
and discomfort' in minutes ana 
speeds up healing of the injured, 
inflamed tissue. . :
In case'after case, while gently 
relieving pain, actual reduction 
(shrinkage) took place.
Most important of dl—results 
were so thorough that this improve- 
ment was maintained over a period 
of many months.
This was accomplished with ■ 
new healing substance (Bio-Dyne) 
which quickly helps heal injurra 
cells ana stimulates growth of new
Now Bio-Dyne is offered in oint 
ment and suppository form called 
Preparation H. Ask for it at all drug 
stores. Satisfaction or your money 
refunded.
265 Lawrence Ave. (Next to Fire Hail)
SHOOT-A-GAME 
• one free game or 
25 minutes when you 
pay for 3 games, 
e one free game of 
bowling when you 
bowl 3 games.




Service and Enterprises 
New and reconditioned ma- 
chines, repairs to all makes. 
Your authorized dealer for 
Pfaff sewing machines.





\ ARE OUR 
XJK BUSINESS.
STROHM'S
• Beauty Salon 
































765-6321 — 765-7334 
(Old Vernon Rd., 
S.E. corner of airport)
TOYOTA
NEED WE SAY 
ANYMORE
GLENMORE






NQW YOU SEE IT...NdW MlWT
But pay as though you did?
'We don’t believe advertisers should have to play guessing games with circulation 
figures. The facts are too Important to tho effectiveness ol their sales messages and the 
cost of advertising space.
To eliminate the element of chance, our facts and figures are audited and verified by the Audit 
Bureau of Circulations. Through an audit report, ABC tells us and our advertisers- 
exactly how much circulation we have, whore it Is distributed, what readers pay, and the 
answers to many other questions about our circulation audience.
Don’t guess-ask to seo a copy of dur latest audit report. Be ABC-suret
Kelowna Daily Courier
. " Ai M taemW ©Y YhO Aiifllt 6Y Clreuhtlori’i, our clreislisRon mmdn ttndl pnrVwi era 







and Benvoulln Rd. 
763-2920
Man does not live by 
> bread alone but Jack 
and Tend have the 







Excavation At It’s 
Finest
SPECIALIZING IN: 
Mobile Home Parks, all types 
of Cat Work, all types of 
Trucking, Back Hoc ant* 
loader. Septic Tanks, Water 
Lines, Drain Field, etc, Mo­
bile crane rental.













CENTRE . . . 
Day Cara Mon. to Frl. 
7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
REGISTER NOW 
FOR KINDERGARTEN 





















HERE * . , 
Sides of Beet 







Urged By Rutland C of C
RUTLAND — The Rutland of trouble and assist the parks policemen, she pointed ;
RUTLAND PAGE
Chamber of Commerce will 
continue to press for more po­
lice'protection here.
At' a general meeting Mon­
day, chamber president Fred 
' Stevens= said young ; people 
i , wandering the streets "in Rut- 
’ land and the numerous com- 
- plaints which have resulted ■ 'a 
' one of. the major problems fac­
ing our community- at this 
. time.”
I ' "We are very much concern- 
I cd,” he said, "with the lack of 
I respect for law and order by a 
I few and the impression and 
I ..influence they have on other 
I. children,” .
I .Many of the youngsters, said 
I, . Mr. Stevens, are in their early 
I teens and he urged parents in 
I. the community to check on their 
I whereabouts, "to keep them out
and recreation board in plan­
ning activities for them."
li , i t out,
comes from the province’s gen­
eral revenue, “and we have no
“You can count 50 children in 
the business area almost every 
evening looking for something 
to do,” said the chamber presi­
dent, who added that supervi­
sion and leadership were re­
quired to make proper use of 
facilities whicii exist '*
Policing of an unorganized 
area such as Rutland is a pro­
vincial responsibility and dur­
ing a .discussion of the issue, 
chamber secretary, Mrs. Birt 
Showier said, "We have had a 
letter from the Attorney-Gen­
eral’s department saying they 
are looking into the matter, but 
that’s as far as it appears to 
have gone right now.”
Money for the hiring of more
way of knowing, just where 
that money-is going .or how 
much is being spent on police 
for this area.”
"But we were told' several
STUDY PLANNED
Heated Effluent May Keep
Great lakes Channels Open
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) A 
Mudy will be made this winter 
of the possibility of , using 
heated, effluent to keep Great 
Lakes channels open during the 
winter months. .
Col. Myron Snoke, with the 
Detroit district of the army 
corps of engineers, said Mon­
day that if .study results are fa­
vorable a, pilot test may be con­
ducted the following winter.
Col. Snoke addressed the sea­
way, navigation and commerce
tain
Including Ellison and Belgo Areas 
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Residents Again Annoyed 
At Winery Waste Dumping
years ago that it -asn’t a.lack 
of money, but a. lack of police* 
men to put in the- area .that was 
causing problems - I Action .Committee says that the
One chamber member term-^°up j8 appalled at word that 
ed the present allotment of two Catena Wines is once more 
policemen per shift for district dumping winery effluent waste 
work "ridiculous” and moved jin the area, 
that the chamber urge the pro-1 “No- compliance was made Social government to allow the with^ the Pollution Control 
Central Okanagan R-Jon al Dis- p30^ s guide lines for the dis­
trict to take on the function of [charge of refuse on land,” the 
policing, to provide for police spokesman claimed.
protection independent of the] “The guide lines for semi­
Kelowna detachment' solid waste state that regard-
——:;--------------- - ------- less of the type of refuse dis-
_ posal operation, sewage and
EPA'aI* * other organic sludges shall beDtlOK r I OUlfllll covered at the end of each day. KWh. 1.1VIJI Mill This one. clause in itself has 
' .' _ _ . _ a. [not been adhered to by the
-''[.MkM ‘If ■ [Catena Wines during the sum
rfll lilflfllPv total of. its operations.
I VI IwlUMlVdl "The Citizens Action Commit-
RUTLAND—A spokesman, for 
the recently formed Citizens
The spokesman urged rest-
dents of the Joe Rich area, who 
are now “receiving the full 
stench of the by-product’* to 
get behind the committee which 
is preparing a brief on the sub­
ject for persentation to the pro­
vincial government. •
The Catena Wines previous 
dumping ground near Reid’s 
Corner was shut down by gov­
ernment order '■qs a result of 
picketing demonstrations by 




, RUTLAND—With the resi­
dential portion of this year’s 
Central Okanagan Community 
- Chest and United Way cam­
paign fast approaching, can­
vassers are urgently needed 
for the Rutland area.
Campaign chairman Frank' 
Addison appeared before a 
general meeting of the .Rut­
land Chamber of Commerce 
and .explained that this year’s 
target for the Rutland area, 
which extends east from an 
area between the Highway 97 
and 33junction to the Kelowna 
Airport, is $4,500, about nine
EMBEZZLER SENTENCED.
MONROVIA, Liberia (Reu­
ter) — James Bestman, former 
security officer of the late 
President William Tubman who 
was found guilty of embezzling 
more than $250,000, was sen­
tenced Monday to two months* 
imprisonment. If restitution 
cannot be paid in cash Bestman 
will serve a term of one month 
for every $50 stolen. This could 
be equal to a further prison 
term of more than 400 years.
VARY IN SIZE.
Sponges vary in size from 
species no larger than a pin- 
head of those three feet across 
and one foot thick. ,
Th®
Bqrcers 3 tor $1.00 
Fish and Chips 70c
Opposite Mountain Sh.dnw* 7SS4UI
NOTICE TO PENSIONERS
commercial navigation
per cent higher than 
target figure reached 
year.




figure, more canvassers are 
required for the area Monday 
and Tuesday nights. Anyone 
interested ‘ can contact Mrs. 
Birt Showier, at 765-5057. 
Chairman of the Rutland drive 
is Maurice Boyarchuk.
FEDERATED LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
For elder citizen associations of B.C.
ENDORSES
Nl
committee meeting in 
junction with the annual 
ing of the Great Lakes 








port on progress in a three-year 
demonstration program wbrk- 
ing on the feasibility of extend­
ing the navigation season' on 
the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence 
seaway to a full 12 months. 
Snoke is chairman of the work­
ing committee for the program.' 
EXPANDS ON IDEA
“We’re going to make a 
study of whether warm effluent 
from, say a conventional power 
plant could be used in an ac­
ceptable maimer to help main-
channels ice free,” Snoke ex­
plained further in an interview.
Col. Snoke also told the com? 
mittee that a so-called bubbler 
system may be tested in the 
Duluth-Superior harbor this 
winter to ease the passage of 
vessels in and out of the harbor 
during late season shipping.'
A bubbler, which was tried 
on an experimental basis in Du­
luth two winters ago and has 
.been tried in the • St. Mary’s 
River between Lake Superior 
and Lake Huron, causes move­
ment of- warmer water at the 
lake' bottom to the top.
“No.heat, is introduced into 
the water,” Col.' Snoke 
stressed. "The bubbler just 
brings up the warmer water 
from the bottom and helps keep 
ice from forming on the sur­
face.” '
The bubbler is a small plastic j 
pipe ' containing tiny holes 
through which compressed air 
is forced. The pipe is placed 
near the lake bottom and the 
air bubbles rise to the surface, 
facilitating circulation of the 
water.
n ---x- *- (toe questions the issuing of a 
RUTLAND^- ■-Registration poyution control permit at all 
begins on Wednesday for a ser- to the company as it has ap- 
n1Ci!Urh i45<^Okfi.Pr-RSiiam^ Peered ignorant of the guide' 
that will be .held « the Rutland | gnes » .




For Good Of The People'
MANILA (AP) — President 
Ferdinand Marcos said today 
he proclaimed martial law "for 
.the good of the people” and he 
intends to win their, support for 
a program of economic, social 
and political reforms in the 
Philippines.
New arrests; were announced 
meanwhile .in. Marcos’s cam­
paign against elements accused 
of subversion, bringing to 96 
the announced total of those 
picked up since martial' law 
was proclaimed Friday night. 
Four have since been released.
Official sources ' said the 
chairman of the powerful ap­
propriations committee of the 
House of Representatives, Jose 
Alberto, was held by soldiers 
for questioning.
Earlier, official announce­
ments said those arrested in­
cluded Benigno Aquino Jr., 
leader of the opposition Liberal 
party and a possible candidate 




and six years old. r
Starting on Oct. 7 at 10 a.m'. I
the series will run for six weeks I 
with two half-hour programs I 
each-Saturday morning. 11
Children aged four can attend I 
from 10 to 10:30 a.m. and five I 
to six year olds from 11 to 11:30 I 
a.m. .1
Attendance will be limited to I 
12 per group and the library I 
staff asks that interested par- I 




















Conducted by Audiotronics Enterprises Ltd.
A clinic will be held in Kelowna on Thursday, Sept. 28 
to test hearing, check existing hearing aids, make ear 
molds, etc. The tests are performed and results ex­
plained, without cost or obligation-
Should the individual require a hearing,aid, quality, 
behind-the-ear hearing aids manufactured in British 
Columbia are available for
KOKO CLUB $125.00
275 Leon Ave, Phone 762-2956 or 763-3407
lit
Interested individuals or groups should contact
P. M. Trehwith - Phone 762-2384
933 Bernard Ave<
New Dodge Electronic Ignition System 
It makes your life a little simpler.
tion, two provincial governors, 
eight members of congress, 
eight prominent journalists 'and 
a number of radical critics of 
Marcos.
The president said in a tele-; 
vised speech ' he ' would an­
nounce sweeping land reforms 
so as to “give to the poorest 
what is his due.”
Marcos said an. investigation 
is under way of the press, radio 
and television, mostly closed 
down since Saturday, to deter­
mine who had played a part in 
subversion and who should be 
punished.
The government launched* its 
promised campaign today to 
disarm the population. It or­
dered suspension of the sale of 
guns and ammunition and di­
rected that 'manufacturers and 
shops, turn their stocks into the 
constabulary.
Illegal carrying of arms dur­
ing the' state of emergency is 
punishable by death.
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — 
Marauders went on a rampage 
weekend, leaving . a trailThe first question you’re going to * 
smashed doors and furniture 
behind them, police reported USK IS, WHat IS ID J 
stolen,^but files and official pa- The second. How is it going to simplify
pers were scattered and the wtr • » ' • ' *
ambassador’s private desk was my- 11X0 • 
expressed" belief Zionist ex- O.K, to answer the first part. In any con-; 
tamlsts were responsible. ventional ignition system
YOUTH SENTENCED xl i • i i i
gaza city (Reuter) — a 14- The mechanical breaker 
ES'VX Tn points may be the cause 
prisonment, seven of them sus- enma nmhloma 
pended, for acting as a lookout ©UH«5 plUDlcIIlo. 
“dasfaarS'Tsix‘n«r here “I Knowing this, Ghiysler . 
moaerrttee'^Shter?^ engineers'developed a •
™edb?aaAsor?uXtare solid-state electronic
BOMB IS FOUND system (all 6 & 8 cyl. 
ASi™tombaSisasedAtoth'e engines) that eliminates 
U.S. consulate was detected by flnr* rinnrl •fnr hrnnlrnr 
an x-ray machine at a post of- Llie, I1CUU 1U1 UltJdIWI. 
feTsfanS. Kf po^l points and condenser, 
marked Rabaul, New Guinea.
And because engine misfiring at high­
way speeds is virtually eliminated exhaust 
emissions are greatly reduced.
What will it mean to your pocketbook? 








and their resulting 
maintenance headaches.
That essentially, is 
what the new system is..
Now for what it
DIFFERENCE
no condenser to replace, 
the cosjt of tune-ups 
drops considerably.
* ' The new electronic 
ignition system is just 
one of the many standard 
features built into Dodge, 
New front disc
brakes, (except Dart With 
6 cylinder engines), 
unibody construction, 
torsion-bar suspension 
(except Colt) and new 
emission control 
systems are among the
Involvement In Community 
Will Be CWL Aim For Year
CUSTOM MADE OR I 
BUY THE YARD I
Largest selection oi fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.
1461 Sutherland Avenue 
Phono 763-2124
can do for your car and your wallet.
For starters your car is going to start 
better at mileage levels when mechanical 
systems normally start to deteriorate.
a™™™®™™ impressive list 
Innovative engineering plus 
extra care in every detail, make us 
believe your new Dodge is the best 
Dodge we’ve ever built.
. RUTLAND - The ladies of 
he St, Theresa's Parish Coun­
cil met Wednesday in the 
church hall with a good attend­
ance of members.
Mrs. Terry Ambler, the presi­
dent, called the meeting to 
order at 7:30 p.m„ Father L. 
Trainor, the new spiritual dir­
ector, said the opening prayer 
and was introduced to the lad­
les and in turn, each member 
present introduced herself.
The theme for the coming 
year will be ' Community In­
volvement.
The youth of Rutland was a 
subject of discussion, and it was 
decided that a committee be 
appointed to aid the youth in 
aettlng up a program.'
Suggestions from the youth of 
the community were invited 
and young people can direct 
their aims and wishes to Mrs. 
Marg Simla or Mrs. Elsie de 
' Boer, who will welcome any 
suggestions in their search with 
other groups to find q workable 
program.
Thbre was concern expressed 
for the many shut-ins and 
guests of nursing homes. Two 
of the members will compile 
names and information for the 
next meeting, so as to enable 
members to visit these persons 
on a one-to-one basis.
It was reported that the 
CWL portion from the booth on 
May Day was $417 and the 
ladles promptly voted to have 
this sum presented to the Forks 
Board. The meeting adjourned 




Hwy. 07 N. 762-5203


















The Xerox 1860 
Copy Printer
• Takes Originals tip to 36” 
wide on bond Vellum 'r 
Mylar.
O Produces Copy to olte or 
reduced to various sixes.
• Blneprlntlnr.
• Fast, Efficient Service.
Our other services include: 
offset duplicating, mimeo­
graphing, electronic stencils, 




18% ft. Glen-L Inboard
Complete with Trailer
Includes new 400 cu. in. 300 h.p. motor/Wedgewood elec­
tric in and out drive, Glenwood water cooled exhaust, 
mahogany deck, complete Instruments including tacho­
meter. Was $4495.00. am
NOW ONLY   3495.00
Anything Accepted In Trade
15 years in Kelowna
SM Lawteaea1 Ave. 1C-2SU
ARENA
FORD - LINCOLN - MERCURY





















































































22. Take to 
wife
sraaa aaaasa fasa ebb ma 
aaaasaa ass□Bas 3E0B 
aaasn saamSEES sac osnsaas 
ass ana casra 


























DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it: 
AXYDLBAAXR
is LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
vised for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different.
CRYPTOQUOTES
SLFTCW TLF TJJIPZUQ MKI
Z UAJPFLFUIZSF T W J A AT W Z J U FS M X
0TLIZTH ZCOFLBFAI WHFFO
MFURTCZU LKWP
Yesterday's Cryptoquote: THE TEACHER IS ONE WHO 
MAKES TWO IDEAS GROW WHERE ONLY ONE GREW 
BEFORE.-ELBERT HUBBARD
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
4 L
" WA ■ ■
. CHARLES BOUSSINGAULT 
A FRENCH SOLDIER WOUNDED BY GERMAN 
TROOPS AND GIVEN REFUGE IN THE 
HOME OF BURGOMASTER MUNCILM 
WETaAR, GERMANY FELL IN LOVE
■ AND MARRIED KR-ALtooi/GH 
HEMER KNEW A WORD 
OP THE OTHER’S LANGUAGE
THEIR. SON, JEAN-BAPTISTE .
Pregnant With loop
Can Be Tricky
By George C. Thosteson, BLD.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I am 20, 
in good health and have one 
child. My first pregnancy was 
very easy.
This time it is complicated by 
the presence of an IUD or 
“loop” in the uterus. So far my 
doctor has warned me only that 
the danger of miscarriage is 
more pronounced in such a 
case.
But two friends who have 
been nurses for many years 
have told me there is danger of 
perforation of the uterus, possi­
bly resulting in the need for a 
hysterectomy or even death in 
some cases. I am also con­
cerned about the danger of 
damage to the baby. Please dis-
By Ripley
fcllSHlP THAT FIRED TTI» 
GUNS ON DRY LAND
‘ THE ILLUSTRIOUS t
A 74-GuN BATTLESHIP, 
VISITED BY KING GEORGEH 
BEFORE IT WAS READY FOR' 
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m'IN THE DAYTIME 
M AUD EDLDS 




SALISBURY, Rhodesia (AP) 
—- “Was the accused conscious 
or unconscious when you saw 
him at the clinic?” the lawyer 
asked a witness in court, “He 
I was pretending to be conscious 
I but he wasn't," replied the wlt- 
| ncss.
FIND COINS
AALESUND, Norway (AP) - 
Three frogmen have recovered 
more than 440 pounds^of gold 
and silver coins from a Dutch 
ship which sank off the Nor­
wegian coast in 1725. The value 
of the coins has been estimated 
at more than $30,000,
LOWERS AGE
KINGSTON, Jamaica (AP) — 
position leader Hugh Shearer 
iflBb he wants to lower the age 




1575 Harvey Ave, 
WHY PAY MORE
FOR GAS?
SC OFF PER GALLON 
ON ALL PURCHASES 
763-2110
Now Open 
on Casoroi Rd. between 





M/NU7E5 LATER T^PuZA/AN - 
R/$ES PRCM ITS
MQUN TAIN NANGAJR
vr props txr/AiESM ms mxmaimxjs |
TEGZAN fioe 32kx to I
■nowtia mt cotmm. toes., «sn.». im. base n
my arm in many capacities.
lam 68, have no other infirm­
ities, but this condition has 
crept up on me in the last cou­
ple of months. Is there a known 
cure or any relief? Will it disap­
pear in time, or become worse? 
—F.J.B.
Your doctor dealt with you 
frankly. There is, risk of a mis­
carriage, but that is not the 
same as saying that miscar­
riage always occurs. There are 
plenty of healthy babies who 
were born with the “loop” being 
expelled at the same time with­
out harm.
I am somewhat disturbed at 
former nurses upsetting you 
with such gloomy stories. For 
one thing, such complications as 
perforation of the uterus or in­
jury to the baby are most un­
likely. For' another, the IUDs or. 
“loops” have been modified 
considerably, in the last few 
years, minimizing the danger.
And finally, what purpose is 
served by g e 11 i n g you all 
wrought up when there’s noth­
ing to do about it? You may be 
asking, “Whv not remove the 
looo now?’’ This has been tried 
in the past, but without success, 
because it means loss of the 
baby then and there.
True, there are miscarriages 
because of the presence of the 
loop, but there are also more 
cases of successful births in 
spjte of the loop. One way you 
are sure to lose the,baby; the 
other way (just relaxing and 
letting the pregnancy progress 
normally) allows , reason for 
substantial hope.
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Tendonitis (inflamed tendon) 
most usually results from ex­
cessive use, injury, gout, occa­
sionally other causes. At the 
elbow the' tendon is near the 
surface, so injury Is a probable 
cause.
Usually the irritation subsides 
—particularly • if the related 
muscles are rested as much as 
possible. Trying to “work it off” 
is,- the wrong way; continued 
strain just prolongs the inflam­
mation, just as a wound can’t 
heal very well if the patient 
keeps picking off the scab be­
fore it is ready to come off.
Heat (hot compresses or other 
forms of heat) is very helpful. 
Often ^injection of hydrocorti­
sone gives prompt relief, but it 
still pays to rest the elbow until 
healing is complete.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Many 
things have been said about 
menopause, but when has a per­
son really passed that stage of 
life?—C.P.
Never. Menopause isn’t some­
thing that starts and stons. It is 
a point in a woman’s life 1vh°n 
ovulation (and menstruation, as 
a result) ceases.
Asking when menopause is 
past is like asking, after a per­
son has reached adulthood, 
when adulthood will be over.
V)
N
Dear Dr. ■ Thosteson: Would 
you describe the symptoms of 
erysipelas? What part of the 
body does it affect and what is 
the cause and treatment?— 
A.T.A.
Erysipelas, once fairly com­
mon, has been licked with the 
advent of the Jsulfa drugs and 
the antibiotics.
It is a streptococcal infection 
of the skin that produces a red, 
swollen rash. Any part of the 
body can be affected, but the 
most common. site is on the 
nose area, spreading out to the 
cheeks.
'• It tends to come on quickly 
and is often accompanied by a 
.high fever and chills. .
The. streptococcus-organism 
enters through the skin by way 
of miniscule openings, often in­
visible to the eye.
’ At its peak, erysipelas was a 
common ailment among young 
children and elderly people. 
Today it is usually associated 
with elderly people who have 
some chronic, debilitating ill­
ness;
G e n e r a 11 y. speaking, it is 
quickly treated with an anti­
biotic.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: It ap­
pears that I have tendonitis at 
the elbow. I can press the liga­
ment at this joint and it is very 
sore.. While it may. cause no dis­
comfort 'while the arm is re­
laxed, it is so hurtful in certain 
movements that I cannot use
CD
UI
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Would 
you explain why sickle cell ane­
mia is a Negroes’ disease exclu­
sively.—J;A.
It isn’t, even though it is 
vastlV more prevalent in black 
people (about 98.per cent'. It 
also appears in some others, 
principally those from the Medi­
terranean 'area.
The explanation is believed to 
be that this distortion of the 
blood cells has evolved from, an 
effort .by nature 'to/.combat ma­
laria, which for generations has 
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clarer got to five clubs on the 
bidding shown and West (Pabis 
Tied, partnered with D’Alelio) 
led the ace of diamonds and 
shifted to a trump. This method 
of defense proved very effective 
and South had to go down one, 
losing 100 points.
When- Garozzo and Forquet 
were North-South for Italy, the 
bidding went:
IT SURE BUGG ME 
WHY ANYBODY WOULD 
5UPS25UNPER OUR
DOOR
OH, YOU GUESSED H» USUALLY 
I URE TO KEEP MY LITTLE1 
PHILANTHROPIES ANONYMOUS, 
BUT WEN1EN00UNTER WRN( 
YOUNG PEOPLE, X ENJOY 
ENCOURAGING THEM.
YHIjSlR*
NEiTHER YOU NOR ANYBODY 
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HIND-SIGHT’
ADELAIDE, Australia (AP) 
— John Mathwin, a member of 
Parliament, suggested “ecna- 
lubma" be printed on the front 
of ambulances. He said motor­
ists looking In their rear-view 
mirrors then would be able to 
read that the vehicle behind 
them is an ambulance.
DEADLY WALK
TEHRAN (AP) — The news- 
Snpcr Ettlclaat reported bites 
y a single poisonous snake 
killed six persons who were 
walking down a road together.
CAUGHT BY FISH
KORCULA, Yugoslavia (AP) 
— Mauro Bodlnl, 20, drowned ID 
an underwater rock formation 
into which he, apparently was 
pulled by a large fish he had 
spehred, police sold.
ISSUES COINS
SAN MARINO (AP) — This 
tiny mountain republic inside 
Italy, which does a thriving 
business selling Rs postage 
stamps to collectors, also will 
Issue coins, Officials said the 
San Marino lira would be worth 
the same as the Italian lira in 
general use.
BARBERS PROTEST
BEIRUT (AP) — The bar- 
hers' union said in a formal pro­
test that the spread of pinball 
machines to Beirut's barber 
shops was a “bad reflection on 
our profession,"
ELEPHANTS POPULAR
NEW DELHI (AP) - The 
Times of India reported 26,000 
I carved roscwmxl elephants have 
hern sold to Republican party 
campaign workers in the United 
States for the 1972 elections.
IMPORTED
TEAK FURNITURE
Living Room • Dining Room
• Wall Comixinents
NORDAN IMPORT
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Again the ace of. diamonds 
was led, but at this table West 
continued with a second dia­
mond. As a result, Forquet was 
able to ruff a heart in dummy 
and so make the contract, scor­
ing 600 points for Italy.
When the United States, helc 
the, North-South cards against 
Belgium, the bidding was much 
more hectic. It went, peculiarly 
enough, in this fashion:
Opening lead—ace of dia­
monds.
Every hand in the round robin 
was computer-dealt; and be­
cause all teams in the Olym­
piad played the same 20 hands 
:n a given session, it was pos­
sible to compare the results of 
each deal and occasionally un­
cover the wild flights of fancy 
in the bidding or play that led 
to an extraordinary result.
When Mexico and Italy play­
ed this deal, the Mexican de­
reasons unknown, led the ace 
of hearts. The only trick the 
American. South lost was a 
diamond and he scored 1,540 
points for making the slam.
Bridge Is a strange game!
YOUR HOROSCOPE
Wednesday, September 27
Arles (March 21-Aprll 19): 
Present your requests. Once you 
have the day started, you can 
settle negotiations, contracts, in 
peaceful cooperation.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Try new ideas in anything but 
financial arrangements. There 
you should wait. Il’s a good day 
to bring In extra help.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Stop going around in circles 
over the same old set of stories 
and problems; get off on some 
tangent or other for a better 
perspective.
Cancer (June 21-JuIy 22): Set 
something aside for the future. 
Look for an exceptional chance 
for advancement. Fcmlly coop­
eration runs well enough to 
bring results.
Leo (July 2.1-Aug. 22): Lively 
discussions, possibly v o 1 u b 1 e 
dissent mark the early hours, 
from which you can progress to 
a wcl|-statcd basis for collabo­
ration.
Virga (Auk. 23-Sept. 22): 
Present your grievcncc, If you
UI
UI
see *. ■ >f doing things more 
effect.. learn a new ap­
proach, it you are alert,
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): 
Early vagueness scltles quickly 
into incomplete but clear infor­
mation, enough that you can 
take action. Bo nimble-minded.
SnKlUarlus (Nov. 22-Dco. 21): 
Come to terms with rivals, ad­
just differences wherever they 
clutter a fluent welcome, Your 
cheerful mood Is catching.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
The search for Informatlori wid­
ens—there is a great deal to 
learn and apply to your creative 
activity. Have a check-up.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18): 
Bridging the gap between differ­
ing disciplines is easier onCc 
you get started, You have ev­
erything to gain by trying.
Places (Feb. 19-March 20): 
Your mood sw ings from down to 
up. Difficult questions need 
open debate, Outsiders' opinions 
are generally to be disregarded. UICD
have one. By evening you The government health depart- 
siwuld have ...something special, ment reported the mosquito 
a new understanding, to cele- population li down by fi') per
hrstr.
1.1 hr» (Sept. 23-Oct.
Comci the bicakthrough. you1 light Unp'.
cent on the Hty’s :onth side 
22):',‘ince IWK be<«u e <•( the uie of
AWBE YOU'RE 
IN THE WRONG 
JOB—
WHAT WOULD 
. YOU REALLY 
DO
HUBFRJ?
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1120 ELLIS ST phone 762-2127.
two bedrooms,
YOUNG COUPLE
PAGE IB KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUE8„ SEPT. 28,1S7Z
I REALLY DIDN'T EXPECT ALL THAT RESPONSE." THAT'S WHAT THE FIRST TIMERS SAY!
YOU WANT RESULTS PHONE 763-3228
Kelowna and District 15. HOUSES FOR RENT
16. APTS. FOR RENT 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
I BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE DIRECTORY
APPRAISALS MOVING AND STORAGE
REECE & ASSOCIATES
Real Estate Appraisals for
Valuation Day purposes
T. Gary Reece
B. Comm., R.L (B.C.)





Delivered Anywhere in 
J KELOWNA or VERNON
Phone orders collect 
Business—545-1311




For Rent or Sale
763-7232 or 765-8866
T, Th, S, tf
FURNISHED LAKESHORE HOME ON
Hobson Road — this beautilul 3 bedroom







North American Van Lines Ltd. 
Local. Long Distance Moving 
We Guarantee Satisfaction’* 
762-2020
offers, privacy and ail the conveniences 
of modem living. $250.00 per month, in­
cluding utilities.—- 445 Glenwood Ave­
nue, three bedroom main floor, $160.00 
per< month; 1 bedroom basement suite 
(famished) $100.00 per month; avail­
able October 1, 1972s Rent for two se­
parate tenants* or to on* tenant .who will 
sublet if they wish. Tenants to be quali­
fied. Utilities hot included.: Carruthers 
and Melkle. 364 Bernard Avenue, tele­
Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom 
family apts. in gardenlike set-
Drapes
—Colored appliances









T, Th, S, tf
Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Paint— Wallpaper — Signs
Art Supplies
DELUXE SUITES FOR RENT. HOCHE- 
laga and Chateau Apartments. For In- 
formation telephone 763-W2. tf
CAPRI VILLA APARTMENTS. ONE 
and two bedroom suites for rent No
children. Telephone 763-6114. tf
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
SLEEPING ROOM WITH REFRIGER- 
ator; hot plate available. Near South- 
Kate Shopping Centre. Seasonable rent.
Telephone 763-5787. U
LARGE LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING OR 
sleeping room with fireplace, Okanagan 
Mission. Non-smokers please. Telephone
tf
SLEEPING ROOM WITH KITCHEN 
privileges. Close to bus, town, hospital 
and Southgate Shopping Centre. Apply
at 2205 Speer St. 48
MUST BE SOLDI!
Large deluxe built 3 Bdrm home in Ok. Mission. Lovely view from 33* covered sun­
deck. W/W throughout, ensuite plumbing. 125’ frontage on paved road. Oose to 
schools and shopping and bus route. To view call Art Day 3-4144 or 8-5089. MLS.
VIEW UNLIMITED
Of Kalamalka Lake from this large deck of this 2 Bdrm, home, ensuite plumbing, 
full basement with extra bedroom on Greenhow Rd. in Oyama. CaU Marty Martin 
2-2251. MLS. ,
FOR RENT ON CASORSO ROAD, TWO 
bedroom home with carport, ■ storage 
area and basement. Propane furnace, 
refrigerator, stove ' and some furniture. 
Large playground. $105 per month- plus 
heat and electricity. Small family wel­
come. No dogs. Available October , 1.-----------
NOW RENTING
NICE. WELL FURNISHED ROOM IN 
modem home. Separate entrance. Lin­
ens supplied. For working gentleman. 
Telephone 763-2136. ‘ tf
HOUSEKEEPING ROOMS FOR RENT, 
also two bedroom home; Telephone 765-
tf
FAMILY HOME
Top notch 2 or 3 Bdrm home. Lot 44 x 143, fully fenced. Taxes of only $321,00 gross.
Vendor has been transferred and wants action. Asking price $15,500. open to offers. 
Phone Bren Witt 9-4326 to view. MLS.
Gordon Stuart 9-4295; John Goertzen 8-5055; Art MacKenzie 9-4295; Ende Zeron 2-5232
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD.
Telephone 762-6079..
COUNTRY LIVING AT ITS BEST! 
Children, horses, pets, all welcome! 
Seven thHe* from town in East Kel­
owna^-available October 1st. Three 
bedrooms Hi baths, full basement. $165 
per month, lease preferred; Telephone
764-4866 after 6 p.m.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, LARGE 
Rutland.suites in new fourplex - in
THE BROCKTON MANOR
Select your suite now
for immediate occupancy
FULLY FURNISHED ROOM. WITH 
private entrance. GenUeman only. Tele-
1451 PANDOSY ST. ♦ SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY * • * Office Ph. 3-4144
phone 763-3815, tf
18. ROOM AND BOARD
ROOM AND BOARD FOR STUDENT 
or working girl in exchange for baby-
sitting. 763-5920. 53
ROOM AND BOARD AVAILABLE FOR
gentleman, non-drinker non smoker, 
downtown area., Telephone 763-2761. . 50
Featuring '1% baths 
large Hiring room. aR carpeted.. Close 
to schools and shopping. Children wel- ----------- u
come. Telephone 765-8788.
MICO BUILDERS 
Specializing in all types of re­
modelling and repairs —• 
Commercial, - new homes, car­





Specializing in all types of 
remodelling and repairs. New 







OKANAGAN TV SERVICE 
Servicing aU makes’and models, 
also stereo and 
sound systems.





Modem and Antiques 
Work Guaranteed. 
No Job Too Big or Too. Small 
Call Penticton 493-1182, 
Kelowna 763-5254
T, Th, S 65
To place your message 
PHONE 










IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, TWO BED- 
room full basement home, with fire­
place. One block from North Glenmore 
Elementary School. $170 per month 
Contact Ken Mitchell at 762-3713 days or 
762-0663 evenings. tf
NEW THREE BEDROOM HOME, RE- 
frigerator and stove included. , No 
objection to children or pets; $180 per 
month. Located in quiet Oyama over­
looking Kalamalka Lake. Write Box 
A938, The Kelowna Daily Courier. 47
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, UNFUR- 
nlshed, stove and aU utilities included. 
Close to bus and shopping. $175 per 
month. References.. : .Telephone 765- 
5353 alter 6 p.m. . tf
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 1ST, THREE 
bedroom spacious duplex with rumpus 
room, full basement. Near schools, on 
Hartman Road, Rutland. N6 pets, rent 
$163. Telephone 763-3975 or 765-8343. tf 
NEW TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX, 
available September 15th. One and a 
half baths, sundeck with view. In West­
bank. $150 per month. Telephone 765-
PARKWOOD TERRACE
Spacious 2 br. garden apts. lo­
cated just off lakeshore and city 
limits., Inc. range, refrig., air 





Designing and Manufacturing of 
All Types of Ornamental Iron 
.. Custom Welding 
Phone: Bus. 765-9367
Plant: R.R. 2, Cary Road, 
Rutland, B.C.
T, Th, S 61
1. BIRTHS
A WONDERFUL DAY! YOUR CHILD’S 
birth date la a special day in your 
life and you will want to share , the 
•'good news” with friends. Tell them 
quickly with a Kelowna Dally Courier 
Birth Notice for as low as $2.50. A 
tjralned ad-writer wlU assist .; you in 
wording a Birth Notice. Telephone 763- 
3228.
5. IN MEMORIAM
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: . 1790 Hollywood Rd. 
(end) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494. tf
8. COMING EVENTS




FOR VANDA BEAUTY COUNSELLOR 
information and products, . telephone
Pearl Pyle. 762-2192. 53
FRENCH LESSONS FOR PRE-SCHOOL 




20. WANTED TO RENT
ONE CHILD, RE- 
qulre two bedroom Rutland duplex or 
house with stove, approximately Oct­
ober 15. Maximum rent $125. Tele-
phone 765-9610. 48
YOUNG MARRIED COUPLE SEEKS 
furnished one bedroom suite preferably 
in Kelowna. Reasonable rates. No pets. 
Occupancy October I. Telephone 763-




365 ZIPRICK ROAD, Rutland 
40 beds, private and double 
rooms with bath. Spacious sit­
ting and TV room. Call system 
’ in each room. Dining or tray 
service. 24 - hour supervision. 
R.N. on call.
PHONE 765-9668 or 
765-7863
... then 4 bedrooms, 2 bath- | 
rooms, and family sized kit­
chen should appeal, to you. 
The kitchen has a built-in 
dishwasher and garburator 
which mother- will find in­
dispensable. A' real large 
living room with a king sized 
fireplace and a large formal 
dining area complement this 
prestige home. The 24 x 32 
foot covered sundeck will pro­
vide many hours of carefree 
summer living. The first level 
also has a huge family room 
with a monstrous fireplace, 
plus a large foyer. Finished 
laundry room is 13 x 18 and
I back of the double garage is 
a 10 x 24 storage room. Don’t 
wait till next week on this
I one — call now, for it is only 
$41,500.00. MLS.
7002 evenings. 48
WORKING GIRL WISHES TO RENT 
small cottage or house, reasonable rent, 




Enjoy quiet, luxurious living in 
a completely fire resistant, con­
crete and steel apartment. De­
luxe suites.
763-3641
FOR SALE OR RENT, LARGE DOWN- 
town two suite house. One suite now 
rented. Remaining suite, three bed­
rooms, or could be used as rooming or 
boarding house. Telephone 762-7217. tf 
FURNISHED LAKESHORE HOME, 
three bedrooms, $250 . per month, unUi 
end of June. Lease required. Telephone 
Lennie, Chalmers and Co., 762-0437.
. 48, 50, 51
TWO BEDROOM UNIT IN FOURPLEX. 
Available October 31st. $120 per month. 
One child accepted. Near to KLO Sec­
ondary and Okanagan College. Tele-
phone 763-4232. tf
FURNISHED LAKESHORE HOUSE 
for rent, three bedrooms, fireplace, love­
ly location. Possession immediate. $250 
per month. CaU Lupton Agencies Ltd., 
762-4400._________ '___________________ 53
LARGE, ATTRACTIVE TWO BED- 
room duplex, with full basement and 
double ' garage. Available October !. 
Rent $170 per month. Telephone 764-
7526 evenings. tf
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX, GAR- 
den-like setting. Refrigerator and stove, 
full basement. AvaUable October 1. 
First Avenue South, Westbank. Tele-
phone 768-5875. tf
A-944, The Kelowna Daily Courier. 49
RESPONSIBLE COUPLE WOULD LIKE 
to rent three bedroom, full basement 
home or duplex in Kelowna. Reasonable
rent. Telephone 763-4003. 48
65
EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM UN- 
furnished ground floor suite available 
October 1st 1797 Water Street. Stove, 
refrigerator, wall to wall carpets, cable 
television, heat, lights, laundry and 
parking included. No children, no pets. 
Retired or professional - tenants prefer-
red. Telephone 763-3695. tf
YOUNG AT HEART, SINCERE Busi­
nessman, age 44, with varied interests, 
good sense of humor, some means, 
wishes to meet attractive sincere 30-45 
of age for outings and companionship. 
Matrimony if suited. No objection to 
children. Please enclose telephone 
number and photo (will return) with 
reply. AU replies will be answered and 
held in confidence. Rcpy to Box A935.
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT, 
In sixplex. Close to Shoppers’ Village 
and school in Rutland. Stove and re­
frigerator available. Possession October
1. $150. Telephone 765-9038. 52
The Kelowna Daily Courier. 49
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE, SAFE 
medically approved method. Highly- 
qualified operator with many years ex­
perience. For further Information, tele-
phone Helen Gray. 763-6512, tf
OKANAGAN TWIRLETTES BATON 
classes for < slris Interested In partici­
pating in parades, concerts and contests 
including drill, dance and twirl and Indi­
vidual routines, Telephone 765-6953. 48 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O Box 587, Kelowna, B.C. Telephone 
765-5335. 763-5057 or 765-6923, in Winfield 
766-2107. is there a drinking problem 
in your home? Contact Al-Anon at 763-
6675 or 765-6766. tf
52
THE FALL MEETING OF THE RE- 
eistered Nursca' Association of British 
Columbia, Kelowna Chapter, will bo 
held Monday, October 2; 7:30 p.m. nt 
Buffalo Bill’s. Bring h friend and en­




TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT IN 
garden-like setting, .with view of. lake. 
Carpeting throughout, refrigerator and 
stove. $125 per month. No pets. First 
Avenue S., Westbank. Telephone 768- 
5875. ■ tf
THREE BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE, 
Gay Road, Rutland. Stove, refrigera­
tor, drapes, beat, light, water and 
garbage paid. AvaUable now, adults 
preferred, $140 per month. Telephone
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 15, TWO BED- 
room duplex with full basement and 
carport in Spring Valley subdivision. 
Rutland. $155 per month. No pets. Tele-
phone 765-5337. 51
765-8966 after <6 p.m. tf
GROUND FLOOR BACHELOR APART- 
ment for rent-to business woman. New 
furniture and self-contained. Private 
entrance. Near Kelowna Safeway. Rea­
sonable to right tenant.. Telephone 763-
NEW HOME IN RUTLAND. FOUR 
bedrooms, carpeted rumpus room, 
double fireplace, double cablcvlsion 
hookup, two telephones, drapes and cur­
tains included. Telephone 762-7978. 50
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX SUITE WITH 
bnsement. $125 per - month. Located in 
Rutland. 'Available October 15. Tele­
phone 764-4957. tf
2548. tf
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 1st, A DESIR- 
able two bedroom suite in Fairlane 
Court.' Close to shopping. Elderly people 
preferred. No children or pets. Tele-
phone 763-2814. tf
LOOK! ONLY $115 PER MONTH. Mo­
dern,,clean, three room suite, stove and 
refrigerator, cable television. Hospital 
vicinity. For October 1. Telephone 764-
7221.
TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE 
from Kelowna to kindergarten' program 
In Lakeview Heights. Five mornings 
per week. Telephone 763-3357.
T, Th, S. 48
OKANAGAN MISSION CUBS-SCOUTS. 
annual meeting and registration. Scout 
Hall, Wednesday, Sept. 27, 7:30 p,m. 
All parents and others Interested asked 
to attend. Assistance for leaders and 
group committee urgently required. 49 
lOUsiNESS PERSONAL
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK, 
fireplaces, retaining walls. Hower 
planters and stonework. Call Sebastian, 
7G2-7783. '
EVA LORENCIK PLEASE ADVISE 
your whereabouts. Vern Box A943, The
Kelowna Dally Courier. 50
EMPTY TRUCK RETURNING TO 
Victoria on October 2. Will pick up any
furniture. Telephone 762-5431,
13. LOST AND FOUND
BUILDING LOTS — I have I BEAUTIFULLY APPOINT- 
a good selection of building I ED VIEW HOME — In Lake- I 
lots in Glenmore, West Kei- I view Heights — 3 large bed- I 
owna Estates a nd Casa I rooms, master ensuite, fire- I 
Loma. Glenmore lots are I place, quality carpeting, 9x24 I 
NHA approved. Other lots I covered sundeck with com- I 
have pine trees plus a beauti- I manding view of lake — To II 
ful view of the lake and city. | view this lovely home please | 
Priced from $5,000 to $8,500. | call Bud Dalley at office or I 
Please call Clare Angus at 769-4875 evenings. MLS. |
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE SOUTH KEL0WNA _ FaIly
I I developed home — 2 bath- I
- • . . . i . I CHECK THIS ONE! Good rooms, 2 fireplaces — eatingCrestview Homes Ltd. well cared for family home, | area .in kitchen, mud room, 
3' bedrooms — w-w 'carpet- I washing room off kitchen. I 
ing, 2 fireplaces, sundeck, This is your chance to, buy 
carport. All fenced and land- | a newer home on acreage, to 
s c a p e d with underground | view contact Ken Mitchell at 
sprinklers and all turfed with I 762-0663 evenings. MIS. | 
flowers, roses, shrubs etc. , TN THT„ ? Y„ OT _
Home will be open every Tues., II taxes$1 Youfs ’for H0ME F0R 0NLY prr
Thurs., Fri., Sat. and Sun., “lv■ $24 400 C a 11 Frank Per mo’ ~ This home is
from.2 to 6 p.m. Take Hwy. 33 I Hauk at* 7R%4KR?. pypninus I immaculate condition locatedto Dougall Rd. So., and follow IS at 7W45“ evemngs’ on a large beautifully land-
to Hollywood Heights, where we I-scaped lot. A few features are
have a great selection of homes | GLENMORE AREA — RE- ( large rec. room with separate 
and lots. NHA mortgages from VENUE HOME—3 bedrooms4
dclails can
763-3737 or 763-6066 pLS? Kb eveigs. MLS.
———__ —— ___ 1 Clements at 764-4934 even- LOCAL DISTRIBUTING CO.
I ings. MLS. I — No more out of town trav-
NEW HOUSES GOOD VALUE - 2 bedroom
at Various Locations hoi?j .with 3 fireplaces — lished distributing business,
various Locations. COyld be easily converted to a limited Co. netting $12,000-
Starting at $19,500 with low a 4 bedroom family home — $16,000 per year. $20,000 down 
down payment. Most feature I Now available at $21,200 with I payment will do. Bona fide 
w/w throughout, fireplace, 2^ down payment. To view clients only. Call Andy Run­
baths, carport, sundeck, patio. I Scro Erni? ^dnnelly at 762- 1 er at 764-4027 evenings. Excl.
’ II 2558 evenings. MLS. I
ZONED APARTMENTS—An 
BEAUTIFULLY LANDSCAP- | immaculate 2-bedroom home 
ED — Family home located | on 50’xl20’ city lot. Close to
mMQTDI ICTIAM I Th II close to high school and ele- | everything. Try $4,000 down. 
X.UINO I IxUL IIUIN LIU. mentary school in Rutland. | Worth investigating. Phone 
'7A1 ao/in neo II You will love it. See it now! Blanche Wannop at the of-
/0J-J-4U, /qo-DZo/ Call Harry Maddocks at 765- flee or 762-4683 evenings.
■ . H 6218 evenings. MLS. MLS.
u EXECUTIVE HOME — In WANT TO TRADE? Owner New three bedroom NHA h°me, Glenmore — 1456 sq. ft. — 3 I will trade this beautiful spa-
with 8 i\/o mortgage .Close to bedrooms, 2 bathrooms also cious 2 bedroom home with
schools and shopping. Many ex- ■ ensuite — 2. fireplaces — rec. ensuite plumbing, fireplace,
tras, room finished and bedroom glass doors to patio from din-
Telephone 762-3871 downstairs — Sundeck and ing room, wife approved kit-
MUELLER | patio,— Swimming pool chen, double carport, on a
CONSTRUCTION LTD, ' your option — on a large large lot in Lakeview for a 
tf | lot near the golf course. Call ( home in the city. Call Dave
YOUR MONEY
That’s what you will . get I 
when you buy this new home I 
on Westbrook Road. It con- I 
tains 2 extra large bedrooms I 
(master bedroom 13 x 17), I 
formal dining room, living I 
room and a delightful cabi- L 
net kitchen with an eating I 
area; Outside you will dis- I 
coyer such pleasant sur- I 
prises as a covered' patio, I 
breezeway and double gar- I 
age. Add to this the finest of I 
construction and we know I 
you are getting more for your I 
money. The price a surpris- I 
ingly low $33,500.00. Don’t 
delay. MLS. 1
tl
LOMBARDY PARK APARTMENTS 
has one bedroom vacancy coming up. 
Drive by 1310 Lawson Avenue, see the 
beautiful landscaping. Telephone 763-
5064. tf
FRANKLYN MANOR, NEW DELUXE 
two bedroom suite, available now. Free 
cable TV and laundry facilities, one 
block off Highway 33N on Franklyn
Road. Telephone 765-8042, tf
BY WEEK OR MONTH, COMPLETELY 
furnished one bedroom units. Cable
television, telephones .(direct dial), 
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, IMMEDIATE | carpeted. No children, no pets. Cana- 
possession. Near hospital. Adults only. ’ “ —
and 8 p.m;
No children, no pets. $160 per month. 
Telephone 762.7988. tf
TWO'BEDROOM HOME, FULL BASE- 
ment, refrigerator and stove optional, 
$185. Telephone 762-0971 between 4 p.m.
tf




bedroom basement suite, partially fur­
nished, $130.00 per. month including 
utilities. No children and no pets. Phone
762-7643 after 6. 48
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM; UNITS 
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX IN RUT-1 Kitchens, children and pets wekomc, 
Innd. Cloao to school, available Oct-( very low rates, weekly or monthly, 




FOUND — ONE GREY KITTEN AND 
ono black kitten. Skyline and Bodcherlo 
Roads, Lakeview Heights. Telephone 
765-8105 ask for Terry or 760-4017 after 
6 p.m. _____ ____________ 50
IMPOUNDED IN WESTBANK POUND, 
ono hay gelding. If unclaimed, will be 





THE BIGGEST SPECIAL EVER!
Cheese Burger and Fries
Treat the whole family at this low price.
LOU GUIDI
PRIVATE SALE BY OWNER. TWO at 7G9'4662
year old, 1120 square .foot, throe bed- I evenings. MLS. 
room bungalow, with carport. In I 
Hollywood Dell subdivision. Featuring I ।
Deinstadt at 763-4894 even­
ings. MLS.
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR, 
ptex, with full bnsomept. No refrigera­
tor or stove, responsible tenants, no
pets. Telephone 764-7344. tf
NEW FURNISHED 12’x56’ TWO BED- 
room mobile homo. Set up in Green 
Bay Trailer Park. No pets. Immediate 
occupancy. Telephone 766-5994. tf 
FuilNlSHEP TWO BEDROOM MOBILE 
homo set up In trailer park In Rutlahd. 
Available October 1. Telephone 765-9801
HOUSE FOR SALE OR RENT IN 
Peachland overlooking Okanagan Lake. 
Available October 1. For particulars
telephone 765-7409. 50
46. 40, 30
Wednesday through Thursday Only!
11 a.m. to 12 midnight
TFLF.PIIONF. 763-7619 
2091 HIGHWAY 97 N.
15. HOUSES FOR RENT 
kkw" TURKE BEDROOM HOUSE, 
laexy B»»d< Uutl.n.l, »lSn per :m.r.th 
T«fepfen«w NUUl or MM55. eieninix
TWO BEDROOM DU-11 X. 
b»»rn>»»4. rtnw- In
49
IS. HOUSES FOR RENT
Trn
h«ma In It <u I.til) per 






C. A, Penson .........








Many of the features you 
have asked for are available 
in this home: '
Over Mt acre landscaped lot 
with shade trees and fruit 
trees.
Garage and carport. 
Large covered patio
Over 2,000 square , ft. living 
area in the home includes:
3 bedrooms plus a den 
Fireplace in living room -
; Two bathrooms 
Large rec. room 
Carpeted throughout
Must be sold!! Call us for nn 
appointment to view this 
MLS listing. Gord Funnell 
nt the office or evenings nt 
2-0901. -
LAND AND ACREAGESwall to wall shag carpet, factory sealed I windows, complete with screens, four 
piece vanity bath, wrought Iron railing 
and. gate around stairwell to full .bast-" 
ment. Basement Includes three piece 
roughed In plumbing, neml-IInlshed room
VIEW ACREAGE — CLOSE IN — Beautifully treed raw land ' 
only 4 miles from downtown Westbank on good, govt, roads.
tf
U
WINFIELD, LARGE. TWO BEDROOM 
unfurnished sultei wall to wall carpet/ 
four-piece bath. No pets. Immediate pc-
cupancy. Telephone 766-2569. tf
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 15. THREE 
bedroom duplex with two bathrooms on 
Hollywood Road. Rutland. $175 per 
month. No pots. Telephone 763-5570. tf 
LARGPb OLDER. TWO BEDROOM 
house availably Immediately. >100 per 
month. 2030 Byrns Road. Telephone 762- 
6993,_________ , ' ____________ 48
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX IN 
Rutland area, >165 per month. Tele­
phone 763-3272 evenings 5-7 p.m. H 
Kl^RwrM"HUNGA?,OW HIGHWAY 
97 North. Rutland. >140 per month, Tel'-- 
phono 763-4950._______ ' ,____________H
F0uii~BErm()0M HOUSE AT 3429 
Pntsy Rond, available October 1st. >138 
monthly, telephone 761-7536, __ H~m-.
full basement and carport. Possession
BRIGHT. DELUXE, SPACIOUS SUITES 
for rent. Knox. Manor Apartments. For 
information telephone 762-7018, 1855 
Pandosy Street. tf
LOVELY TWO BEDROOM APART- 
ment In fourplex I wall to wall carpets, 
balcony. Available October 1st. Tele- 
phono 765-8529. tf
ONE BEDROOM SUITE, CENTRAL, 
Rutland. 8100 per month. Refrigerator, 
stove and cable television included. 
Telephone 765-8641. tf
ROYAL APARTMENTS. SPACIOUS 
one bedroom suite, qule( street, mature 
adults, no pets. 543 Rowcllffo Avenue, 
762-6612._____________________ ' tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE, REASONABLE 
rent, good location, close to shopping 
centres and transportation. >135.00 per 
month. Telephone 769-4320, tf
FULLY FURNISHED UNITS WITH 
kitchenettes. Close to all facilities, trans­
portation nnd shopping. Cinnamon’s 
Lakeshore Resort, telephone 762-4834. tf 
FURNISHED TWO~BEDROOM UNITS, 
>115 per month includes utilities, Bel­
vedere Resort, Winfield. Telephone 766- 
2693,______________ 50
ONE '"'AND TWO BEDROOM, DE^ 
luxe housekeeping units. Television. 
Close tn Vocational School and shopping
centre. Telephone 762-3367, tf
October 1. Telephone 763-0015, u
AVAII.AI1I.I-; NOVEMBER 1ST, TWO 
bedroom duplex, full haacment, close 
to schools. Telephone 763-7300. ____ If
NO\^ $130.
Two bedroom fourplex, In Westbank. 
Telephone 768-53<t3. _________________ «
TwirVEAJ^ THREE"5eD- 
room*. In Peachland. October 1st. $185 
per month, Telephone 167-2633. ___ 50
new'Tw'^^iooiTcAttrEnm nv- 
nlex, full basement, sundeck, dose to 
Rutland center. Telephone 763-7143. 19
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- 
room unit* by week or month. Cable 
television.' No children, No pet*. Beacon
Bench Motel, 761-4223, it
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT. RE- 
frlgerntor' and stove Included. Rutland 
fourplex — available October l»t. Tele-
phone 764-4737 or 701-4336, tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM HOUSE- 
keeping unlta. Clone to RhopplUK and 
VoeaUonM School. Golden Sdndn Renort, 
3356 Watt Road. Telephone 763-5272. If 
TOO ROO5CstilTE. FuilNISlIl’l“oN 
I’altenim Avenue. Separate entrance. 
Elderly peraon preferred. IB) Trlephi ne
761 5393. If
DELUxFTW^HEDntWM FOt I It PI.E X 
unit. Ila hatha, ahag carpet patio frnc 
cd yard, acroaa from achoo! Iclejhone 
765W)tKI. 56
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe aulla available. No children nr
and laundry hookups. Lot Is fenced and I 
% landscaped with lawn, trees, shrubs I 
and curved walkway. Priced at $23,000 
with approximately $3,000 down pay­
ment. Telephone 763-3421 for appolnt- 
ment to view. tf
DIRECT BY OWNER - FIVE YEAR 
old, two bedroom up nnd down duplex, 
with attached double Hat roof carport, 
sundeck and half basement with laun­
dry hookups and storage. Suites Include 
fireplaces, .wall to wall carpet, four 
piece vanity baths. Situated on large 
landscaped lot In Hollywood Dell. Full 
price $30,500 with approximately $11,000 
down to 614% n.H.A. mortgage. Pay­
ments $185 P.I.T. May consider small 
second mortgage to reduce equity re­
quirement. For full particulars and 
appointment to view telephone 763-3421,
. - ■_____________if
HURRY AND PICK YOUR COLORS 
on this now three bedroom borne, fea­
turing a largo sundeck and patio 
doors, luxury broadloom In living room, 
hall and master bedrooms double win- 
down: roughed In plumbing In base- 
ment and qunllty built throughout. Ful) 
price la only >21,995 with Just >785 
down (with >1,000 B.C. grant) to nn 
814% NHA mortgage. For all the de­
tails please call Don Walllndcr al 763- 
6060 or Crestview Homes nt 763-3737.
' __________________ If
PRIVATE SALE. LOVELY TWO-YEAR, 
old home in Glenmore with nice view. 
Completely finished up and down., Liv­
ing room and dlnliu: room in lovely wall 
to wall shag wllh walnut feature wnll 
and flroplnco. Kitchen has ontlng nrons 
two huge bedrooms nnd bathroom. Itano- 
ment has rumpus room with fireplace, 
two bedrooms and bathroom, plus work­
shop. and laundry area. Also sundeck 
carport nnd landscaping. Full price >31,. 
IWO, .with cash to mortgage of npprnxl- 
mutely >16,000. Telephone 762-0801, 411
NEW W.K/ur^n.Er~fwo" HEI)- 
room house. Complete with carport, sun­
deck. roughed in basement plumbing, 
carpeting in living room nnd master 
bedroom. Excellent location only throe 
blocks from Holland town rentro s-oii 
price >20,8)0. We iilxo hove NHA houses 
In connlnictlon wllh low down payments 
llracmnr Constnuilon Lid. Iluil<i<>r« <n
10'acres for only $19,900. I also have a lovely 7.7 acre parcel 
for only $19,900. Both have good terms. Call Terri Mcckling 
at 763-6657 evenings, MLS.
Fred Kyle 5-8804 George Pliillipson 2-7974
Wilf Rutherford 3-5343
Kclowna: 483 Lawrence Avenue, 762-3713 
Rutland: Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
Large 4 br. home,
rsi uimmiiii
u i.l! av Atiant i: <>< uttu n hi. ino tn t>
hew, ullh full bi*-
hniwedutetj. N'« pH,, Itt* 1 H in «».n-.s*n n
pbee, 71A-D?!. U.jUl prr mii.v,h, TcUptaa. tl
4
7 ACRE ORCHARD: This ore 
chard has nn excellent pro­
duction record with 400 feet 
on blacktop rood and good 
view property for building 
sites. Asking price only 
$28,500 with good terms av­
ailable. Call Alan Elliot at 
or evenings at 3-7283. Mf,S.
2 on main floor, 2 upstairs; living room
with fireplace nnod bookcases, dining room with built-in 
cabinets, large kitchen, 1600 sq. ft., full basement, plaster 
throughout, hardwood floors and w/w, large front and back- 
porch. Excellent family home in pine treed setting, ’/j acre 
lot, Asking price 526,500 with low down payment.
Drive. 13 miles along Hwy. 33 E. from Rutland’s Four 
Corners. Turn left on Grcyslokes Rd. First house on left.
16. APTS. FOR RENT “
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT ON
•econd floor al 1157 per monthi ono 
bedroom »»lt<", ano per months all 
HtUilUH Included. Clone to Stupa Captl. 
No children, no pets. Hetlrrd couples
Apply Mr», Dunlop, bultn 1, 
ri'ih-1 Avrnun or telephone 
tl
pet«? Telephone 703-7231. If
Kelowna itlnco pjr.? 
Motel. 1 ch-phone 7<> 
o> <1 or ill 2610
< Al Ml I h < III S( I
(Mice 15-1 Metaon 
HhJ). I.vtnlngu 702.
II
NI Al HIM ll\|
765-7114 or 765-6237
1.7 ACRES COMMERCIAL: 
This property can bo used for 
motel, restaurant or service 
station. Approximately 100 
feet on Highway 97, North. 
Call Joe Slcslnger nt the of­







G. R. FunncJI, RJ. (B,C.)
<’OS nNFSTAL MKNOH. ROWVUFFR 
ime IhUnxim drlmn AUite avail* 
Able (nr ItnintdlRf* «)«•<'upfincy, WAU to 
<dip<t »IV. tiiuVrt’«'cr patk* 
1.11, UunAty (.u ilHlr«, rkvator, Hetir 
vd people prcfirmt Adults «mh No 
pUtt. Mua| be arm. Ttlephime
tf
isi iiiMMirn hh'ii iux’»M Aruu- 
ia crftidl IbriUtid SAI |xr month 
I jj uUldui <»
MM. t fl
K ii svc*Mnnr. o\t, nt niuxni 
I. I’.’A TMlllh. A| |4>
104, 17tl I’taduty Mccxl.
MIERWOOl) MANOR. ONE BEDROOM 
amir, quiet. lutuUs only, no 'Iri'*'
phono 76? «MI.
mo ri.n month. FtiiiNisiii: 
biirLrtor unite, nil utilities paid. Tel 




LMUiK. TWO nrbHOOM. HIIVATF 
basement sullff avalhhla October bt
i xxi mi: nrr. innr.r m okimhi
i>u*ld> ..site. st tin De-.Muhsr* A 
nun. Aifull* m»t>', no pet*
<>XT m mUMlM M 111' AI.UI.11 SON 
snwkcts, Ttkphcne 7f.t u
ihrrn brdroom home Irftlmlnit n double 
eari’ort. knceil anil lao(l»<ni>ei|, ji-, 
batiia, dmihlo fireplace, lirondloom In 
living room, hall and mnvter bedroom, 
double wlndowa. Ono lilock Io arhooj 
and country club. Terms can be or, 
ranged Io anil Imver, l'i<;<«n <u)l Crea,. 
view Homes, JiU 3,31; or Don Wullloitcr, 
7616Mi«. ;■)
WHY IIIINI? US TODAY ABOU I’
<>tir nrw luti hrdfeorn hnuta only tnirv 
utcn from downtn 11, Tiy ynur h>w, 
dfcviii payment I n I |*tlULMur | <>ti 
tiuldl CftnUt nt lion Ll<L T rlrphono J 
3240 or if
Monil.l; TI NT AMI HUIM H I’AIIK
h»»x f^t*. xthnvui* trierwr t a«y I 
Io handle i'ollv equipped aihI i I i.u1 I 
ItiHun for fM'-'h'' "O 1 ell Leo 
<( K»1»hi»lka Henliv l id . 11111
fell. T, Th. I






He a proud owner of thin recently completed FAMILY 
HOME. Top quality materials and workmanship. A 
three bedroom split-level on a large level lot, situated 
south of city limits, dove to lake and public beach. 
Features include a double carport, bathrooms, 








Modern three year old home - 
two bedrooma up, one down 
High benmed ceilings, wall to 
wall carpets, sundeck front and 
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. : KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST._ WESTBANK
"LOW PAYMENTS” — cute 2 bdrm, home in Westbank 
located on view lot and only 513,900.00. .Ask for Eva Gay 
768-5939 or 762-4919. AILS.
TRY YOUR DOWN PAYMENT — Large corner lot with 
3 bdrm older home and double carport in, area of all 
new homes. Low down payment will handle with balance 
as rent. Full price only $14,900.00. Please call Ralph 
Erdmann at off. or res. Winfield 766-2123 collect. AILS. ■ ■
FINE QUALITY — Loper built home on Pinecrest Lane. 
• 2 bdrms, up and 1 down; double windows; exotic juniper 
and birch wood panelling; 6%% mtge. at $141.00 p.m. r 
P.I.T. To view, caU Jess Coffey at off. or res. 762-7285. 
EXCL.
REDUCED FROM $12,900.00 TO $10,500.00. With a' little" 
time and expense, this could be a nice retirement home; 
close to downtown on nice sized lot. Please call Ralph 
Erdmann at off. or res. Winfield 766-2123 collect. AILS.
MISSION — ALMOST NEW 3 BDRMS. Double fireplace, 
full bsmt., carpet throughout, sundeck, carport. Large lot 
in good area. Price only $26,000.00 with large mtge.
- Please call Ralph Erdmann at off. or res. Winfield 766-2123 
jr collect. EXCL.
F WINFIELD — COMMERCIAL LOT, Beside post office, 
this could be ideal location for a small business with 
living quarters attached. Price only $5,000.00. Please call: 
Ralph Erdmann at off. or res. Winfield 766-2123 collect. 
MLS.
WINFIELD SUBDIVISION — Close to shopping, schools 
and industry, good garden soil, .creek. For details, call 
Maryin Dick at off. or 765-6477. MLS.
COMMERCIAL BLDG. IN BUSY SOUTHGATE AREA.
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
ZONED — INDUSTRIAL — REVENUE HOME 
Large city home near sports area and postal depot com­
plete with fully completed upstairs suite renting at $95 
per’month. Oil heat, large living room, dining room and • 
3 bdrms. 1350 sq. ft. bsmt. Fruit trees. Built-in china 
cabinet, adds charm to this older home. 50 x 146 lot. 
Ample storage in house and outside sheds. . Only $6,900 
down on full price: of $22,900. Drive past 1123 St. Paul 
and make your offer to absentee Vendor through Orlando 
Ungaro at 2-5030 or 3-4320- evgs. MLS.
VERY SPECIAL! CLOSE-IN
A "one” owner 2 bdrm, bungalow in PERFECT condi­
tion, most suitable for a fussy small family or retired 
couple. Situated just off Abbott, close to downtown, lake 
and park! (M.L.S.). $21,950. For details, please phone 
Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. at. 2-3895.
UNBELIE ABLE! ONLY $21,950!
A.’BRAND new’, 2 bdrm, home with a fantastic view of 
the Lake and mtsd Glass sliding door leading to? covered 
wrap-around sundeck, eating area in attractive kitchen, 
many closets; quality carpeting and bsmt suitable/or a 
suite. “OPEN *K) OFFERS! J!”. Truly a bargain! To view, 
please call me Olivia Worsfold at £-5030, or evgs. at 
3-4320. MLS. .
Lupton Agencies ltd
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
14-ACRES TREED LAND - WESTBANK
Less than a mile south of the village, on Gellatly Road, 
this property makes a first class investment holding. The 
full price? $23,800, terms. MLS. CaU Dudley Pritchard 
762-4400, evenings 768-5550.
BEGER CONSTRUCTION LTD.
■■■■_: ■' ■. ' offers you , ■ '■'•■■■'/'
QUALITY BUILT 3 BR. NHA HOME In Kelowna, 
956 Tronson Drive. I
2. BR HOME in Rutland on Dudgeon Road. ■■
Both homes have full basement, w/’w carpet and many extras, s
.ALSO HAVE LOTS FOR CUSTOM BUILT HOMES. 
For further information or to view phone 
’ 764-4001
JUST COMPLETED - NEW HOME
Ready for you NOW — 3 bedrooms plus den or 4th bed­
room plus fully finished family room. Eating area in kit­
chen, separate L-shaped living foom/dining room. 5-piece 
main bath/ 2 half baths, including ensuite. Paved drive­
way, outstanding Lakeview Heights lots. Asking $34,900 
with only $3,725 down to qualified purchaser. Call Don 
McConachie at 762-4400 or 768-5995 evenings. MIS.
JABS DISPLAY
OF HOMES
T, F, S ttj
Approx. 5760 sq. ft. presents'many possibilities, 
open to offers! Contact Marvin Dick at 765-6477 




.MUST BE SOLD! Ill health forces the sale of this per­
fect retirement home. Complete with panoramic view,
; for the low, low price of $21,000. For more details, please 
phone Luella Currie at 2-5030, _or. evgs. at 8-5628. MLS. ’
TIRED OF APARTMENT LIVING?
' Didn't you come to the Okanagan for the scenery as well 
as the mild winters? Well we can’t predict the weather, 
but the scenery is always here. So why not see this 
quality-built home with a gorgeous view. Even the drive­
way is ideal for the fussiest couple. For more informa­
tion,/phone Jean Acres at 2-5030, or evgs. at 3-2927; MLS.
Lund & Warren
Realty Ltd
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932





Hwy. 97 South. Large near-new family home (5 bdrms.), 
triple plumbing, 2 fireplaces. Master Construction, Appeal­
ing design, unique addition,, luxury workshop- with over­
head doors; might be studio, suite, etc. Reduced to $37,900 
. and well worth your viewing. Exclusive with Dick Steele, 
768-5480.
H m \/ F P realtyS I \<x J V I” |\ 426 Bernard Avenue
-■ •• •/■■■<> 762-5030
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A HOME WITH VIEW?
You can’t find a better view in the Okanagan. 4 Bedroom 
family home on ’/z acre of land in Lakeview Heights. It9 
baths, recreation room and many, many extras. Double 
gafage. Superb landscaping, with courtyard and fish 
pond. Priced at $38,500. Be sure to see this one. For fur- 
’ ther information, contact Erik Lund, days, 3-4932 or even­
ings, 2-3486. MLS.
CHERRY CRESC. EAST. REDUCED TO $28,900 
Large 7. year old bung, located on a quiet Bay near Dr. 
Knox School. 6 rooms for the owner plus a 2 Br. suite in 
the basement rented at $140.00. Lovely home with a bit-of 




40 homes under construction. 
Choose your home while the 
selection is good. All homes 
NHA at-8%% interest. Prices 
start at $20,850.00 and down 
payments. start at $1,054.00. 
All homes have full base­
ments and are carpeted in 
LR, DR and MBR. Complete 
with -storm windows and 
screens upstairs.
OPEN MONDAY TO 
SATURDAY from
. 2:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
JABS
CONSTRUCTION Ltd.
1975 Harvey. Ave. 
Office: 762-0928 
- Eves.: 762-3465 - 764-4737
tf
R “ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!” 
“BANKRUPTCY SALE!”
This RUTLAND home is now in the hands of a “TRUS­
TEE” and must be DISPOSED OF. 2 bdrms, upstairs; L 
shaped LR and DR with shag carpet. SLIDING GLASS 
DOORS from D/R to sundeck. There are 2 more bed­
rooms and a second bathroom professionally finished in 
. full basement. This home is on city sewer and water;
there is: an existing 1st mortgage of approximately $17,900 
and the payment is $169 P.I.T. Full asking price is now 
$22,900. “BUT TRY YOUR OFFER!” Please call Cliff' 
Wilson at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-2958 for further 
details. MLS.
Midvalley Realty
TRIPLEX — Located in the heart of Rutland.: Only 1 
block from Shoppers’ Village, shopping centre. An excel­
lent investment which shows good returns.. Priced at 
$37,900.00 with terms. For more information call Mid­
valley Realty Ltd., 765-7704. MLS.
THE KEY. Fabulous is the key. for this custom-built 2 
storey duplex on a large lot and situated in the heart of 
Rutland. 2 bedroom units, with wall to wall carpet in the
living room. Deluxe modern eat-in kitchens and separate 
laundry rooms. Carports, sundecks, etc. Priced at only 
............... “ " --------- " '■ 765-7704,
• Austin Warren 
2-4838 .




sion, Webber Rd., Westbank, 
B.C. Serviced, view, trees, 
low d own payment, low 
monthlypayments.
E-X-P-A-N-D •— To one point one of an acre in the 
Mission, if you’re tired of small confining lots. You 
Shouldn’t pass up this opportunity to let the kids have that 
horse or the big dog. Call Roy to view or, if you’d rather, 




FULL PRICE $6800.00 
Beautiful large level build- i 
ing lot in good area, 100 ft. 
frontage on paved road and 
54 ft. frontage on a lagoon 
which is attached to Oka­
nagan Lake. Most city ser­
vices available. Act quick­
ly at this price./For more in­
formation plcasb call Eric 
Hughes at the office . or 




Ray Ashton .......: 769-4418
MONTREAL TRUST
262 Bernard 762-5038
BY OWNER EXECUTIVE HOM&. 
with every built-in convenience; Witt 
take beat offer. Must leave province for 
business reasons. Telephone 769-4171.
v:' <
22. PROPERTY WANTED
WANTED. TEN TO TWENTY ACHES: 
raw or bush land on crock within ten’' 
miles of Kelowna, age or condition o! 
home not important. Reasonably priced 
fnr family, private. Request, no agents 
please. Telephone 765-6198. 49'
Your Message Reaches
I OVER 40,000 READERS ■ ’
I '".-■■DAILY'
l-—■'■■ . ;' ■’ ........... '
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
“$7000 EACH”
“LOTS” — with "LAKEVIEW” "PINE TREES” “VLA 
size” “TERMS”. Please call Mel Russell at 762-3146, evgs. 
and wknds. 769-4409. MLS.
“ABSENTEE OWNER — MUST BE SOLD!” 
One of the most beautiful family homes in Kelowna. 
Large and roomy, close to schools and downtown shop­
ping.'Only 3 years old. Professionally landscaped. Vendor 
asking $40,000. For more information on this listing 
please give me a call, Dale Brooks 762-3146, evgs. and 
wknds. 764-7338. MLS.
FOURPLEX— RUTLAND
Ideally located '.fourplex close to shopping centre. Each 
unit has 3 bdrms, and 1’4 baths. Nicely landscaped lot. 
Asking $49,900 — with good terms available. MLS. Please 
call Ed Scholl at> 762-3146, evgs, and wknds. 762-0719.
. . COMMERCIAL BUILDING WITH
• v LARGE LIVING QUARTERS
If you want to go into meat and delicatessen business, 
(his would , be it, but building would also lend itself to 
whatever you have in mind. Attractively priced for 
quick sale. For full information call Harry Rist at 762-3146, 
evgs. and wknds,‘764-7221. MLS. •
$33,900.00 with terms. Call Midvalley Realty: 
MLS.
BEST AREA IN ‘RUTLAND. We invite you to 
beautiful 4 bedroom home in the best area in
buy this 
Rutland.
You’ll have a spacious sundeck, big carport, western 
family room with fireplace. Tasteful decor, throughout 
large living room, dining room and kitchen. Priced to 
sell at $29,900.00. For more -details caU Midvalley Realty 
765-7704. MLS.
HONEY OF A HOME IN HOLLYWOOD DELL. Just 
3 years old with beautiful landscaping. Huge, rustic fin­
ish rec. room. Two large bedrooms. This home is priced 
to move at $22,900.00. To view call Midvalley Realty Ltd.; 
765-7704. MLS.
Sam Pearson____762-7607
Ken Alpaugh .... 762-6558
Gordon Davis - 765-7436
Oiio Graf ..
Al. Horning 765-5090





543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-3146
LOOKING FOR CITY BUILDING LOTS 
Underground wiring, cable TV, city sewer, close to . 
schools, on a quiet street — good terms available — 
$8,200.00 to $8,500.00, .
EUCLID ROAD
Single dwelling and Duplex lots, priced to sell — close to 
schools, beautiful top soil, makes landscaping a plea­
sure — domestic natural gas -r- paved roads.
Terms. MLS. ( ,1
I:......... '’ 7 , ‘ 1
w
.CLOSE TO SCHOOLS AND SHOPPING — A solid three' 
bedroom house with a full basement. Imaginatively re­
modelled downstairs with W/W carpet in the LR and 
master Bdr. Situated on a , large corner lot with lovely , 
shade trees. Call Betty Elian 9-4397 eves, or 2-5544 days. 
Exclu.
PARKLIKE LOCATION — 3 BR home on a quiet street 
in the , city. Large DR, kitchen with eating area. Gas, 
furnace. Garage. Asking price with terms $19,500. Call 
George Silvester 2-3516 eves, or 2-5544 days, MLS.
DRASTICALLY REDUCED - Exceptionally well built 
.home with partially finished suite in basement, extra 
। storage above carport, 2 BRs up with LR, DR, Kitchen 
and utility room on main floor. Price reduced by $3,400. 
Call John Walker 8-5632 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
AN EXECUTIVE FAMILY 'HOME — 1288 sq. ft. in Glen- 
more, 4 BRs, 2 fireplaces, finished throughout by cabinet 
maker owner, must be seen to appreciate fine workman­
ship. Will trade for acreage. Call Mike Chcpeguik 4-7264 
eves, or 2-5544. MLS.1
COMMERCIAL SITE - 160 ft. frontage on Ellis St. suit­
able for small business, office block, etc.
POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL SITES. Almost 200 ft. of 
frontage on a desirable busy city street. Call Lloyd Bloom* 
field 2-3089 eves, or 2-5544’days. Exclusive.
W
551 Bernard Ave LTD. 2-5544
INVEST IN A SOUND REVENUE DUPLEX
This 2 yr, old up and down duplex is In excellent condi­
tion, priced at only $26,500.00 with a low down payment, 
there are no tenant problems here. Ownin’ will accept an 
older Kelowna home in trade.
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C.
Jack Sassevillc 3-5257 Ruth Young 3-6758
John Drledgcr 2-8939
LTD.
"ESTABLISHED IN HW2" 
364 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127
Ken Stevenson .





George Martin .. . 7111-7766 
Hanoi Tavvcs    76J-2488 
Ciiil Brle.se..........763-2257
OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY, SEPT. 23, 1972; SUNDAY, SEPT. 24, 1972 
1 - 4 P.M.
BUY DIRECT AND SAVE
959 TRONSON DR.
This 1,250 sq. ft. home, 3 BR, 1’9 baths, very large living 
room and dining. Shag carpet In LR, DR nnd BR. Double 
fireplace, china cabinet In DR, Iftrgc covered sundeck nnd 
carport. Beautiful view.
D.P. $5,950 F.P. $31,200
KELOWNA SELECT, HOMES
Ph. 765-5791 — 76.4-6S74
52
RANCHETTES WITH A VIEW
S1.W0 AN ACHE
IhnliMiking Oknit.igan at <»k,.i1.ip.:n (Vuh.■. Com­
plete with loads. In I(> am’ to i’n mrc )..ot<-l,-. (jocatni
In the jties, Plan now for 
or even a petmanent home 
tag atiuLgeU.
a Minitnrr home. a hldcawuy 
with counitv setting. Financ-
BY OWNER
.Three year old two bedroom cedar home, three rooms 
downstairs, plus laundry area. Electric heat, air condi­
tioned, double window’., large fenced in corner lot in Rut­
land.
FULL PRICE ONLY $18,50011
McKinnon REALTY LTD. 1l;t l l'HONF. 765-7879. NO AGENTS, PLEASE
frt view office 7l’, 77H 
HIGHWAY
>i !■ n-v 7f/> Till 
"G, RUIIAM)
IB
1 Kin SALE A NEW TWO RKOBOOM 
' feme, (>> KAtirr, |hri>u<h




iwo nrnnoaM irouir.’ fi’m/base 
ti.ri-l. kill! In nni m.-l 1*1.10-. Ulr 
*h re rroprtct nt
innrift It.’t <>
DREAM KITCHEN — The lady of the house will, fall in 
love with this room where she spends much of her time.- 
It has cupboard space galore, built in range, and a large 
dinette-family room adjacent to it, making it easy to keep 
an eye on the “little ones”. With its three bedrooms and 
full bailment, it is truly a family home. Asking $34,900. To 
view call Hugh Mervyn at 3-4343 or 2-4872. MLS.
HUGE!! Rambling bungalow. Over 1600 sq. ft. on one 
floor. 12 x 10’6” Dining room, 20’6” x 14’ Living room 
with fireplace. Full ensuite bath. Situated .in Kelowna 
close to schools and the golf course. CALL DENNIS at
.3-4343 or 4-7581 evenings. MLS. ;
Murray Wilson 4-4047 Jim Barton 4-4878
Lakeland
1561 Pandosy St. 763-4343
Trading Dollars Unlimited
WE C0-0PERATE3VITH ALL BROKERS
CITY CENTRE REVENUE— 
4 self-contained suites, no 
vacancy. Spacious l a n d- 
scaped lot, triple garage, 
gross $400.00 per month, Cor­
ner of Richter and Saucier. 
Drive by and phone for ap­
pointment, office 763-7900, 
Abi-Gail Young res. 764-4201, 
Elaine Johnson res. 765-8352. 
NRS.
VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY 
—Lovely home on a quiet 
cul de sac in Rutland with 
two bedrooms up and one 
down. Lots of living and stor­
age space. Must be seen to 
see all features. Call Frank 
Buckland 765-7203 or 763-7900.
Block Bros.
REALTY LTD.
SUMMER COTTAGE, WOOD LAKE - 
Start planning, for an enjoyable summer, 
next year. Terrific little cottage with 
two bedrooms, living room, kitchen and 
bathroom. - On a well treed lot with 80’ 
of safe, sandy, beqch. Offered at $20,- 
000.00. Terms considered, For ■ more de­
tails, call Erik Lund, days, 763-4932 or 
evenings, 762-3486. MLS. Lund ■ and 
Warren Really Ltd., 446 Bernard Ave;, 
Kelowna, B.C. . 48
Modern six suite apartment 
block, with ^luxurious living quarters. 
Situated very close-in. Never a vacancy! 
Absentee owner.' May consider home >n 
part trade. Open to offers. For details, 
please telephone me Olivia Worsfold at 
762-5030 days, or evenings at 762-3895. 
Hoover Realty Ltd. MLS. •
48, 50, 53, 57, 59, 62, 65, 68, 71, 73, 77
FOR AN OUTSTANDING DEAL, 
check this one! Near new duplex in 
quiet Rutland area, close , to school and I 
shopping, - Take over hrst mortgage, ': 
balance of $10,400 cash or what have I 
you to trade? mobile home, car, etc., 
or will take down payment of $3,000 
and arrange second mortgage on bal­
ance. Telephone 765-6141 evenings, tf
REDUCED $1,500 FOR QUICK SALE- 
Thls wcU kept three bedroom home on 
a large, perfectly landscaped lot with 
all city services. Two fireplaces; full 
basement. Close to schools and shopping. 
A real good buy. Telephone Marty at 
762-2251 or 763-4144, Apple Valley Realty 
Lid. MLS, ■ 48
BY OWNER — 114 ACRES SURROUND- 
ed by trees. ■ Large three bedroom 
home with family room, living room, 
1M> baths. Immaculate condition. Now 
double garage. Just past Caramillo 
Heights on Clifton Road. Telephone 762^ 
3424. ' 50
BY OWNER: REVENUE HOME! FOUR 
bedrooms, fthree up, one down) plus 
one bedroom self, contained suite in 
basement. Carport, double garhgc—fin­
ished, insulated and. heated. Mortgage 
71V;;,. 2264 Aberdeen Street. tf
$16,500 - HOME NEAR HOSPITAL, 
schools. - Immediate occupancy. $1,00o 
down, $150 monthly P.I.T. Trude accept­
ed: 835 Burne Avenue. Telephone 76.1- 
4201. ' , • 53
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME, FULLY 
carpeted, walnut cupboards, utility, car­
port, sundeck. $17,900. No Saturday 




2:offic'es and reception area 
air conditioned
— wall to wall carpet
— inset lighting
— all utilities except light and 
telephone included ,■
— downtown Pandosy Street






536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
Regatta City
REALTY LTD.
EXECUTIVE HOME — This 2 yr. home only >9 block 
from lake. Close to shopping. Completely finished 
up and down. Best of materials. 3 bathrooms, rec. 
room, appliances and many other features included 
in price. Owner will take trades. For further details 
nnd to view call Bert Badko, office 2-2739 or eve. 
3-1)497, MLS.
CHOICE BUSINESS LOCATION - Facing 3 streets - 
full block width. Terrific site for modern motel, 
offices, sales centre, etc. Don’t miss i»ut on this ideal 
setting. Call for all details, Norm Yaeger office 2-2739 
or eve, 2-3574. EXC.
Hili Trcthcwcy 7(16-2970 (collect I Frank Pctkati 3-4228
’ Bill POelz.i'i’ 2-3319





ON SARSONS RD., JUST YARDS FROM THE LAKE 
AND REACH,
Beautiful 3 bedroom sph 1-h‘Vt l hoinv with itu |>oi t, patio, fire­
place, 2 balh.i, finished rec room and hiuudiy, double r.laJi-d 
window* phi* many more fentmea,
I art is beautifully landscaped will! double paved driveway. 
Will lie teadv for occupancy by September 1.
I-ULI. PRICE $33,00000 
HUY IT FOR CASH OR ON TERMS.
Phone JABS CONSTRUCTION - 762-0928
r.VKNINC.S 761-17.17 or 762-3465
48
iiA im i’»iT.‘ UM' Bfn'rK FttnM.THnrr nnnwiM i«w., rtxwr in 
liindM'iipril, Irtiil tier*. IliTh/rii not th end. near Im* *<hrx»i. Nicelv 
nr ntarttl olftr. 4&V) <>r I Unrt*r*ped un.faX). Cl lUy Avtnue
;n mi
I AHI.I Hl lllilM
tf| l.-kphor.. 7CJ2CI 
n.! nv ow m it i
», lekf
ii a t i
ii j ,<
WOOD LAKE HOAD. WINFIELD, 
three bedroom home, close to, lake, 
school and store. Excellent condition, 
Good Jove! lot. $13,000 «ull price. Own­
er. 766-2197. tl
THREE BEDROOM, NwFbASEMENT, 
home, close Io grade school* and chop­
ping. 8% mortgage, $4,500 will handle. 
Seven days occupancy. Telephone 762- 
3518 between 5-7 p.m. 50
TWO ilEDROOM DUPLEX - RENTklL 
Full basement, carpeted, carpnrtx, land, 
acnpeil. Full prlco $28,700. Telephone 
765-6514 or 765-6018, No Saturday calle 
pleaae, tl
TlTlti:i~B^ 
completely renovated, gait heat. Good 
tncntlnn. Several Irull Ireen. good roll, 
fully fenced. Garage. Caah, 1333 lllrhler 
Sheet, 48
two Bt:i>R<mt™ii^ 
or rent at 611 Buy Avenue and one nt 
2473 I’andnay Street with luriillm'., 
Telephone 763-4150, 53
FUHNIsilED CARIN WITif HHKPI.’aCE 
nt Glen I.nkc. Gomi hunting anti flhhlnii. 
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g.n MhMon. Hank llnnnrlng nvallaliln. 
Asking »M50. Trlephnnn 763-ti344. 51
HOUSE FOlTkali: Olt“ KENT. <>vi:h- 
Imiklng Okanagan Luke. Avml.tlik Oct- 
nlicr 1st. Fur pailleuliiia, Irli-phuni' 
7f>.'i-740!), U>
ONE HF.nnOOM HOUSE WITH GAIL 







houia on M. Pmil st., half * id<,<6
from Btrnaril Airniu-, Trkphunr 71.7 
4B25 aftrr 4:00 pin
( HAIIMING TOO lU.DItOOM 
valril hoiiie U'|ih (lltiinu ii»ntn, ( 
rvrrylhlng, lull prirr IP.oho 





oM. Aim; or bi.auiih’i. pim s 
on p*vr<1 road In East Kelowna, Tele-
phone 7i.J--tr.-ni 4tt
lor ma kali:, Woodlawn miiiii
hrhitwm, 'If h|<h(ui«t u
NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE |
Plaza, commercial, retail and olficq 
apace. 600 square foot to 1450 square-, 
foot areas available. Rents from $20% 
to $350 per. month. Apply Argus Indiisj..’, 
tries Ltd., Northgate Plaza1 or telephone,' 
763-2732. . \ U„ .
COMMERCIAL OR OFFICE SPACI?
to rent—facing Highway 33 • or Valley1" . 
view Road.' Can divide space to suit 
square footage needed. Telephone Mid*-, 
valley Realty 765-7704. Ask for Mri- 
Patterson. 50;.
DOWNTOWN KELOWNA, MAIN FLOOR’ 
office space for rent, 2,000. or 1,000 
square feet, includes private parking ' ■ 
space, Newly renovated- and air con* 
ditioned, Pandosy Street. Telephone R.
G. Phelps. 762-5434. . tf
PRIME WAREHOUSE SPACE FOR
I vent or lease; largo rooms', nnrl high 
ceilings. Also some office space, Uor- 
mcrly Westbank Co-Op building). Tele- 
phone 762-53911. T, Th, S, 52
CAPRI AREA - 600 SQ. FT NICELY 
arranged (three office*) air conditioned, . 
fully carpeted,, drapes. $200 per month... 
Call Md llussnll 762-3146 or 769-4409. tf 
BOAT STORAGE SPACE. SUITABLE, 
for largo or am nil boats. Telcnhone 762*1 
5398. . ; ‘ . T, Th, S. 52'*1
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES^
WE HAVE a wholesale business,'^ 
all , cash accounts, growing by“ 
leaps and bounds. Wo need a 
dependable associate in your 
area with $909 minimum to in­
vest in equipment and inventory,., 
which will turn over about twoi 
times monthly. Income potential, 
exceptionally high. All inquiries^ 
strictly confidential and should^ ,’ 




Freeze Dried1'Products Division^' 
3815 Montrose Blvd., Suite 1201
Houston, Texas 77008 ‘
' 54 X 1
seven Cabins, F0URPLEX~ANn n' 
well-kept two bedrnnni homo (with, , 
Ilabliy Shop) used lor living qiinrterv 
Income $855 per monlli. For details, 
please telephone me, Olivia Worsfold at, 
7M-3IW5 evening* or 762-5D30 Plllee.’", 
Hoover Really Ltd. MLS.
48, 52, 55, 59, til, 84, 67. 72. 7« ’ 
(LOTlilNG ‘STORE'-- LOCATED ON 1 
Bernard Avenue, Kelowna, B.C. Good । - 
lease. $l5,(i(W.oa down will handle. All ■ 
llxlunvi Included, ( all Orlando llngaro '■ 
at Hoover Realty Ltd, Telephone 762- : 
StflO er 763 4320 evenings. Exclusive. ,
■ .47 
iiESTAuiiANr i-tni “sale.roS'iTor 
the busiest and best tn (own. Reason — , 
retiring. Includes building pn<1 llsluiea, 1 
lias lievetag* llegntr. Apply Box A- 
8113. The Kelowna Dally Courier. Will I 
answer alt Inquiries, tf t
ITtA.\Cill,SE - - DOLLAR A DAY , 
lltni A ( ar System. I nst mowing । 
ncross (.'anuria. Apply IIMMO Columbia , 
SI . New Westminster. II <’. :
T, W, 'll), !.O , 
( OMMElit IAL P II O P E II TV I (III ’ 
lease on highway 91 nuitli .uijaur squsie 
(eel <il lerii-ed rural .1,0 sqiinra feet 
of office area. Telephone 765-7585. It ' 
WORKING (Oil'Ll. IIAIE »(o,no<) 
Io »nesl in hole), nmlei <n sliaro In * 





The only one in town of Nnkusp, B.C. on bcnuliful Arrow 
Lakes, Neiuest compctiiion 100 rnil<*:>. .Showing goid profit 
picture anil exceptional jiolcntial lor growth.
If you are looking for a bunincii'i that will ptovidc you with 
a romfoitable living plus the quiet, eaiy-going life of a 
town that is yet un,>qwiled bv the |>>piil,‘ilh)ii explosion, then 
this Is IV, Fhldiig nnd hunting uiiexi’elleik at your dour step,
$30,000.00 WILL HANDLE.
PETER MAKAR, BOX 237, NAKUSP, B.C.
‘ . 52
k
|^GE2» KELOWNA DAILY COUBIEB, TUES., SEPT. 28. ISll 32. WANTED TO BUY 3B. EMPLOY. WANTED 42. AUTOS FOR SALS 44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
mESTOBS - IS PER YELE 
iaLdows payment tf SIJW) — 
at sai Taylor Road, fall
' BalaiK* at M Str eeuL Telephone 764-
W
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
29> ARTICLES FOR SALE
KENMORE WASHER-SPIN DRYES IN 
good working order? $73. Telephone 7®- 
3905 after 3:00 p-m._________________50
14 FOOT CEDAR STRIP CANOE- ONE 
pair tf skis. Kneisel White Stan. Tele- 
tfmoe 785-7OM._________, ___ 51
OLDER FOUR PIECE SECTIONAL, 
btie-a-bed. helmet. ■ Telephone 765-9096.'
x SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
itemi.
WANTED: FINISHING CARPENTER 
work.: Wilf contract interior finishing of 
new houses.: Also wiU ouild basement
room*. Telephone 765-6790. tf
J
Phone us first at 762-5599 ' 
& J NEW. USED GOODS 
and ANTIQUES
1322 Ellis SV
EXPERIENCED CARPENTERS. GOOD 
workmanship. Finishing work specialty. 
By hour or contract. Telephone Dan.
1963 RAMBLER CLASSIC FOUR DOOR 
xedan. radio. Hock heater. Licenced 
and in running condition. What, otters? 
Telephone-765-803t after- 6:00 p.m. 50
1968 TOYOTA CORONA IN EXCELLENT 
condition, one owner. Best offer. Tele-
1967 I.H.C., 1200. 4x4 PICKUP. V-3. 
four speed. 54M0 miles, $L5OO. Tele- 
Phone 763’6653. ' : 53
765-7175; Bill 765-6857. 50
phone 763-3424. 53
1962 CHEV PICKUP. SIX CYLINDER, 
excellent condition. $695. Tdephcne 765- 
8779. " SO
•i'^RESH VEGETABLES
Sweet Com, Field Tomatoes and 
■Cucumbers, Peaches (Free­
stones), Pears, Prunes and Mac 
’Apples. Dry Apple Wood. Apply
WHITE REFRIGERATOR AND ELEC- 
tric stove, both U good wotting 'con­




BEDSPREADS. FOR TWIN BEDS, 
chenille, all white, like new. . Telephone 
763-5455. 5°
GJE. ELECTRIC RANGE 24’’ GOOD 
Condition, $65. Telephone ■■ TtMfSB or 
Brian at 762-42M. 50
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA’S 
leading ochooL Free brochure; National 
College (B.C), 446 Robson St. Vancou.
ver 688-4913. . tf
PIANO AND ORGAN LESSONS BY Ex­
perienced teacher. Telephone 762-0773 tf
. Hwy. 97 N. or S.
tf
POWERFUL U.S. MARINE TRANS- 
milting and receiving set in top. shape. 
Telephone 765-6753. 4$
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
WILL SKIRT MOBILE HOMES. BUILD 
parches, steps, extensions, and sun­
decks. Telephone . Les at 765-8224 or
1970 TOYOTA MARK II HARDTOP. LOW 
mileage, excellent condition. Telephone 
766-2122 (Winfield) alter 6 p.m. tf
1967 DODGE LONG BOX HALF TON. 
Foor speed wjth radio, good condition. 
$900. Telephone 762-3047. 50
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
1^69 1TX56' COMMODORE MnwiiS 
home. : Two bedroom, custom furnish­
ings. avocado appliances, complete with 
screened-In veranf h and storeroom. 
Carpeted throughout. Set : up in Hia­
watha Park. Telephone 7624298 for 
appointment to view. : 33
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
NEW IT x 63* DIPLOMAT. THREE 
beifrooms. WiU sell furnished or u- 
furnished. Located at Lot 6 In Antler 
Beach. Telephone Peadfland. 767-2806. 53
Dous at 765-8202. 48
WILL BABYSIT. INFANTS OR PRE- 
scboolers. in my home in Rutland. Mat- 
day through Friday, days only. Tele-
1969 OLDSMOB.ILE 442. GOOD CONDI- 
tioa throughout, best: offer takes. Tele-
1970 HALF. TON V-8 AUTOMATIC, 
very good condition, will consider trade.
phone 765-8820. 53
WILL DO TYPING — ALL TYPES OF 
correspondence,-manuscripts, etc. in my
home. Telephone Sally 768-5901. 49
DRESSMAKING. ALTERATIONS AND 
hemming. 305A Prior Road, Rutland,
Telephone 765-8956. tf
phone 768-5053 after 5 p.m. tf
Telephone 784-4639. 48
WRECKING WILLYS CJ2A JEEP. ALSO 
have Mercedes Benx diesel engine. Tele­
phone 763-2247. ■ 51
1968 ACADIAN SUPER SPORT, 350 
.standard very good condition. Telephone 
765-9173.' 49
1972 CUSTOM FORD ICO. 302. V-8. Au­
tomatic with camper nook-up. radio. 
6,000 miles. Telephone 765-6083. : 48
1957 LAND HOVER. $500 OR BEST
offer. Telephone 765-8333. 49
1970 FORD ONE TON. FLAT DECK. 8*
COME IN AND SEE THE AMBASSA- 
dor. Diplomat. Statesman and Em­
bassy mobile homes. Especially designed 
for air conditioning. On display. BuUt 
locally by Borneo Industries Ltd. Tele­
phone 763-2118. Commonwealth - Mobile 
Homes, 1713 Harvey Avenue. tf
1973 NEW CAMPER AND TRUCK FOR 
sale. Valued ' at $8,600. will sell tor 
$7,000. Tb view apply 920 Eagle Drive.
telephone 763-6031.
"MAC’ APPLES, $1J9 PER APPLE 
144’ trite* down Hollywood Road, 
past Quigley school, first bouse alter 
uji turn of Hollywood-Road. Bring cob- 
’talBers. Telephone 765-6029 noon and 
; after 6 p-m. ______________
'APPLES. MAC AND SPARTAN, PICK 
yogr own at 5c per pound Turn at 
Grass ? Shack across; bridge from Kel- 
•lWna. 244 mites to end of road at Casa 
Lnma Resort. tf
MEDIUM SIZE COLDSPOT REFRIG- 
erator, under warranty. Telephone 768-
5615. 6a
LARGE WOOD FURNACE. TELE- 
phone 768-5256. 50
WINE HIDE-A-BED IN GOOD CONDI- 
tfon. $63.00. . Telephone 762-0100.?. : 50
THE" BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
righto act ? prohibits ; any ? advertlse- 
meut that discriminates against any 
person or any : class - of - person be­
cause of : race, religion, color, na- 
Uonality. ancestry.; place of origin ■ or 
against anyone because of age be­
tween 44 and 65 years unless the dis­
crimination Is justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work Involved -
WILL BABYSIT WEEKDAYS CHILD 
two years and over in my home. Tele-
1970 VOLKSWAGEN, ONE OWNER, 
low mileage, $1950.; Clean. Telephone 
768-5965. 48
x . 12’. Telephone 765-8358. tf
FOR SALE OR RENT. COUNTRY ES­
tate. deluxe 12*x64* mobile home.' Par­
tially furnished in excellent * condition; 
Three bedrooms, fully skirted, attached 
porch. Telephone 769^4189 after 6 p.m. 
51
CAMPER— — FULLY WIRED. WITH 
bed. closet space, cupboards and fold 
away -table. Ideal, for hunting, etc. 
Asking $400. Telephone 765-7150. 48
8* X 28* NOBILE HOME FOR SALE, 
best offer, trades accepted. Telephone
763-7232. tf
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE- 
shore Road. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone
phone 763-6232. 51
COLLECTOR'S ITEM — 1954 DESOTO. 
318 Hemi motor, in A-l condiUon.Tele-
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
ROLL-AWAY COT IN GOOD CONDIT-
ion. 115. Telephone 763-6620; 53
WILL DO CARPENTER AND CEMENT
work. Telephone 762-6494. 53
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
phone 762-6447. 48
8*x33* TRAILER WITH GAS RANGE, 
stove and furnace. Sacrificing at $2JXX>. 
May be viewed at Chevron Service Sta­
tion. corner Lakeshore and KLO Road.
. H
763-2878 tf
1971 NORTHWEST MOBILE HOME. 
$1,000 down, take over payments. Tele­
phone 765-9517 after 6 p.m. 58
1965 PONTIAC PARISIENNE CUSTOM 
sports. $900 Telephone 764-4700. tf
’SfAC 'APPLES LN LAK E VI E W 
' 'I’eights. Turn left at Shell Station
‘'(Hwy 97S) onto Boucherie Road. Drive 
mie mile. N. Toevs Orchards, 769-4108 
In/xxi-l p.m.  tf
BABY CRIB WITH MATTRESS, $1£ 
Stroller. $10. Telephone > 762-0461. .. 50
POSTS AND NAILS. ANY SIZE OR
length. Telephone 765-6804. 54
ANJOU PEARS. MAC APPLES. SPAR- 
tea and Red Delicious. Please bring your 
■ pirn containers. Telephone 762-7466 or 
‘762-2121.  , »
29A. MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENTS
PROFESSIONAL'SALES CAREER; THE 
Manufacturer. Life is seeking someone 
for a'full time professional sales ca­
reer. Unlimited ..earning potential with 
a guaranteed starting income of up to 
$1,000 a • month. Pension plan, ■. group life 
and disability , coverage. Complete train­
ing in personal and business • financial 
planning. Sales experience preferred but 
not a requirement Call Mr. Krausert
REGISTERED D O B E R M A N PIN- 
schers. Superb pups by Miro Prince 
out* of Countess Salome of Reaor. 
Papers, shots, tattoos, fully weaned.
42A. MOTORCYCLES
CLEARANCE
ATTENTION SPORTSMEN! 14* PLAY- 
cat travel trailer. 1973 model. Heater, 
stove, link, propane electric refrigera­
tor. Sleeps six. asking price'$2,500. Tele-
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
phone 763-7692. - 51
MOVING OUT. 1514* SANGSTER FIBRE, 
glass boat; full"floatation deep-vee hull. 
55 b.p. Evlnrudo motor, many acces­
sories. . Excellent condition. 768-5700.
Telephone 765-6972 or 762-8183. 53
CLEAN STOCK. 1971 YAMAHA, 650 
XSIB. Low mileage and in good shape. 
Trades considered. Telephone 763-3324 
after 6 p.m. . . 48
OF DISCONTINUED LINES
NO MONEY, JUST TWO GOOD HOMES 
for two,' neutered, male, white; toy 
poodles, registered. Telephone 763-7334
after 6:00 p.m. 49
1970 YAMAHA 90 ENDURO, LOW 
mileage. ExceUent condition. Low price. 
Telephone 769-4429, ; 50
CSA Approved— Full Warranty.
Hurry in for a real buy.
10* x 56* THREE BEDROOM SAFE- 
way. good condition. Includes stove with 
continuous clean oven, Speed- Queen 
automatic washer, television. Telephone
767-2771. Peachland. S3
evenings. 48
IF YOU WANT A BUY ON NEW 
boat and- motor and trailer, telephone
763-5679. 48
MAC APPLES: T. R. HAZELL, 4335 
Tamer Road, Okanagan Mission,1 one 
•Ij'ock east of Dorothea Walker School. 
• $1,50 and np. Telephone 764-4409, . tf
LAST CHANCE FOR TOMATOES - 
? frost. Pick your own, $1.50 per apple 
twx. &!unson Road off Benvoulin. Please 
* bring containers. tf
A &!OST CAREFUL FAMILY WOULD 
be pleased to store your nlano for the 
next year or two If you jre. travelling 
abroad. - Kindly telephone 764-4733 after
today' at 762-4733. 50
ONE FIVE - YEAR - OLD BUCKSKIN 
mare. Very good pleasure, horse. Train­
ed for showing. Telephone 765-7972 alter
1971 100 CC KAWASAKI BUSHMASTER. 
Excellent condition. $300. Telephone 
769-4234. 51
5 p.m. 48
OLDS-AMBASSADOR CLOSED HOLE 
flute with leather, case. Good condition, 
suitable for student. Asking $70. Tele-
ESSO SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT 
required, older man preferred, for even­
ings and weekends. Some mechanical 
knowledge helpful, but not essential. Re­
tired armed forces welcome. Would like 
man to train as shift foreman. Reply in 
own handwriting to Box No. A-946. The
6 p.m. 51
GERMAN SHEPHERD, LAB CROSS 
puppies to give away to good homes.
Telephone 765-9124. 53
SMALL FOUR MONTH OLD CHIHUA- 
,hua - terrier female pup. $5. Telephone
phone 765-5376 after 3 p.m. 49
Kelowna ■■ Daily Courier. 50
763-6620. 49
1972 HONDA: 750 CC WITH CRASH 
bars. Excellent condition. Low mileage. 
Telephone 764-4537 after • 5:00 p.m. 49
1971 NORTON. COMMANDO WITH 1.- 
600 original mUes. $1,000 or best offer. 
Telephone 762-3890, . 53
42B. SNOWMOBILES
TOMATOES. RIFES AND SEMIS AND 
-greco peppers on our organic farm* 
> pzar Mission Creek School on KLO 
* Rdid. * Telephone 762*6210. 51
REGENT E FLAT ALTO SAXOPHONE 
in A-l condition. Telephone- 765-7320
after 5:00 p.m. 51
ONE ONLY—12 x 68 PREMIER 
—17% ft. living room, separate 
dining room, can be 2 or 3 bed­
rooms. List. Price $11,495.00. 
Special Clearance Price $9450.
ONE ONLY—12 x 60 PREMIER 
—3 br. Jack and Jill bedrooms, 
utility/room. List Price $9850. 
Special Clearance Price $8295.
MOVING OUT. 8’x20’ RAISED SUN 
deck, green fiberglass :■ roof, bamboo 
drapes, rug. 5’xl6* raised - porch. Both 
units completely adaptable. 768-5700
BOAT STORAGE SPACE SUITABLE 
for large or small boats. Telephone 
762-5398. T. Th, S. 53
evenings. 48
48. AUCTION SALES
TWO BEDROOM GLENDALE MOBILE 
home, like new. separate dining area, 
furnished throughout Skirted, carport, 
patioi landscaped, in: Okanagan Mob1'-'
Villa.- Telephone 765-8184. 48
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- 
lar 'sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. 
We pay cash for complete estates and, 
household contents; Telephone 765-564X 
Behind the Drive-In. Theatre. Hlghwel 
97 North. t|
48. AUCTION SALES
-TOP QUAUTY FRUIT FOR SALE - 
•Apples, pears, plums and. crabapples. 
Please bring own containers. Telephone 
■ Bex Marshall at 762-3298. T, Th, S, »
• BEAUTIFUL VARIETY GRAPES FOR 
■ sale. Take orders or pick your own.
On.1946 Ambrosl Road. Telephone 762-
T-212 HAMMOND ORGAN, ONE YEAR 
old; $500 less than original price. Tele­
phone 762-0434 after 6 p.m. v tf
NEW ELECTRIC GUITAR AND AMPU- 
fier, asking $95.00. Telephone 765-7953. . 
__________________________________ 53
32. WANTED TO BUY
’7705. 48
TOMATOES FOR SALE AT A SPECIAL 
price. Good for canning. Telephone 765- 
’"8151 or apply at .900 HollydeU Road. 53
OLD STYLE SETTEE OR CHESTER- 
fieid. Must be. large and heavy look­
ing and clean. Telephone 763-3023. 48
-.PEPPERS. CUCUMBERS, EGGPLANT, 
/..tomatoes, honeydew, cantaloupe, pickling
MEN'S HOCKEY EQUIPMENT, GLOV. 
es, pads, pants, etc. Must be in good
condition. Telephone 763*5292. 48
tukes. Telephone -768-5434. 53
McIntosh apples for sale, tele- 
: phone 762-8430 or apply W. Jantz, KLO 
: Road, just past Vocational School. 59
ITALIAN PRUNES, YOU PICK, $2.00 
' per. apple box. Bring containers. Tele- 
■ phone 762-6798. ' 51
“ LATE ITALIAN PRUNES, FIVE CENTS 
per pound; H. Schenk, WaUace Road, 
Rutland. 50
"Canning tomatoes for sale, 
' $2.50 per 40 pound box. Naka’s Fruit 
•'Stand, Highway 97 South. 50
, 36'* WESTINGHOUSE RANGE. WHITE, 
perfect working condition. Telephone 
’ 765-7921 after 6 p.m. 49
TOMATOES FOR SALE. EXCELLENT 
' for canning. 900 HollydeU Road or tele- 













T. Th, S tf
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE, $3.00 
Sir-yard. Five yard minimum delivery.
Iscount on large orders. Telephone
763-3415. tf
WILL DO ROTOT1LLING AT REA- 
aonable rates. For estimates telephone
765-6311. tf
ATTRACTIVE GIRL WITH - PLEASING 
personality to do weekend • demonstration 
work for Polaroid Camera. Own- trans­
portation necessary, for interview, tele­
phone 766-2472 (Winfield) after 6 p.m.
49
CONTRACT CLEANING COMPANY RE- 
quires man and woman for office clean­
ing, two or three. hours each evening. 
Must be bondable, and have own trans­
portation. Apply to Box No. A936, The
Kelowna Dally Courier. tf
EXPERIENCED APPLE PICKERS 
wanted. Close in, accommodation avail­
able. Telephone Rex Marshall 762-3298
after 6 p.m. tf
PLUMBER' WANTED FOR CONTRACT 
only on new . home. Telephone 763-7031
after 6:00 p.m. 50
HALF POODLE PUPS FOR SALE. SIX
weeks old. Telephone 763-3097. 4?
EIGHT WEEK OLD PEKINGESE. GOLD
in color. Telephone 765-3872.
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
50
1971 340 TNT SKI-DOO AND TRAILER. 
Snowmobile suit, medium. ■ Also skis, 
boots and poles, ideal for beginner. -Tele­
phone. 768-5212. •' . 50
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
MANAGER REQUIRED
Econo Drive-In Stores
Requires a store manager for our new Kelowna operation.- 
The successful applicant will be a high school graduate; will 
have experience in: retail gasoline sales, retail merchandise 
sales and staff supervision. ' ' ■
The applicant will move to Vancouver for a brief, comprehen­
sive training program before commencing his management 
responsibilities in Kelowna,
Excellent starting salary; incentive program, benefits and op­
portunity for advancement.'
Send your application in writing, giving details such as educa­
tion; employment record, outside. interests, personal references 
to:
H. C. WRIGHT 
No. 400 - 505 Burrard St. 
Vancouver 1, B.C.
52
TREES FELLED AND TOPPED. FROM 
Westbank to Oyama. Telephono 762-6054,
Kelowna or 766-2369, Winfield. 50
TREES TRIMMED AND REMOVED.
Telephone 765-8297. tf
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
GEN ER AL ELECTRIC WRINGER 
washer with timer and pump, $651 Vac- 
trie portable electric sewing machine 
with attachments, $50; Viking combina­
tion refrigerator-deep freeze, $100; 
matching chesterfield, chair and foot- 
atool (needs, upholstering), $25; reel 
lawn mower, $35; homemade telescopic 
camper, fits narrow truck box, $20; 
two yellow chrome chairs, $2 each; baby
crib. 35. Telephone 765-0337.. 48
OLDER 22" FRIGIDAIRE GAS STOVE, 
clean, fair condition,. $35. R. C. Allen 
cash register lor service station, baud 
operiitcd registers gas, gallon:, with 
cAih. $150. Telephone 763-7565 alter 
, 10:30 a.m. 48
McCLARY MEDIUM SIZE REFRIG- 
efaUir; $10; Tappan electric range, like 
new, 9130; Coldxpnt deep freeze, 21 cu­
bic • foot, $100. Encyclopedia 1 Americana 
p'US twenty bonus books. $150, Tele- 
p*IOlte 762-7970, _ ____ 50
Sp?A AND CHAUl. COFFEE AND 
end tables, drapes O5'‘x2(H’’, paintings, 
mirrors, lamps, bedroom vanity, radlo­
record player, encyclopedia Brlltnnlca, 
I ganlrnlnR equipment, Torn gas lawn 
npnVer. Telephone 763-5292, 48
ASSORTED STUDENT DESKS AND 
c^cyla of drawer*. Wo elan, rent baby 
cr;b.y and rollaway eota* by ‘Iho week. 
Whitehead’* New and Uacd. Telephone 
7i>.V54M. : T. tf
iifAR DRUM SET. COMPLETE. SUIT- 
•b'.i;, for beginner. All round I Yamaha 
•kix/jSJ cm complete •”l(h Tyrol I a har- 
Heap uacd one year. Telephone 7<>2MU.
iOu'iCdr aw 'er-mef uri)i;sK~<TWO 
Liter nite filing); adjustable mill cl 
chair, Burroughs adding machine, Hoy.il 
Standard typewriter, large two apeeil 
fan. Telephone 7ii7-277t. Peachland. 5.1 
GIRL'S SIZE 14 Iri BROWN 'wiNTIIII 
cult, borge deep pile fabric. .Inat 
cleaned, like new, $10. Girl Guide uni- 
f’h'm, complete, alio 14. S3. Telephone
7626W3, 50
COMl’I.IITK HOUSE OF FUIINIlUllE 
Inrhuhtitf i t ur, inaplr
MHtca tH’driMHii mill?, lit inn rtwim 
Apply at 1311 huthcrUnd Atrmir 
48 
'mi PONTIAC SEIMN. 175. hOLOHEX 
chain »aw 150. one ma’4 uhccl uiih 
Ut« 125. one portable Sinner aeuhui 
hiarbine Telephone .MM-W (Oyamat 
after ihil M
ci: sr.i.r -t lcxning bTo\i:. tn: 
ttaliManhtn ixon nvanle bn!, 









by SjluriUy. $r»n Trlrplwnr
III M K wiiiii: AIllIIKM 
tnlteh'l, t’V
420 JOHN DEERE CRAWLER WITH 
hydraulic angle blade. Good condition.
450 John Deere:Crawler. l’/i yard buc­
ket. back hoe and log grappler. Extra 
tracks. For sale or rent. Telephone Vic
Welder 762-2522. T. Th. S tf







“Your Total Transportation 
. Centre”
1658 Pandosy Ph: 763-7700 
48
DATSUN
1970, 510, four - door, 33,000 
original miles, immaculate 




CHRYSLER 392 HEMI, IN RUNNING 
condition, $250. Telephone 769-4300. 50
CARLETON 
MOBILE HOMES LTD. 
Highway 97 N. at McCurdy-Rd. 
765-7753
AUCTION SALE
Wednesday, September 27-7 p.m
ol
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
JEEP. FOUR WHEEL DRIVE WA- 
goneer station wagon. Factory rebuilt 
motor and transmission. New clutch 
and: brake linings. ExceUent condition.
Telephone. 763-6168.: tf
1961 VOLKSWAGEN VAN. CURTAINS, 
mattress, sleeps three to four, extra 
motor. -S300. Telephone 765-8966. after 
6:00 p.m. ■ tf
1965 SCOUT; FOUR WHEEL" DRIVE 
with winch. '29,000 original miles, gixid 
rubber. Also fescue lawn seed* 50c per 
pound/ Telephone 765*6138. ' 53
1966 FORD: HALF TON; CUSTOM CAB, 
automatic transmission, 352 motor, radio 
and other extras, beautiful all around.
Telephone 764-4484. 48
HUNTER'S SPECIAL: 1963 GMC BUS, 
960, V-8. A-l, suitable for camper com­
pletion. - Nearest. offer to $2,000. Tele­
phone 765-7121. ’ 51
1967 GMC HEAVY DUTY HALF TON. 
wide box, 292 cubic • inch, six ..cylinder 
engine. 22,000 original miles. Telephone 
765-6550. . tf
1969 FORD HALF-TON, FOUR WHEEL 
drive, in good. condition, with aluminum 
canopy. Must sell. $2,850. Telephone 763- 
3049. . 48
Credit Manager Required.
EXPERIENCED IN CREDIT FIELD. 
Good starting salary with opportunity for advancement.
APPLY IN PERSON AT
WOOLWORTH'S
DOWNTOWN KELOWNA
35. HELP WANTED FEMALE
The A and W DRIVE-IN
in Kelowna
REQUIRES MATURE LADIES FOR
CAR HOSTESSES
49
This is a full time position. Married women welcome with 
flexible hours to suit your requirements. We supply on 
the job training, complete uniforms. Transportation home 
on late shift.
’ Wage incentive programme.
APPLY TO THE MANAGEMENT 
AFTERNOONS OR EARLY EVENING.
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE










WOMAN WITH PLEASANT VOICE FOR 
telephone work with local firm* 3*8 
p m a for Approxknfttclv >our week*. No 
rxi»rr|rorr «*“•* *ar* • ’'ly *1 ”
Lawrence Avenue, upstairs, 50
MATUHI'. LIVE IN IIOUSEKEEI'EIl. 
Take complete rharge of new homo with 
two children. Room and board pl"« ial- 
•ry. Telephone 76J.7730 dayai or 769-4831 
•tier 7:00 pm. 30
BANKItEAlChCHOOI. MU!v" GOOD 
day care (or 4'a year old girl, all dav. 
and »ix year old boy oiler echool. In 
your home. Telephone 701’3209. If 
( OMl’ANION KOUSEKEEPElFfon El?, 
ilerty woman. Modern home, country 
nunoimillmti. I.lie In or eul. Write B»« 
Af*O, The Kelowna Dally Courier. 51
II MCI Mil I It 111 COME IN Foil ONC.
hiM
50




•1969 CUTLASS SUPREME, 350, AUTO- 
matic. two door, full power equipment, 
21,000 miles, $2,500 firm. 1972 Toyota 
pickup, 8,000 miles, 30” travelmate can­
opy with boat rack, $2,500 complete or 
will sell separately.: Telephone. 765-7877.
53
1969 IMPALA TWO DOOR VINYL 
hardtop, hi-performance V-8, power 
steering, power . brakes, air condition­
ing, AM-FM radio, eight track. Im­
maculate condition. $3,100. Telephone 
763-3267. 49
1960 ROADRUNNER IN EXCELLENT 
condition. Numerous .factory options. 
All . new traction slot mags and G60 
series 'tires. May be viewed at 646 
Glenwood. Avenue or telephone 763-7675
after 5:00 p.m. 52
MINT CONDITION: 1972 PONTIAC 
Ventura, V-8. automatic transmission, 
power steering, white walls, wheel 
discs, vinyl roof, deluxe Interior, less 
than 7,000 miles.. Telephone 763-2354, 
■ 48
I960 MONARCH FOUR DOOR SEDAN, 
40,000 miles, good tiros. Automatic trans­
mission. power steering, power brakes, 
radio. - Price $200. Telephone 762-5027.
tf
1968 BUICK, 430, FOUR BARREL 
Wildcat. All power assists, two door 
hardtop. Asking $2,400, view at Sic. 
No. 4, 1753 . Richter Street. 37.000 
miles. 50
1967 MUSTANG, 289, V-8 THREE 
speed. Red, black bucket scats. 67.000 
original miles, good mechanical condit­
ion. Tclephono 763-3225, niter 5:30 p.m.
50
1907 DATSUN 2000 SPORTS CAR i FIVE 
speed transmission, hardtop, radio and 
stereo tapedeck.-Seo at Super Shell, 654 
Harvey or telephone 703-4940 or 7024)430.
40
'64 PONTIAC PARIS1ENNE, POWER 
steering, power brakes, V*8, radio, good 
condition. Will sell or trade for foreign 
model pickup. Also '68 Suzuki 80, Ex­
cellent condition, $190. Telephone 762-
7292. 48
ti TON WILLYS JEEP FOUR WHEEL 
drive in good running condition. Good 
rubber all nrnund. $350. Telephone 767- 
2542, Peachland. 53
1066 PONTIAC FOUR DOOR HARDTOP. 
V-8. In top shape. Power steering, power 
brnkes. radio. Must bo, ■*ccn. Call any-
time. 765-7097. 50
1972 TOYOTA COROLLA. 1600, LIKE 
new. payments $50 pei' month. Trade 
$120(1 equity' for hoa). . larger car or 
station wagon. Telephone 763-5059. 48
WESTBANK
Collins Hill Rd. and Lakeview 
Rd.
BENVOULIN
Bcnvoulln Iki.. Ihiyncs Rd, 
and Major Rd.
Contact
The Circulation Dept, 




HAIRIUIESSERS WANTED roll NEW
Rhnp downingn. full tune 
Unit. IHephonc 7tV757l niter
EXPEniF.NCiai APPI.I
wanted st Burktaiul Orchards, 
at the corner of Buckland and 









20’ x .50’ DOUBLE WIDE 
Fully set up. partially furnished, 
storage shed; new air condi­
tioner, many other extras.' 
See at No. 3 SARCEE SQUARE: 
, 52
1963 CHEV HALF- TON; SIX CYLIN- 
der. four, speed, $425. 1962 Rambler 
Classic, six cylinder, four door, auto­
matic, $250. Telephone 763-3028. 50
196(1 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE. NEW 
engine, new paint, Minronl. excellent 
condition. Telephone 703’3319 or 7(12-5211.
.',2 
torii-mgii Roadster, plus ton- 
nenu cover, overdri/e, w. mileage. Rea­
sonable. Telephono 762-3'123, alter 6:90
p.m 53
1959 DODGE IN GOOD RUNNING Oil- 
del. 6125 nr neiireal offer. Apply nt 
Apm-tment 12, 2115 Willow Rond. Rut-
lurid, 50




ixiwcr ntcqlng. power 
innunln, lupe Ueik ami
If
1970 TWO DOOR HA HI ITOI' IIOADIllJN-' 
ncr In rxi-i'lli-nt condition with low 
inlli'HKi*. Telephone I'eoehhiiul 7(,7-2joli.
If
1UIJ COUGAR, NAVY AND WHITE, 
new pulnl Job, A-l mechanical condi­
tion. Ono owner. Telephono 763-2957 
liefore 3 p.m. days. 51
1U5 CHEV IHSCAYNE. NEW BRAKES, 
new * cliiti h, new radiator and waler 








PINE VILLAGE DISPLAY HOME, 
24’x40* three bedroom double wide. Wall 
to wall: carpets,- drapes, Westinghouse 
appliances, completely furnished, domes­
tic water, septic ■ tank.' Partially land­
scaped on a select lot m beautiful Pine 
Village • subdivision. AU for only $18;- 
500. Drive 116 mUes along Chute Lake 
Road, Okanagan Mission. 764-4137, 764-
4210. ti
OPEN TO ALL OFFERS. A BEAUTI- 
fully kept and furnished 12' x 60’ two 
bedroom Muttart trailer. Sundeck; and 
eavestroughlng. Must be: sold- imme­
diately! For .a dandy buy. please 
telephone OUvia Worsfold 762-3895 even­
ings or 762-5030 days. Hoover Realty
Ltd. 48. 50. 52. T. Th. S. 63
1972 12*x64* CHANCELLOR MOBILE 
home, complete with canopy, situated in 
deluxe court. Furnished or - unfurnished,
Telephone 765-7471.' 48
12’x64’ LAMPLIGHTER. FULLY FUR- 
nished, owner could not meet pay- 
ments. Lived in only 30 days. Tremen-






Red roses stand out against 
green leaves, lacy background.
Delight all with Wild Rose 
afghan — 3 dimensional roses 
form centres, Crochet of knit­
ting worsted in 61//’ squares for 
bedroom, living room. Pattern 
978: directions.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS for 
each pattern — cash, cheque 
or money order. Add 15 cents 
for each pattern for first-class
I'LYMOHIll FOUR DOOR. ALM) 
T tinning body. 1928 Chev tour­





—to Laura Wheeler, 






residentsW., Toronto, Ontario . _ 
add 4c sales tax; Print plainly
PATTERN NUMBER 
NAME and ADDRESS.
All New for 1973! 1
your
Fashion-
inspired Ncedlecrnft Catalog 
—more knit, crochet styles, 
crafts. FREE patterns ... 75c
NEW I Instant Money Book- 










Complete Afghan Book 







Chesterfield suite, dinette suites, coffee and step table, 
chests of drawers, beds, roll-a-way cot, hospital bed, 
child’s rocker, high chair, sewing , machine, TV stands.. . . 
Matching coppertone refrigerator and range, matching 
washer and dryer, oil heaters, wood range, wood heater. Skil 
saw, set of pots and pans.
☆ Coal oil lamps, antique picture frames and chairs;
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME LIMITED
Auctioneers—HARRY KUSLER and STEVE DUNSDON
Hwy. 97 N. — Behind the Drive-In Theatre 765-5647
WATCH THIS PAGE FOR CHATTEL MORTGAGE 
SALE OF WINTER WEAR 
ALL DAY WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4.
48
Industrial Speed-Up In North 
Poses'Grave Threat'To Nature
MORAN, Wyo. (AP) — A Ca­
nadian zoologist says it still is 
possible to locate large national 
parks in parts of Canada and 
Alaska that will not be affected 
by the development of petro­
leum resources.
He said the industrial 
speedup in. the northern 
reaches is a threat to the polar 
and sub-polar regionsand 
“there is a real urgency to es­
tablish additional inviolate 
areas before the: landscape is 
seriously and widely scarred.’’
“The race is on, but the out­
come is by no means clear,” 
said Dr. W. A; Fuller of the de­
partment of zoology at the Uni­
versity of Alberta in Edmonton.
Fuller, who delivered a tech­
nical paper Sunday to the Sec­
ond World Conference on Na­
tional Parks, said one oil in­
dustry representative in Can; 
ada estimated that 150,000 
miles of seismic lines would be 
required to -delinate. Arctic oil 
fields.
“The potential for esthetic 
despoliation of an enormous 
area through seismic '.explor­
ation is truly horrendous,” he 
said.
He also noted the threat of oil 
spills, the disposal of camp 
wastes and the movement of 
hot oil through pipelines in the 
fragile permafrost areas of the, 
polar area. '
"Areas so destroyed would 
have minimal appeal as na-
tional parks for decades or 
even centuries,!’ he said.
He said producing wells 
would only be a small portion 
of the Arctic land so that would 
leave large areas to set aside 
as parks.
’ “The North American rubber- 
tired society is eager to pene­
trate the most remote regions," 
he said. “Before tourism is 
counted an unmitigated bless­
ing in the north, we must deter­
mine the carrying capacity of 
permafrost areas for booted 
feet.”-
He said the search for and 
development of mineral re­
sources as practised in Canada 
are “totally at odds with prin­
ciples of conservation.”
“Yet, because of the Oco-. 
nomic importance of extractive 
industries, the miners continue 








LONDON (CP) — School chil­
dren in the South of England 
arc generally brighter than pup­
ils in other areas of Britain, 
says a report by the National 
Children’s Bureau. A survey in­
dicated these children hot only 
fare better at examinations but 
also attend classes more regu­
larly than other pupils. “This 
may be due to the high percen­
tage of middle-class families in 
the area,’’ the report states. 
"Children from working class 
backgrounds are generally 
more carefree about their 
studies,"
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Pkg. of 20 47cDIAGONAL FLATTERY
: Side-swept buttoning flows 
Into a waterfall of pleats. Tills 
is a slim, marvelousdress to 
fall or winter in! Fine travel­
er especially in knit,
Print6d Pattern 9414 j NEW 
Half Sizes lO'/j, 12»,£e. 14>^, ItJMs. 
18>i, 20’Zi. Slice 14>£ (bust 37) 
takes 2% yards 45-lnch.
, SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS 
(75c) in coins (no slumps, 
please) for each pattern—add 
15 cents for each pattern for 
first-class mailing and special 
handling. Ontario residents ndd 
4c sales tax. Print plainly 
SIZE, NAME. ADDRESS and 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, care of The Kelowna 
Dally Courier, Pattern Dept,, 
60 Front St. W., Toronto,
SEE MORE Spring Fashions 
and choose one pattern free 
from new Spring-Summer Cat­
alog. All sizes! Only 50c.
INSTANT SEWING BOOK 
sew today, wear tomorrow. $1, 
INSTANT FASHION BOOK- 
Hundreds <if fashion facts $1.
COLOR OF PLANTS
Green sponges usually owe 
their color to green plants that 
live In them. ’
MOHAWK KELOWNA 
SERVICE




If this is your problem call the experts nt
GUY'S PAVING CO. LTD
(Locally Owned and Operated)
Phone 762-2523 Anytime







12 Prize Afghans Book .. 
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15 Quills for Today Bixik
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36. HELP WANTED 
MALE OR FEMALE
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1.1,1. I'nniarl G. II. funnrll. al 571
IlrriiMil Al rniie. Krhmna. Trlrghone
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ROLLS ROYCE 
CITROEN
BMW - RENAULT 
Test Drive Them at 
PARTHENON MOTORS
(KFl.OWNA) LTD 
735 Balllie Ave.
763-7832
